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Most expensive primary race in state history in final stretch
Taken for 1,r_Latte_
Not quite. Fifteen
school teachers in the
Murray Independent
System received
grants to improve
their classrooms. See
page 8.

FRANKFORT, Ky... — The most expensive gubernatorial
campaign in Kentucky history heads into Tuesday's primaries
with the heutenant governor leading three other Democrats
and two hard-charging Republicans diminishing GOP hopes.
Lt. Gov. Brereton Jones raised a record $3.8 million and
focused on ethical questions about Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's
administration.
The Republicans, seven-term Rep. Larry Hopkins and Lexington lawyer Larry Forgy, settled into mudslinging and
insults that eroded their party's optimism.
Democrats have had a hold on the governor's office since

It was the Joanna
and Johnny show during the weekend's
Belles and Beaus golf
tournament at the
Oaks -Country Club.
See page 10.

NEW DELHI, India Security
forces in Punjab state shot and
killed 19 people suspected Of
being Sikh separatists in a half
dozen weekend shootouts.
—Page 2

PINE VILLE — The two frontrunners in Tuesday's gubernatorial primaries had the crowd to
themselves Saturday at Attie
annual Mountain Laurel Festival. --Page 3

INDIANAPOLIS — Rick Mears
became the third driver to win
the Indianapolis 500 four times
when he crossed the finish line
on Sunday, just 3.1 seconds
ahead of his challenger. —Page
10

1971. Wilkinson's wife, Martha, withdrew May 10 from the
Democratic primary as.her chances for victory turned bleak.
The governor is baited by the state constitution from seeking
re-election.
Jones, who often feuded with Wilkinson during four years
as lieutenant governor, has promised to run a scandal-free
administration and to take the "for sale" sign off the state
Capitol.
Both arc apparent references to federal and state grand
juries investigating the awarding of several state contracts
under Wilkinson.
Another Democrat, Mayor Scotty Baesler, who raised $1.6
million, said the Wilkinsons are Jones', only issue.
"Brereton's been trying to run against the Wilkinsons all

War had patriotism running high at
McGuire Air Force Base in New
Jersey. Thousands of civilians
thronged to the installatibn's 44th
annual open house and air show.
Children climbed over tanks and
played with machine guns as patrons watched the show and admired
the display of Military hardware
used in the war.
"ThCreis still a lot of people
affected by this war," said Air
Force spokeswoman Sgt. Andrea
Weida. "Emotions are high. The

Minn public displays-of military
might to private ceremonies of
prayer and rememberance, people
around the country on Sunday
recalled those who have fought,
and fallen, in battle.
A vacationing President Bush
attended church services in Kennebunkport, Maine, then walked with
the congregation across the street
to a monument dedicated to Terry
Brown, a Soldier killed in the
Vietnam War in 1969.
The short walk is a Memorial
Day tradition for the congregation.
Bush made no public comments
at the ceremony, but afterward told
Edna Brown, the slain soldier's
mother: "I love the way Vietnam
veterans arc being honored" in the
aftermath of the Persian Gulf War.
AURORA,, Colo. (AP) — An
"It's so appropriate," he added. Army soldier Who died over the
Mary Jackson of Culloden, weekend after stepping on a mine
W.Va., whose nephew was killed in northern Iraq was identified as a
in Kuwait City a day before the 20-year-old private from Colorado.
cease-fire when a faulty grenade
Pfc. Lars-Petter Chew of Aurora
exploded, said "Memorial Day is a stepped on the mine Friday near
little sadder this year."
Sawita and died early Saturday in a
A memorial service was held at a field hospital in Sirsenk.
Charleston church on Sunday for
Chew was a member of a Special
her nephew, Victor "Ted" Lake Jr.
But the allied victory in the Gulf (Cont'd on page 21

20-year-old private
killed by Iraqi mine

Memorial Day warm and humid
with a chance of thunderstorms.
High in the mid-80s. Southeast
wind 5 to 10 mph. Chance of
rain 40 percent. Monday night a
30 percent chance of thunderstorms. Low again in the upper
60s. Tuesday partly sunny,
warm and humid. High in the
upper 80s.

A little bit of rain and a few black thunder clouds are not enough to keep the staff of the Mayfield City
Clerk's Office from enjoying its Memorial Day weekend picnic Sunday afternoon in Calloway County at
Wildcat Beach. As if they do not even notice the rain, most of the staff simply go right on eating their
steaks and hamburgers. One staff member, however, is lucky enough to have brought an umbrella.
Staff phallic by Monads Kerr

Tigrean rebels reach Addis Ababa
By REID G. MILLER
Associated Press Writer
Entrea

WASHINGTON — As Congress moves to reform the
nation's banking system, it's
rolling back a 14-year-old law
guaranteeing that credit will
continue flowing to poor neighborhoods. —Page 2

ADDIS ABABA — Rebels said
Sunday night they had captured
Addis Ababa's international airport
and overrun two military airfields,
and arms fire was heard in the
besieged capital, some of it near
the presidential palace.
However, Western diplomats
said it did not appear that rebels
had launched an all-out assault on
the capital. "It still appears to be a
bit fluid," said one, speaking on
condition of anonymity.
The insurgents have said previously they did not intend to seize
the capital.
The developments came on the
eve of peace talks with the beleaguered government. Western diplomats said they expected the rebels
to demand the caretaker government surrender when the talks
begin on Monday in London.
There were reports of mass
defections to neighboring countries
by Ethiopian government forces.
Early Sunday evening,_a column
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of tanks and armored personnel
carriers moved through the capital.
About two hours later, heavy
automatic-weapons fire and explosions were heard for more than an
hour. The shooting tapered off into
an occasional burst of gunfire.
However, automatic weapons
and explosions could still be heard
on the east side of the capital hours
later, long into the night. "There's
still a lot of'shooting out in the vic-

inity of the airport," the diplomat
said.
The fighting appeared to be concentrated on the city's eastern edge
and out toward the international
airport, about five miles east of the
city.
The international airport was the
staging ground for a huge two-day
airlift of Ethiopian Jews by Israel,
which ended Saturday.
The claimed capture of the airport could not immediately be Confirmed, but the rebels have almost
never made a claim that was not
true, according to diplomats.
Earlier Sunday, Tigrean rebels
claimed to have seized the main air
force base of Debre Zeit, 28 miles
southeast of Addis Ababa.
The reported rebel successes
came after diplomats on Sunday
reported fighting east of the capital
for the first time. That would mean
the rebels had encircled it. The
insurgents, Tigrean and Eritrean
rebels, had already been advancing
on the capital from the north, west,
and southwest.
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Regular office hours are 11
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Friday, 8 a.m.-noon Saturday.

Plane explodes in fireball,
crashes in Thailand jungle
killing all passengers, crew
BANGKOK Thailand (AP) — An Austrian airliner carrying 223
people exploded in a huge fireball over rural Thailand and crashed into
jangled terrain late Sunday night. Police at the crash site said all
aboard were believed dead.
Police Sgt. Maj. Charan Palung said he saw the jet blow up as it
flew over his police station in Thailand's Suphanbun Province, nottt,west of Bangkok.
"We have no idea what happened (to cause such an explosion)"
Prakob na. Songkhlk chief -of the Lauda Air office in Thailand, said
early Monday.
Prakob said 213 passengers and 10 crew were aboard the Boeing
767-300. With 223 people believed killed, the crash would be the 12th
worst in commercial airline history. He said the Vienna-bound jetliner exploded and crashed about 16
minutes after takeoff from Bangkok's Don Muang International Airport. That would make the crash time 11:01 p.m. Sunday (11:01 a.m.
CDT Sunday).
No list was immediately available of the names or nationalities of
those aboard.
Prakob said the aircraft crashed just beyond the Dan Chang district
police station, about 100 miles from Bangkok, the nation's capital.
Charan said the plane was flying toward the Thai border with Burma
when it crashed into a junglerl hillside in the district's remote township
of Huai Khamin. _
Eight bodies had been recovered by rescue teams which included
more than 100 policemen as well as members of a charity organization
which rushes to the site of accidcnts. Charan said.
Quoting other policemen at the crash site, Charan said tattered clothing was seen hanging from trees. Some reprts said the wreckage
was still burning when the first rescue tearlirarrived.
Lauda Air, Austria's leading charter airline, has three flights that
travel from Bangkok to Vienna each week. The airline was founded by
Niki Lauda, a former champion race car driver who sometimes pilots
his own planes.
The one-time Formula-One world champion told Austrian television
early Monday there were many Austrians aboard the flight. The plane
had been in service about 18 months and had never had any problems,
he said. Lauda also said he would fly as soon as possible to Bangkok ,
to try to find out more about thc.cause of the crash.

Police in India search for man who
posed asjournalist at assassination
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Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30 to 4 p.m. Saturday.

the whole campaign and when the Wilkinsons got out, he lost
his stalking horse and now he's still trying to talk about
them," Bacsler said.
Baesler promised to manage the state's money better than
anyone else and Dr. Floyd Poore, a former secretary of the
state transportation department and Wilkinson aide, promised
to slash six different taxes.
Poore, a physician, had the title "Dr." legally attached to
his name so it will appear on the ballot. He has raised S2.4
million.
Democrat G4tewood Galbraith, a Lexington lawyer, has
focused on the legalization of marijuana to solve Ke5itucky's

plans to
Tourists and people from all around the lakes area take time out of their Memorial Day weekend
stop by the Fifth Annual Arts and Crafts Show at the Fenton Access Area on Highway 68. The event,
year
sponsored by Xi Alpha Phi Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi of Murray, took place during the holiday this
area.
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MADRAS. India (AP) — Officials investigating the assassination
of former Prime Minister Rajiv
Gandhi are looking for a man who
posed as a journalist at the scene of
the slaying, sources said Sunday.
The investigators suspect the
man could have been part of a
backup team in case the woman
who apparently killed Gandhi by
triggering a bomb strapped to her
waist lost her nerve, the sources
said.
Justice Minister Subramaniam
Swamy said in New Delhi that the
killing was a conspiracy and not

the act of an individual. He refused
to elaborate, but investigators are
known to have narrowed their
focus on the Liberation Tigers of
Tamil Eclam, a rebel militia fighting for independence in neighboring Sri Lanka.
The Tigers have denied the accusation, but investigators say they
are the only militants in the area
with the degree of arms sophistication demonstrated by the assassination. The group is known to have
set up a suicide squad known as the
Black Tigers, which has a women's
cell.
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Law ensuring flow of credit to poor rolled back
WASHINGTON (AP) — As Congress moves to reform the nation's
banking system, it's rolling back a 14-year-old law guaranteeing that credit will continue flowing to poor neighborhoods.
That wasn't what was supposed to happen when consumer groups
joined 'independent bankers in a "Main Street coalition" to fight interstate banking.
"Some real weird thingeare going on," said Peggy Miller, a lobbyist
for the Consumer Federation of America.
Consumer organizations and small banks agree that interstate banking
could lead to rapid consolidation of the banking industry and could choke
credit to small towns and rural areas.
But they disagree about whether small banks should be required to
comply with provisions of the Community Reinvestment Act of 1977 that
bar redlining, the practice of refusing to lend to entire neighborhoods:
The House Banking subcommittee on financial institutions voted 18-17
last week to require banks to prove they had made loans to small businesses and poor people before they could expand across state lines or into the

securities and insurance business.
A day later, it voted 21-15 to exempt nearly 80 percent of 12,300 banks
from not only the proposed lending requirement but from the existing law.
The exemption applies to all banks with $100 million in assets and less,
as well as to- banks with $250 million in assets and less with headquarters
outside metropolitan areas.
Rep. Paul E. Kanjorski, D-Pa., the exemption's author, said the remaining banks that would be covered by the law, because of their size, still
represent nearly 90 percent of the industry's assets.
However, the panel subsequently adppted another Ka.njorski amendment, without a recorded vote, that would substantially ease the law even
for large banks. It provides that banks with a satisfactory community
lending rating from federal regulators are immune from challenges for
two years.
That's the problem, according to consumer groups, which say the vast
majority of banks receive satisfactory' or better ratiags. They attribute
those ratings to lax enforcement, hot vigorous compliance.

Warfallen remembered...

SerViCeMASTER®
Carpet & Furniture
Specialists
COMMERCIAL/RESIDENTIAL
ServiceMASTER of the Lakes
759-1707
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tCont'd from page I
war may be over, but the effort still
continues and the majority of the
people know that."
There arc still more than 100,000
American soldiers in Saudi Arabia.
In ,New York City, about 2 million people eyed. the. sky over the
Coney Island boardwalk as Canadian Air Force planes performed
acrobatic maneuvers over the ocean
to honor war veterans, said. Milton
Berger, an organizer.
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DALE CARNEGIE COURSE®
August Class Now Forming
•Communicate More electively
•Acquire a Better Understanding of
Human Relations
-Gain Leadership Abilities

•Addltional Self Confidence
•Control Tension and Anxiety
•Remember Names

Presented by Charles D Eubank & Assoc Inc
Dale Carnegie Founder
747 Oak Hill Road
0
Evansville, Indiana 47711-5369
"Accredited by the Council for Continuing Education & Training"

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL TERRY LILES 1-800-262-5448
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PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
Did you know that becoming certified as a chiropractor
requires a minimum of six years of highly specialized
college training?

•

In North Carolina, former Marinc Lt. Col. Oliver North urged
about 2,000 people at a Memorial
Day gathering to dedicate themselves to the future of the United
States.
In McCook, Neb., a new granite
marker erected in memory ofveicrans - was dedicated at Memorial
Park Cemetery. And in Tennessee,
a wreath-laying ceremony was held
at the National Cemetery in
Madison.

Today's Doctor ofC hiropractic must complete 4,485 hours
of classroom instruction and pass a rigid chiropractic
board examination before earning a license. In most
states, continuing educational seminars must be completed for annual license renewal.
PERSONAL BACKGROUND
In addition, I have completed courses in Nutrition and
Physicalmodulities and Adjunctive Care, and hold a
bachelor degree in Nutrition from Life Chiropractic
University in Georgia: and hold an ASsociate. of Science
degree from W.C.C.C. in Michigan. Postgraduate studies
included Pediatric Adjusting and.Sports Injury. While in
college, I received National Dean's List Award of Merit,
Achievement of Excellance Award, Who's Who Among
College Students Award, and in 1989 was named Senior
_Intern at:Life university and graduated with honors. To
further my continuing education, I have received special
training since college in Pediatric Adjusting from Dr.
Larry Webster, Thompson Adjusting Technique from Dr.
J. Clay Thompson, Chiropractic Philosophy from Dr. Sid
Williams, President of Life University. And I have visited
number of other chiropractic clinics to study their
methods and procedures.

Due to the Memorial Day
holiday observance on Monday, customers of the Murray
Sanitation Division are asked
to place their garbage out on
their regularly-scheduleti day;
even though routes may run a
day late in_ _some areas.
The sanitation department
appreciates your cooperation
in this matter. If there are
any questions, call 762-0330,
ext. 120.
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INDIA
NEW DELHI — Security forces in Puntab
state shot and killed 19 people suspected
of being Sikh separatists in a hall dozen
weekend shootouts, a news report said
Sunday The fighting occurred on Satur
day night and Sunday, United News of
India said At least 16 people were slain
during the same period in other parts of
the Punjab state, the news agency said
Most were victims of Sikh separatists, but
at least two appeared to be militants
killed in inter-gang rivalry The weekend
deaths raise to more than 2,400 the number of civilians and militants killed in the
prosperous farming state since Jan 1
Sunday's death toll was the highest of a
single report in the past two months
There was no immediate explanation for
the escalation in violence
DAMASCUS — Syrian- and PLO officials
agreed Sunday to press their demands
for United Nations participation in ArabIsraeli peace talks, and a senior PLO
spokesman welcomed recent U S peace
efforts A source close to the PLO delegation said the two sides agreed "to
reject partial and unilateral solutions" of
the Arab Israeli dispute — a reference to
Israeli calls for individual peace treaties
which Palestinians fear would leave them
no leverage in negotiations The source,
speaking on condition of anonymity, said
the officials also insisted on U N participation in the peace conference U S Secretary of State James A Baker III is trying to arrange Israel opposes a U N role
and is reluctant to have Europeans
participate

ISRAEL

because it isn't," said Chew's
father, Keith Chew of Denver.
Shrapnel from the mine hit a
U.S. Marine in the neck and shoulder but he will survive, officers
said.
Chew is the fourth American to
die since Operation Provide Comfort sent allied troops into northern
Iraq to aid hundreds of thousands
of Kurdish refugees, said Pentagon
spokesman Lt. Col. Joe Rinella.
Chew had planned to come home
in August to be the.best man at his
brother's wedding. Chew signed bp
for one tour of duty with the 82nd
Airborne Division, the same outfit
his brother, 24-year-old Jan-Eric,
served in for a single tour.

Saturday's winning numbers
selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Pick 3: 9-7-1 (nine, seven,
one): Lotto: 1-15-17-19-40-42
(one, fifteen, seventeen, nineteen, forty, forty-two) — estimated jackpot, SI- million.* S'unday's winning numbers: Pick 3:
5-9-1 (five, nine, one;

Hi, I'm
Dr. Dennis L.
Heskett, D.C.
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By The Associated Press

SYRIA

20-year-old private killed...
Wont'd from page 11
Forces unit transferred from Italy
to northern Iraq last month. He was
participating in the "Operation
Provide Comfort— relief effort for
Kurdish refugees.
'It is important that everyone
bows what is going on and they
don't keep waving flags and saying, 'Hip, hip hurray, it is all over,'

NEWS OF THE WORLD

today and let me help you.

Did you know that the symptoms most commonly treated
by chiropractors are:
J Back Pain
J Neck Pain
J Stiffness
Numbness

J Headaches
J Arthritis
Bursitis
Hip Pain

J
J
J
J

NEED A RIDE
TO GO VOTE?
Calloway Countians
For Jones
Will Provide Rides!

Call
Sharon Furches
753-8151
Take Advantage Of Your

FREE SPINAL EXAMINATION
THIS MONTH ONLY

FREE

•

Constitutional Right

FREE

This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. I will include
a chiropractic orthopedic test, chiropractic neurological test, a
blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check, an examination
for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a muscle strengthness test, and a private consultation to discuss the results.
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'at

759-1116
Dr. Dennis L. Heskett

Heskett Chiropractic Center
N. 12th St., University Square Suite H
Hours: 8 a.m.-6 p.m. Monday-Friday
Saturday 8 a.m.-Noon
For Accidents or Personal Injury
After Hours or Weekends, Call 436-6099

MADRID — With half the ballots counted
in municipal elections Sunday, the
Socialists remained the leading party in
most city councils with 39 89 percent of
the vote, the government said But the
conservative Popular Party and the
Communist-led United Left made significant inroads in major cities., and the conservatives appeared headed for a majority in the nation's capital, Madrid, according to results released by, Interior Minister
Jose Luis Corcuera

AFRICA
ABUJA, Nigeria — Debt, civil war end
apartheid will be on the agenda when
African foreign ministers meet Monday in
the first round of the 51-nation Organization of African Unity's annual summit
The day also marks the 28th anniversary
of the founding of the regional group that
has sought decolonization and better
trade terms with wealthier Western
nations Heads of state plan to meet in
the summit's second round from June 3-7
to decide whether to maintain economic
sanctions imposed on South Africa
because of its apartheid system of racial
segregation The foreign ministers are
gathering at the proposed site for hligen•
as new capital at a time of crisis for their
continent of 800 million people Civil conflicts continue to rage in Ethiopia, Liberia,
Mozambique and Somalia Drought and
famine afflict several nations And efforts
to negotiate the end of white rule in
South Africa appear to be stalled Heads
of state also are expected to announce
the creation of a trade group similar to
the European Economic Community

ITALY

Painful Joints
Shoulder Pain
Arm/Leg Pain
Cold Hands/Feet

To introduce you to the healing world of chiropractic, please
accept my special offer:

SPAIN

JERUSALEM — A Palestinian accused
of collaboration was killed in the Gaza
Strip, bringing to 391 the number of
U.S.S.R.,
Arabs killed by fellow Arabs on suspicion
MOSCOW — Representatives of tnde
Israeli
assisting
Israel
Palestinian
and
of
'pendence movements in the six Soviet
reports said Falah Mohammed Ilhamar
republics that refused to sign a new
na, 36, was taken from his house in Khan
Union Treaty announced Sunday they
Yunis refugee camp by 10 masked activhave agreed to form their own political
ists Saturday night for "interrogation "
group Meeting in Kishinev, the capital of
His body was found Sunday with torture
Moldavia, the representatives formed the
marks and stab wounds Two collabora"Assembly of People's Fronts and Move
tion suspects were killed in the seaside
ments The group consists of indepen
strip Saturday Two other attacks
dence movements from Moldavia, Georoccurred in Gaza on Sunday, and
gia, Armenia, Lithuania, Latvia and Esto
wounded victims were taken to hospitals
ma Although the groups are separated
In the occupied West Bank, soldiers
by thousands of miles, they have had
encountered masked Palestinians attackinformal links for months Their' statement
ing a fellow Arab in Dura el Kan village,
did not provide any details of the new
ordered them to stop and fired when the
assembly's role, leadership or financing
Palestinians fled, killing one of them
•TBILISI — Georgian nationalist leader
Israeli soldiers or civilians have killed at
Zviad Gamsakhurdia held an insurmount
least 827 Palestinians in the 41 -month able lead with most votes counted in an
old uprising in the occupied territories,
unprecedented popular presidential elec
and 66 Israelis have been slain
lion Sunday in the secessionist republic
With about 80 percent of the ballots tabu
SURINAME
lated. the 52 year-old former political
PARAMARIBO — Voters restored nomiprisoner appeared to have won from 70
nal civilian rule to Suriname but the
to 90 percent of the vote across the
mountainous southern republic of 5 3 mil
military-backed party gained strong backlion people, said Archil Chirakadze
ing in weekend parliamentary elections
chairman of Georgia's Election
called after the army seized power five
Commission
months ago The New Front for Democratic and Development, a tour-party
coalition that swept the 1987 elections
FRANCE
with 95 percent of the vote, was proPARIS — France s justice minister vowtected on Sunday to have won 30 seats
ed Sunday to- arrest and prosecute hunThat was down from 40 in the outgoing
dreds of youths who battled police and
parliament and live short of the 34
looted a shopping center in a low-income
needed for a crucial two-thirds majority
suburb of Paris The riot Saturday night
The government installed by army chief
in Mantes La-Jolie, north of the capital
LI Col Desi Bouterse, reputed leader of
was the latest incident in a series of vio
a Christmas Eve coup here, won surprislent outbursts during the past few months
ingly heavy backing in Saturday's elec
in French slums As in the other distur
lion of a National Assembly, ensuring
bances, the rioters were mostly unem
continued strong military influence in run ployed young men of North African on
gin The violence broke out Saturday dur
ing an annual celebration for a local
soccer club

Additionally, I devote three days eery month attending a
nation-wide seminar in Atlanta and Chicago to stay
current on the latest chiropractic advances.
This is the kind of training and professionalism I offer
you. If you have hesitated visiting a chiropractor, perhaps
you didn't know that chiropractors go to such great
lengths to continue their education and provide you with
the latest techniques and the most qualified service. So,
you see, what you don t know, can't help you. Call me

ning this remote South American country
of 420,000 people

GO VOTE
On Tuesday, May 28, 1991
Paid for by friends for Jones, Annelle Fulmer,CPA, Treasurer.
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POTENZA -- An earthquake shook
southern Italy on Sunday, causing minor
injuries, police said The quake regis
tered 4 7 on the Richter scale and its epi
center was 3 5 miles north of Potenza
according to the National Institute of
Geophysics in Rome About 30 people
were treated for injuries linked to the
quake. the Italian news agency ANSA
reported Many had been hit by falling
objects or 'shattered glass

PAKISTAN
BwAithDt—heActogmhamnugnuisetrgrilolavserpnlmanentot
for sourcesapeace
h an
aPakistan
d
meet next
conference on ending their 13-year-old
cii:Lil AwM
aA
r
in
akx1Pmoinstthaniin
said Sunday The conference is part of
an eight-point U N. proposal considered
by many to be the last hope for a swift
solution to the war that has killed at least
15 million people and driven 5 million
Afghanis into refugee camps in Pakistan
Meanwhile, new fighting was reported
between rival guerrilla groups in Afghanistan's rugged Kunar province. A Pakistani newspaper said Sunday that several
guerrillas were killed during three days of
fighting

BANGLADESH
SONODIA ISLAND— For nearly a month
after a killer cyclone, the 1,000 residents
of Sonodia Island waited for help, surviving on handfuls of rice and drinking contaminated water Last week, the massive
international relief operation launched to
help the rest of the nation finally found
these survivors "Without any help it is
very difficult to survive," said Mostalali,
39, one of six brothers whose fishing
trawlers were smashed in the cyclone on
April 30 Immediately after the storm
roared across this southwesternmost
island in the Bay of Bengal. an Army helicopter landed here with five large bags of
rice For weeks afterward, helicopters
flew overhead to neighboring Maheskhali
Island but nobody came to Sonodia

SOUTH AFRICA
SOWETO — The king of the Zulus on
Sunday accused the African National
Congress of waging a campaign of violence against his people and told thousands of his followers the rival group
must stop King Goodwill Zwelithini, at a
rally of 40,000 Zulus, also said blacks
must work together to end the factional
violence that has claimed thousands of
fives and work to abolish the apartheid
system of, racial segregation But he
lashed out at the ANC and its leader,
Nelson Mandela, accusing them of trying
to suppress the Zulu people He blamed
the ANC for most of the violent deaths in
South Africa The rival groups both
oppose apartheid but are divided by
ideological differences and tribal loyal.
ties Thousands of Zulus, many armed
with spears, clubs and shields, marched
to a football stadium on the outskirts of
the black township of Soweto to hear the
king's address Many marched with huge
multicolored flags of the Zulu dominated
Inkatha Freedom Party King Goodwill
and the Inkatha leader, Chief Mangosuthu Buthelezi, were cheered when they
arrived in leopard robes, carrying shields,
spears and clubs The king has no formal
power but commands great respect as
traditional leader of 6 million Zulus, the
country s largest tribe
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Candidates press flesh at Mountain Laurel Fest
"Next week you'll see the mother of all polls," Hopkins said. "It will
come up on Tuesday and I'll guarantee he's not going to like these results
either.'
Jones, with his jacket off and shirt sleeves rolled up, was not quite as
confident as Hopkins. .
"I like to-run a race as if I'm 100 votes behind and the race is tomorrow," he said. "I got my 100 votes today and now I'm working on
tomorrow's votes."
Jones played down a recent attack by primary opponent Dr. Floyd
Poore, who released to the press Friday a document showing Jones asking
for early parole for a convicted felon.
In -1988, Jones appealed to the Kentucky Parole Board on behalf of
Dale A. Baynes, who had been serving a 20-year sentence since 1986 on
forgery and theft chaiges. Baynes was denied an early parole and is still
incarcerated.

By ALLEN G. BREED
Associated Press Writer
n country

PINEVILLE, Ky. — The two front-runners in Tuesday's gubernatorial
primaries had the crowd to themselves Saturday at the annual Mountain
Laurel Festival.
U.S. Rep. Larry llopkins, R-6th District, and Li Gov. Brereton Jones, a
Democrat, considered the front-runners ifl their respective races, buoyantly worked the thousands•of potential voters gathered at the Bell County
festival.
"It's very, very nice of all these people to come out and see me
today," Hopkins joked as he handed out fliers. "It's been the same everywhere I go."
Hopkins dismissed recent assertions by his opponent, Lexington attorney Larry Forgy, that Forgy has a slight lead going into the primary.
Hopkins said his polls show him with a comfortable lead.
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Four fallacies of politics '91: conventional wisdom is wrong again
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. — Going
into the 1991 carppaign season, a
few things were accepted as
givens, almost political truisms.
As might have been expected,
conventional wisdom was confounded again.
Here, in no particular order, are
four of the great fallacies of this
spring's campaign.
1. Larry Hopkins is invincible.
The patina of power he once
enjoyed faded quickly once the

(Cont'd from page I)
economic problems. He has raised about $100,000, the least
of all candidates from both parties.
Polls have Poore and Baesler behind Jones but well ahead
of Galbraith.
The four Democrats raised $13.2 million, topping the previous record of S12.1 million spent by a field of eight Democrats four years ago. Governors in Kentucky are limited to a
single, four-year term.
Forgy has raised about $429,000. Hopkins has raised nearly
$1.6 million.
Poore has zeroed in on the background of Jones, a millionaire thoroughbred horse breeder who was a GOP state rep-

BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
— Deviating from what he calls "a
campaign devoid of mudslinging,"
Dr. Floyd Poore questioned the
credibility of one of his opponents
in the Democratic gubernatorial
primary Sunday.
On the final leg of his last campaign trip, Poore claimed he is

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The
gubernatorial campaign of U.S.
Rep. Larry Hopkins has disavowed
a letter claiming Hopkins had
established a patronage committee
in the 6th Congressional District.
The unsigned letter, dated Thursday, was on what appeared to be
official campaign stationery and
said a three-member committee
would be "the most influential
committee on patronage in the
state'
"Those counties that are not car-

leading in the polls. Poore also
claimed that Lexington Mayor
Scotty Baesler "wasn't even in the
race."
Poore spoke to about 50 supporters at a local grocery store, holding a gallon of milk. Repeating
what has become a frequent allegation by him, Poore claimed that, if

ried by the congressman in the
primary next Tuesday will not
receive favorable action by our
committee," the letter said.
It was addressed to local campaign heads in each county in the
district.
State Sen. David Williams,
Hopkins' campaign manager, said
the letter was a "dirty trick" and
was meant to disrupt the Republican's campaign. He said the stationery looked like the campaign's

candidate, former Massachusetts
Sen. Paul Tsongas.
The same poll found the Amenpublic highly critical of the
can
WASHINGTON — When he
coverage of Vice President Dan
defends the late start of the presidential campaign, Democratic , Quayle during President Bush's
treatment for an irregular heartbeat.
National 'Chairman Ronald H.
Fifty-five percent said the media
Brown always says voters are sick
is unfair in the way it covers Quayof long campaigns and aren't, payle: 33 percent said the coverage
ing attention to national politics
was fair.
just yet.
either
that
A new poll suggests
The Democratic National CornBrown is right, or the field of
mittec is filling its coffers for the
potential Democratic challengers to
1992 elections as it waits for the
President Bush isn't generating
presidential-field to take shape.
much excitement.
Two unusual fund-raisers last
Just one in four Americans — 24
week — a golf tournament and a
percent — could name a Democrat
who has been mentioned as a 1992 concert — brought in $375,000,
presidential prospect, according to according to •DNC spokeswoman
a nationwide poll of 1,206 adults Ginny Terzano.
At the Wednesday night concert,
conducted May 16-19 by the Times
Mirror CenterIV the People and singer Anita Baker wowed the
Kennedy Center audience with jazz
the Press.
and
blues ballads — and a joke
marginally
just
The rate was
higher — 28 percent — among about the party's recent history in
respondents who identified them- presidential politics,
Baker noted most of the tunes
selves as Democrats.
New York Gov. Mario Cuomo, were from the '40s, '50s and '60s.
who insists he's not running, was Then she put it this way: "Most of
mentioned by 9 percent of the the songs were written when we
respondents who could recall a had Democratic presidents."
name; 7 percent mentioned the
only declared major Democratic
The crowded field of likely
By JOHN KING
Associated Press Writer
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but that the typeface and mailing
label were different.
He said there had been no discussions on patronage and he did
not know who was responsible for
the letter, which had a Lexington
postmark.
Jay Humbert, a spokesman for
the campaign of Hopkins' opponent, Lexington attorney Larry Forgy, said he was unaware of the letter and said "nobody in our campaign would be authorized to do
something like this."

Democratic candidates for the seat
being vacated by retiring Sen. Alan
Cranston got a little less crowded
last week.
Rep. Robert Matsui of Sacramento said he was dropping out
becauge of his father's declining
health and would instead seek reelection to his House scat.
With Republican chances in the
1992 presidential election looking
pretty good at this early date, some
in the GOP spend more time speculating about 1996 — and the likelihood of a crowded primary fight.
A likely face in that crowd,
Housing Secretary Jack Kemp, was
a bit cocky last week in assessing
the GOP's chances of holding the
White House.
"There'll never be another
Democratic president in our lifetime," Kemp told the National
Federation of Republican Women.
Kemp was among a host of GOP
leaders who spoke to the group
during a daytime session.

I

_

stopping in Bowling Green.
Poore claimed that Jones has
S400,000 in campaign funds in a
West Virginia bank that Jones'
brother owns. He said that, if Jones
doesn't keep his money in a Kentucky bank, he shouldn't be governor of the state. However, Poore
provided no proof of the allegation.
411•11•11•1•0.m.

Baesler
imemziammi

r.

Some Talk Change...
Baesler Makes It Happen
The Baesler Record
•Helped bring 32,000 new jobs to his community.

•/

•Developed the Sweet 16 Academic Showcase,a statewide program where high
school students compete for awards and scholarships.
'Introduced Project DARE, a drug education program now taught in 95 of
Kentucky's counties.
'Expanded Senior Citizens Center; created a new family care center to provide
services to low income/high risk parents and children; and developed a
shelter for single parent families.
'Lowered,property taxes for his people for four straight years:
•Implemented the toughest government ethics law in Kentucky's history.
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Hello
Stranger!
Searching for answers to all
those who--what/where questions
about your new city'
WAGON
WELCOME
As
Representative. its my Job to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer
By bringing you some useful
gifts. Community info Advice on
reliable 'business in your new
neighborhood And more Call

Hostess Kathryn Outland 753 3079
8348
"°stess 1°9460,9 king 492

753-4175
Glondolo at WhItnoll
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30
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Lt. Gov. Brereton Jones is elected
governor, he would place a 25-cent
tax on every gallon of milk.
Poore also attacked lones' character, saying that Kentuckians
needed to know about Jones'
"crassness."
Poore also visited Owensboro,
Whitesville and Cloverport before

Charlie's Sale-T
Discount Pharmacy

•

A

were spent on the rehabilitation of purest form of campaigning. The
Martha Wilkinson to no avail and exception has been a misrepresenLarry Forgy is actually running a tation of a vote by Jones while he
credible campaign on something of was in the West Virginia legislaan anti-money theme.
ture on parole for murderers. Bey4. The whizzing of political mud ond that, negative tends to be in the
will drown out even the cicadas. eye of the beholder. To say that
Brereton Jones' protestations not- Jones flip-flopped on the death
withstanding, the Democratic penalty and refused to release all
gubernatorial campaign has been information about his personal
relatively free of negative or false wealth is not negative: it's true. On
accusations. True enough, there the Republican side, negative is as
have been comparisons of records negative does. Neither Larry Hopkand criticisAls of stands, but that is ins nor Larry Forgy can accurately
not negative campaigning. In some throw that in the face of the other
respects, such comparison are the fellow. If you want mud, look
further down the ballot.
• • • •
Mark R. CheIIgren is the
some insurance and investment courses at Southern Methodist
Frankfort
University and Purdue University that were not part of the Associated correspondent for The
Press.
universities' programs.
Hopkins has accused Forgy of deserting Republicans by
dropping out of the 1987 gubernatorial primary, leaving the
eventual GOP nominee to lose by the largest margin in the
state's history.
Forgy said soon after he withdrew that he couldn't face telling Kentucky voters that a large tax increase was inevitable.
This year, he said he was driven from the I987'race by distaste for the high Cost of campaigning.
Forgy has limited himself to campaign contributions of
S300 instead of the S4,000 legal limit.

Voters can't think of Demo challenger
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or may not win the election, but he
has probably won vindication.
3. Money is the be-all and endall of modern politics. Don't misunderstand, money is still important, probably crucial. But this
year, it couldn't salvage the campaign of Martha Wilkinson. And
Larry Forgy, Scotty Baesler and
Dr. Floyd Poore may win without
it, relatively speaking. True, if Brereton Jones wins the Democratic
nomination and Larry Hopkins the
Republican, it will be confirmation
of the fact that he who spends
most, most often wins. But millions

resentative in his native West Virginia before moving to Kentucky in 1973. Jones said he became a Democrat because
President Nixon soured him on the Republican Party.
The bitter campaigns of Hopkins and Forgy split their party, which is outnumbered in Kentucky 2-1. The GOP started'
out hoping that two strong candidates and 20 years of Democratic control would work in their favor.
Forgy has accused Hopkins of trying to mislead voters with
false biographical claims about serving in the Korean conflict
and having attended two universities.
Hopkins enlisted in the Marines 11 months after the armistice was signed, ending the Korean conflict, but before legislation established as the cutoff for veterans benefits. He took

Hopkins campaign disavows patronage letter
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ineptitude for failing to find a credible candidate to challenge Hopkins in six re-elections to Congress.
Those same Democrats arc now
promising a serious challenge to
Hopkins should the opportunity
arise in 1992.
2. Larry Forgy is a political
corpse. Even Forgy thought this
was the case about four years ago
after he withdrew from the governor's race. At the time, Forgy
replied in multiples when asked if
he would ever run for office again
— "No. No. No," he would say.
Wrong. Wroag. Wrong. Forgy may

Poore talks tough on final leg of trip
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bright light of public scrutiny was
cast upon it. He has conducted
arguably the worst campaign of
anyone running for governor this
year, including Maptha Wilkinson.
His Washington-based strategy
backfired. He bungled questions
about his resume and demonstrated
a noteworthy lack of understanding
of state issues. Hopkins may win
the Republican nomination and he
may even be elected governor, but
it will take an effort not heretofore
thought necessary. His campaign
has left 6th District Democrats
shaking their heads at their own

Most expensive primary in state history enters stretch...
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"That's typical in a campaign," Jones said. "Those who are behind
throw mud at the leader. I'm not throwing mud."
He called Poore's actions a "desperate attack."
Fora/ was expected to arrive at the festival around noon, but changed
his plans and instead flew to Harlan. Forgy is running on a ticket with
lieutenant governor candidate Eugene Goss, a Harlan attorney.
Hopkins was traveling with another lieutenant governor candidate.
Lawson Walker, a state representative from Villa Hills.
While Walker said he is not on a ticket with Hopkins, "obviously Congressman Hopkins is for me and I'm for him."
• Jones' main foes, Poore and Lexington Mayor Scotty Baesler, were
campaigning elsewitere on Saturday.
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson also attended the event, serving as an
announcer for the festival's parade. He again 'declined to reveal which
candidate he is supporting in the Democratic primary. He said no candidate has come to him for a last-minute endorsement.

An Associated Press News Analysis
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'We need real change in Frankfort — we must put a
stop to the PAC slush funds and insider deals. We need

full financial disclosure for all top employees. It's time
for those in Frankfort to put the public's interest ahead
of their own private interests.
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"It's time to face the real problems of Kentucky, the
astrononzical health care costs...the lack ofjobs...outof-state trash. It's time for state government to shake
things up in Kentucky — and that's why I'm running
for Governor. I'm running for Governor to help everyday Kentuckigns...every day."
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The 21st century Constitution

Rights and responsibility
One of the most powerful machines the world has ever
blown will be available,for public use Tuesday in our area,
and many of us .-- if not most of us — will pass up the,
chance.
It's not the latest 'smart' bomb, super collider, atom
smasher or laptop super-computer. These emblems of '90s
technology may someday change the course of history, but
they will never play as large a part in the shaping of the
futtitle as the voting maehkie..
And yet, it is highly likely that less than half of the eligible voting public in Kentucky will turn out for the primary
elections which will decide this November's ballot choices
for our state's highest offices.
It is ironic that, one day after we take time off from work
to supposedly honor our nation's war dead, to remember
those who died fighting to protect our rights, so many of us
will fail to take the time to exercise the most basic right of
all, and the essential tool to any democracy.
OneTperson, one -vote: It-is-die corocrstrrnr-a-ourperlitical
system. It is our guarantee of representation of the people,
fOr the people, by- the people. It is a process which we_have
watched spring up in other parts of the world within the last
few years, a joyous occasion to those who have been denied
the right to select their own governmental represent,atives.
Some who do not vote do so for. political reasons of their
own, true. Others, however, seem to view voting as an act
similar to dancing — a diversion which doesn't really mean
anything and which can easily be avoided if it presents too
much of an inconvenience. .
- .
Don't dance around tomorrow's state primary elections.
Voting is not only a right, it is a responsibility the fulfillment
of which ensures that it will remain a right.
Don't fall for the old lines about one vote being worthless,
or the "my vote will only cancel his/her vote" philosophy
which supposedly -.excuses two people from their ballot duty.
In just one primary alone — the Democraticigubernatorial
selection -- a record $13.2 million dollars has been raised
the candidates. All to court your vote.
Worthless? History provides all too many examples where
one vote has decided an election. Even those who truly feel
their candidate has no chance of success .should vote their
heart — lust a few days ago, a supporter of a dark, dark
horse told me she would cast her vote anyway, in hopes that
her candidate generated enough support not to get the nomination, but to show that his platform has merit and should bx
considered.
4 Just a few months ago on the sports pages of this newspaper, a writer moaned about a poll taken "Iyy another new'spaper. In that poll, all of_the interested parties had not been
invited to participate, and, much less than half of the ballots
had been returned. The poll was decided by the "majority" of
responses, which were less than half of the interested parties.
Sadly, such will be the case in tomorrow's Democratic
gtibernatorial primary election. In all probability, less than
half of the state's Democratic voters will turn out and, with
four candidates running, it is possibly — even likely — that
the "winner" will receive less than 40 percent of the votes
cast.
Figure out 40 percent of 50 percent, and you'll see the
"majority" which will decide our Commonwealth's Democratic candidate for governor — and the numbers vary only
slightly in all other races, statewide or national, whenever
our voting turnout remains at its usual low percentakes.
• Is this any way to run a democracy?
,Go out and vote;"'--"•
Daniel T. Parker

Today In History

4
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Today is Monday, May 27, the 147th day of 1991. There are 218 days
left in the year. This is Memorial-Day.
In 1647, the firsyrecorded American execution of a "witch" took place
in Massachusetts (The method involved was not burning at the stake, but
hanging).
In .1818, American reformer Amelia Jenks _Bloomer, who popularized
the garment that bears her name — "bloomers" — was born in Homer,
N.Y.
In 1837, American gunfighter and frontiersman Wild Bill Hickok was
born in Troy Grove, 111.
In 1935, the U.S. Supreme Court struck down the National Industrial
Recovery Act.
- In 1936, the Cunard liner Queen Mary left England on its rdiden
voyage.
In-1941, 50 years ago, amid- rising world tensitins-,-President Franklin
D. Roosevelt proclaimed an "unlimited national emergency."
In 1941, the German battleship Bismarck sank off France, with a loss
of 2,300 lives.
In 1964. iddependent India's first prime minister. Jawaharlal Nehru.
died.
In 1977, the City of New York tined "human fly" George H. Willig
S1.10 — one penny for each of the 110 stories of the World Trade Center
he'd scaled the day before.
In 1985, in a brief ceremony in Beijing, representatives of Britain and
China exchanged instruments of ratikation on the pact returning Hong
Kong to the Chinese in 1997.
In 1988, the Senate voted 93-5 to ratify the treaty eliminating landbased medium-range nuclear missiles.
Thought for Today: "Civilization is a race between education and catastrophe: — H.G. Wells, English author (1866-1946).
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Lately I have been thinking
about presidents and judges, and
about Ronald Reagan and George
Bush, and about Franklin
Roosevelt, too. and I wonder: Was
it genius, or was it inadvertence,
that led. the Founding Fathers to
create our system of federal courts?
ByJamesJ.Kilpatrick
Whether by _accident or by
design. the U.S. Constitution in the
next century will be seen through
Our pre-eminent Founding
conservative eyes and Shaped by
Father,
Mr. Washington himself,
conservative hands — the eyes and
named 10 men to the Supreme
hands of Reagan/Bush nominees.
Court — stout Federalists one atid
These reflections are prompted all. John Adams followed by namby an article in the current issue of ing two more Federalists. Then
Judicature magazine. Sheldon came the most telling nomination
Goldman, a professor of political in judicial history.
science at the' University of MassaThe story has often been told,
chusetts (Amherst), has updated his but it bears repeating. Chief Justice
periodic analyses of judicial nomi- Oliver_Ellsworth-resigned-froin-the
nations. Looking at the 1161 two court late in Septabber 1800. Presyears of Bush's term, he finds • idenj, Adam's was hard put to find.
- ex actty what --a -know]e-d-geatite - - anyone willing to take his place,
observer would have expected: and he had to move fast. Adams'
Bush is in the grand political tradi- term would expire in March. The
tion that began with Gedrge despised Democrat Tom Jefferson
Washington. Bush is nominating would soon be in power.
judges in his own philosophical
Adams knew that a Jeffersonian
image.
chief justice would take the nation
Under the system created by the down the road of states' rights. The
Constitution. a president nominates - prOspect was unbearable. Finally,
al,' (*rat
,the _Senate_ . late in January 1801, he nominated_
confirms a nominee, the judge a fine Federalist whose views were
serves, in effect, for life — and cast in -a nationalist mold.
The senate at once confirmed.
some judges nave very long lives.

A
CONSERVATIVE VIEW

The choice, of course, was John
Marshall. Adams left office two
months later. 'Marshall stayed on
the bency•for 34-years. He participated in a thousand high court
decisions; he wrote 500 of them
himself, and he shaped the Constitution in ways that persist to this
day.
Take a grand leap to the era of
Franklin Delano Roosevelt. During
his 12 years as president, FDR
named nine men to the high court
— all good Democrats. Roosevelt
died in 1945. Felix Trankliirter
served as an associate justice for
another 17 yeras, Hugo Black for
another 26 years, and William 0.
Douglas for another 30 years. They
shaped the Constitution
accordingly.
This is the way_ lir syclem_has_
worked. More than 93 percent of
Lyndon Johnson's district court
nominees- were deserving tienio-crats. When Richard Nixon had his
turn, 93 percent of his nominees
were deserving Republicans. Jimmy Carter named Democrats (92.6
percent). Ronald Reagan named
Republicans (93.1 percent). It is an
oversimplification to suggest that
all Democrats were liberals, and all
Republican! were, conservatives.
but that is more or less the truth of
the matter.
By Professor Goldman's tally.

George Bush has named 48 district
judges — 45 Republicans, two
Democrats, one independent. He
has-named It-circuit judges- — 17Republicans, one. independent. The
district judges have an average age
of 49.6 years. The appclate judges
average ai youthful 48.5 years.
These 59 men and seven women
will be on the bench for quite some
time to come.
Thus far, Bush has been- able to
name only a single member of the
Supreme Court (David Souter,
good Republican), but if the president is re-elected in 1992, he may
have additional opportunities) Justice Harry Blackmun will be 83 in
November. Justice Byron White
will soon reach 74. Justice John
Paul Stevens was 71 in April. All
of them, are getting a little long in
the tooth.
By the time Bush's first term
ends in Jarivary:1993, at least 75
percent of all sitting federal judges
will be Reagan-Bush nominees.
The number includes the dominant
majority on the Supreme Court
(Rehnquist, O'Connor, Scalia, Kennedy, Souter). It is a truism that the
Constitution is what the judges say
it is. An overlooked truism is that
the judges are who the presidents
say they will be. And presidents, as
history demonstrates, cast long shadows ahead.

After war,justicefits Kuwait to a 'T'
To most Americans, accustomed
as we are.to certain legal niceties,
15 years in prison for wearing a Tshirt might seem like a stiff
sentence.
That's the punishment a judge in
Kuwait tossed at a mope who
admitted having worn a shirt with
SaddamHussein's picture on it. .
The T-shirt offender was one of
many accused collaborators whom being judged and found guilty
without seeing their accusers or the
evidence of having much of a
chance to defend themselves. And
many of them say that they. were
tortured into giving confessions.,
But before soft-hearted Americans jump to harsh conclusions
about Kuwaiti justice, they should
heed the words of the,president's
press secretary:
"We do have concerns about the
justice system in Kuwait," said
Marlin Fitzwater. "But for a country that's only 81 days out of
devastationwf-think they're
doing pretty well."
And he's -probably right. Life
hasn't been easy for Kuwaitis, who
had grown accustomed to wealth,
comfort and foreign servants.
Even now, some of those who
ran like, hell when Saddam invaded
are returning and crinkling their
noses in disgust at what they see.
Their beaches are still soiled, the

streets are dirty and reliable
domestic help is hard to find.
Many are staying just long
enough to withdraw a bundle from
their bank accounts before heading
-for the South of. France or some
other haven from discomfort.
So it's understandable that their
'justice system would have little
patience with those who are suspected of having collaborated with the Iraqi invaders. Especially since
most of the suspects are Palestinians and other foreigners who
Kuwaitis had allowed to be their
trusted servants and menial workers, the ingrates.
When someone is an ingrate, or
even a suspected or alleged ingrate,
are they to be pampered and allowed to use devious legal technicalities,such as having a lawyer represent them? Or confronting their
accusers? Or even knowing who
their acuser is?
Some of them''said they'were tortured into making confessions. But
none in the first batch to stand trial
was lacking a nose or an ear. If
their. torturers had really been
enthusiastic, you would think that
they would have lopped at least
one nose.
No, as'the Whiote House's Fitz-;
water said, "We think- they're
doing pretty well."
And they are. Those who stood

T-shirt got 15 years.
Oh, he had an excuse. His sort
alwa-ys does. I have never seen
anyone in a Saddam T-shirt who
wasn't a whiner.
He said he owned the Saddam_Tshirt before Kuwait was invaded.
back in the days when Saddam was
_a far morepopular figure in Kuwait
than, say, President Bush. In those
trial didn't face only one judge, days, many Kuwaitis owned and
which is all we provide in this wore Saddam T-shirts and thought
cost-conscious, country. They had them to be quite fashionable.
The T-shirt criminal also said he
five judges, three of whom were
dressed in' gold-trimmed robes. usually wore the old T-shirt while
When has an American defendant sleeping and had it on outside only
ever experienced the luxury of once. And that, he said, is when
being judged by someone in a one or two people saw him and
tattled.
gold-trimmed robe?
The judges weren't impressed
There was no jury, but who
needs a jury when you have five and gave him 15 years. When he
judges? Besides, juries often take gets out of prison, he will be
-No
hours or even days to make up deported, which makeS
their minds and, even in Kuwait, self-respecting sheik would want to
hire his sort to tend a camel.or wax
time is money,.
There was no testimony from a limo.
-So he got what he deserved-.-And- witnesses. But since- the-judgcs
already knew what the evidence it it possible that he committed
was, not having testimony saved a even more serious crimes that we
don't know about.
lot of time and bother.
As Fitzwater said about the TAnd, there was no need to let the
accused have lawyers, since the shirt criminal: "We're told that
judges knew the evidence and there may be some other faciors
could make up their own minds involved there that I'm not free to
without a defense lawyer just cob- go into."
Maybe they found a Saddam
fusing them.
So the man who wore a Saddam bubble gum card in his pocket.

_

Looking back
Ten years ago
' Murray Rotary Club received
several awards at Rotary International District 671 annual conference at Owensboro. Murray members attending were Vernon Gantt,
Charles Walston, Eugene Schanbacher and Wilson Gantt.
Murray High School Boys and
Girls Dougles Tennis Teams captured Region One shampionship
titles at Murray State University.
Team members are Robert Stout,
Russ Edwards, Candy Jackson and
Starr Jones.
Winners of Kentucky Lake Bass
Club Fishing Tournament held out
of Devils Elbow were Alfred Delk,
Gary Emerson, David Young and
Rodney Tidwell.

Twenty years ago
Among those elected in local
Primary Election were Wendell
Ford, governor; Julian Carroll,
lieutenant governor; Carroll Hubbard, senator; Kenneth Imes, state
representative, after a recount of
votes over Guy Lovins who had
first been declared winner; Prentice
Lassiter, Haron B. West, Rex Alexander, Dave Willis, John E. Scott,
Budl E. Stalls, Roy Starks, Melvin
B. Henley, W.R. Furches, Paul
Mansfield, Fred Workman, and
R.L. Ward, city councilmen.
Carla Rexroat got a hole-in-one
at Murray Country Club, and Hardin Morris at Oaks Country Club
over the weekend.

Thirty years ago
Forty years ago
W. Rudolph Howard, minister of
"Woodrow Rickman, brick layer
music of First Baptist Church, was deluxe, was by our house yesterelected vice president of Southern day," from column, "Seen &-Heard
Baptist Church Music Conference Around Murray" by James C.
at a meeting held at St. Louis, Mo.
Installed as officers of Murray
Jerry Williams of Murray has
Woman's Club were Mrs. James
selected as director of Cambeen
Rudy Allbritten, Mrs. Howrd Olila, pus Lights of 1952 at Murray State
Mrs. John Pasco, Mrs. A.W. Russell, Mrs. Charles Clark and Mrs. College.
An Alumni banquet, sponsored
C.C. Lawry.
Kirksey High School Unit of
by
The Helping Hands Gospel Parent-Teacher Association,-will be
Chorus of Paducah presented a speJune 1 at the school.
cial program at Douglass High
John Stanley Shelton, son of Mr.
School on May 22.
Ladies of Paris, Tenn., Country and Mrs. Will Shelton, presented
Club were special guests of ladies his senior piano recital on May 22
of Murray Country Club on May in Recital Hall, Fine Arts Cener,
Murray State College.
24.
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MURRAY TODAY
PaPlick s ieaks at luncheon

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
The Alumni of Hazel High School will hold their annual reunion on
Saturday. June IS, at 6 p.m.-at Hazel Community Center. Charlotte Wilson, president of the Alumni, has an interesting program arranged. Cost of
Ow dinner will be SIO per person. Anyone that has ever dttended Hazel
School is invited to attend. Reservations should be made by Saturday,
June 1, by contacting Betty Hill, Rt. 4, Box 83, Murray, Ky. 42071. or
calling 753-1831.

Marker will be dedicated today

Murray Christian Women's Club held a "Garden Party" luncheon on
I uesday, May 21. at Seven Seas Restaurant. ickie Crafton,. right in
top right picture, presented a special feature on "Planting: What.
When. Where & How." She also donated two of these plants from
Forever (;reen Nursery as door prizes as shown with Crafton and
Melva Cooper, left, feature chairman. Carol Thompson, standing left
in top left picture, sang three selections while being accompanied by
Xllene Knight, pianist, right. They were introduced by Paula Alcott.
Speaker was Maryann Pavlick, standing, bottom side picture. She is
active in Christian Women's Club and has led Bible coffees since she
and her husband. Ed, moved here a few years ago. Pictured left is
Gloria Shull, and at right is Jill Courtney, chairman of the local club.
The next luncheon will be Tuesday, June 18, at 12 noon at Seven Seas.
The public is invited to attend these special events each month.
Staff photos by Jo

Burkeen

A historical marker for old Camp Tyson at Paris, Tenn., will be dedicated
today (Monday) at 3:30 p.m. The ceremony will be at the former Camp
Tyson Barrage Balloon Training Center on Highway 79 at Routon, southwest of Paris, between the two gates of the H.C. Spinks Clay Co. Barrage
balloons used in training at Camp Tyson were displayed in a World War II
parade through Paris while the camp was active. This special Memorial day
activity is being sponsored by the 5th Tennessee Volunteer Infantry Regiment Association. Many of the families at Camp Tyson lived and worked in
Murray while this camp was in operation during World War II

Bingo games Tuesday
Bingo games, sponsored by'Knights.of Columbus, Will be Tuesday, May
28, at 7 p.m. at the new K/C building on Squire Hale Road, between Johnny
Robertson Road and Oaks Road. The doors will open at 6 p.m.

Coffee Break Tuesday
A Coffee Break will be at Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church on
Tuesday. May 28, at 9:30 a.m. This weekly event is for all interested persons who meet for Bible study and refreshments

1 health

Single,s will hear Valentine at anniversary party
Dr. Bob Valentine will be guest speaker at the ceremonial third year
Anniverary party of-the Singles Organizational Soety on Tuesday. May
,t1 of Commerce
28, at PI p.m. at Murray-Calloway County- ,Chrl!
t

•

c'::e then:.e of Dr Valentine.
'What You See Is What You Get- w
the SOS three crs ago.
of
meeting
firswt
the
at
speaker
He was
Birthday cake and cnarks. will be sers ed. The SOS.extends an ins itation
to all Alumni (especially the married defectors) to attend this celebration.
-- Awards-will be presented. An installation of new 1)th-cc:is:will be held
‘...e president: Kathy
who are Jeanne Fleming. president: %like

Harman. secretary; Jane Ckarland, treasurer; Pamela Dawes public
relations.
Outtoing officers are Pamela Dawes, president; Jeanne Fleming, vice
president; Joe McKinney, treasurer; and Kathy Harman. publicity director.
The public- is invited and you do not have to be a member to attend. For
more information call Jeanne at 753-0224 or Pamela at 753-7638.
a nonprofit support and social group for single adults
"The SS
whether always single, separated, divorced, or widowed. The purpose of
the group is to provide positive_fellowship and interaction for single
adults, to help individuals grow and learn, and to let singles know that
being single doesn't mean you have to be alone." Dawes said.

Oaks events Wedilesday Ladies' golf play planned
Ladies' Day events. at Oaks
Country, Club_ will be.-Wednesciay.
May 29.
Bridge play will start at 9:30
a.m.
Golf play will start-at 9 a.m.
with Irene Woods and Florence
Hensley as hostesses:
Anyone not listed in the pairings
listed below, please come to be
paired at the tee or call one of the
hostesses.
The lineup is as follows:
Tee 11 - Murrelle Walker group
Tel 12 - Florence Hensley, Linda

Lee Christenbern/and Linda
•
•
Roach
Tee 13 gonna Yate-5, Marge hitter and Shirley Martin,
Tee 14 Mary Wells Crystal Parks
Erma Tuck and Bobbie Burks
Tee •15 - Robbie Martin Mabel
Rogers Mary Garner an Mary C
Lamb
Branca Parker. Manha
Tee 16
Broach, Joanne Honefanger and Hazel
Beale
Tee 17 - Grace James,t:Dorts Rose
Aca S.,e Roberts and Vene Woods
Tee 18A Singleton. Sue
Lamb and Nancy Rogers,
Tee 188 - SheIba Barnett. Sue
Stone Shiriey Wade and Burlene
Brewer

Winners of go:f play on Wednesday, May 22. nave been released
by Nancy Rogers and- Vickie Singleton. hostesses. as follows:
Championship flight - Sue Lamb.
first. Vickie Singleton. second:
First flight - Bronda Parker. first,
Bonna Yates. second:
Second flight - Linda .0h-ver.
first. Marge Foster and Bobbie
Burks, tied for second.

24-Ilour Program Informa!:,,n
,5424-75'3.3.q4

Ladies' Day Golf -at Murray Country Club will be Wedne"sday.
May 29,3 starting at 9:30 a.m.
Anyone .not listed in the pairings
listed beloW, - please come to be
paired at the tee or call one of the
hostesses. Venela Sexton.
753-4780. or Norma Frank.
753-1329.
The lineup is as follows:
Tee 18 - Wanda Brown, Betty Jo
Purdom, Joanna Gibbs and Mary
Bogard,
Tee 17 • Lula Bingham, Frances
Hulse Evelyn Jones and Betty Lowry.
Tee 16 - Inus Orr, Venela Sexton,
Tonta Fike and Margaret Shuffett,
Tee 15 - Cathryn Garrott. Toni Hopson Teresa Garland and Betty Scott,
Tee 14 - Anna Mary Adams, Sue
Brown. Delta Miller and Terry Shertzer,
Tee 13 - LaVerne Claxton, Helen
Webb, Edith Garrison and Martha Sue
Ryan,
Tee 12 - Rainey Apperson, Shirley
Jennstrom Frances Richey and Nancy
.Haverstock
Tee 11 - Billie Cohoon, Peggy

Shoemaker. Freda Steely and Sherry
Gibbs;
Tee 10 - Mary Frances Bell, Rebecca 'Nan, Lois Keller and Rowena
Cullom;
Tee 9 - Billie Wilson, Susie Butterworth. Bonnie Kessler and Ann Brown.
Tee 8 • Patty Claypool, Wilda Purdom, Norma Frank and Louise Lamb
Tee 7 - Barbara Tompkins, Marion
Poole, Mug Rigsby and Geri
Andersen.

Winners of golf play on Wednesday, May 22, have been released
by Frances Richey and Nancy
Haverstock, hostesses, as follows:
Championship flight - Wanda
Brown, first, _Betty . Lowry,
.
.
runnerup;
First flight - Evelyn Jones. first:
Tonja Fike, runnerup:
Second flight .- Sue Brown, first,
Betty Scott, runnerup;
Third flight - Martha Sue Ryan,
first;
Fourth flight - Patty Claypool,
first, and overall low putts.

Express stops listed

Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will make stops on
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, May 28, 29 and 30. Offered will be
blood pressure checks, pulse, cholesterol and triglyceride creenings. A
Stool for Occult Blood Screening Kit will be available for $4. Tuesday stops
will be at Coldwater Church of Christ from 9 to 11 a.m. and at First National
Bank, Farmington, from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m. Wednesday the express will be
at Bonanza, Draffenville, from 9 to 11.30 a.m. and 12:30 to 2:30 p.m. On
Thursday the express will be at Courtsquare in downtown Murray, from 8 to
11.30 a.m and 12:30 to 3 p.m.

Murray TOPS Chapter
TOPS #Kentucky 34 of Murray, local chapter of TOPS (take oft pounds

sensibly) Club, Inc., will meet Tuesday,'May 78-, -aT-7 p,ttir-at-Southside Manor Community Room, Glendale Road, Murray. TOPS is an international,
nonprofit weight-control organization with over 320,000 members worldwide. Its program is based on a combination of group dynamics, competition, recognition and obesity research_ For more information call Lois Wilcox
at 79-9964

AlzheimeCs meeting Tuesday
Alzheimer's Disease Support Group will meet Tuesday. May 28, at 4:30
p.m. in board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For more information contact Cindy Ragsdale. 762-1100, or Joretta Randolph, 753-5561

Scotts Grove plans Bible School
Vacation Bible School will be at Scotts Grove Baptist Church starting
tonight (Monday-rand continuing through Friday, May 31. Classes for
nursery through adults will be from 6 to 8 p.m., Monday through Friday. For
transportation call the Rev. and Mrs. Heyward Roberts, 753-3053.

Hospital retirees to meet
All retirees and former employees of Murray-Calloway County Hospital
will meet Tuesday, May 28, at 6 p.m at Sirloin Stockade. This is a special
event held each month by the group. For more information call Nancy
McClure or Lottie Brandon.

Four-H Babysitting - Clinic Tuesday
The Four-H Babysitting Clinic will be Tuesday, May 28, in the annex of
Calloway County Public Library. Registration will begin at 9:30 a.m. and the
clinic will conclude at 2:30 p.m. Lunch will be provided, but participants will
need to bring a soft drink. All youth are invited, according to Jane H Steely,
county agent in 4-H Development

AARP will hear Paytes Tuesday
Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of the American Association of Retired
Persons will meet Tuesday, May 28, at 12 noon at Majestic Royale, Holiday
Inn, Murray. Special guest speaker will be Gayle Paytes of Kenlake Foods.
Mr. Paytes and his wife, Barbara, and son, Cory, reside on Camelot Drive,
Murray. Mr. Paytes came to Murray from Cincinnati,. Ohio, with Kenlake
Foods here. All members and interested persons in the AARP are urged to
attend the meeting on Tuesday, according to Verlene Ezell, chapter president. and Marjorie Shroat Dunn, program chairman.

HOUSE TRAM

Miller receives degree

A P-flounces

David V. Miller, son of Michael G and Phyllis Miller of Murray, graduated
May 13 in commencement, exercises at Colorado College, Colorado
Springs, Colo. He earned the Bachelor Arts degree in Art. Dick Cheney,
secretary of defense and former U.S. Representative from Wyoming, was
speaker at commencement. Jane Goodall, ethyologist, was speaker at baccalaureate on May 12
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Julie Danette Wallace born

Adult

Mr. and Mrs. Tony Wallace of Rt. 1, Box 14E, Sedalia, are the parents of
a daughter, Julie Danette, weighing six pounds 13 ounces, measuhng 20
inches, born on Friday. May 10, at 4 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother is the former Tammy Heath. They have one son, Justin.
Grandparents are Ann Heath ot Paducah, Eddie Heath of Mayfield, and
Sammie Wallace of Nashville, Tenn., and the late Wilma Wallace
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Call or Stop By for More Details
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NEXUS

Unity Cumberland Presbyterian Church will have its annual homecoming
on Sunday. June 2. The Rev. James Lawson, pastor, will speak at 11 a.m
with Sunday School at 10 a.m. A basket dinner will be served at 12 noon
and a gospel singing will follow.

Restrictions Apply 'Limited Seats Available
'Purchase-Ticket—SY-May 3T-1991
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Bucy and Murphy wedding on July 5
Mr. and Mrs. Don Bucy of Murray announce the engagement and
forthcoming marriage of their only
daughter, Emily Ann, to Rodney
Allen Murphy. son of Mr. and Mrs.
Barry Murphy of Almo.
The bride -elect is the granddaughter of the late Van and Eliza
Valentine and the late Kirby and
Gracie Bucy, all of Murray.
The groom -elect is the grandson
of Jack and Norma Glover and Carl
and Wally Murphy. He is the greatgrandson of Norman and Irene
Bennett ancl Mabel Davis.
Miss Bucy, a 1988 graduate of
Calloway County High School, is
employed at Briggs & Stratton of
Murray.
Mr. Murphy, a 1989 graduate of
Calloway County High School, is
employed by Jack Glover Aluminum & Vinyl Siding.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Friday, July 5, at 7:30
p.m. at New Providence Baptist
Church.
A reception will follow in the
Community Room of North Branch
of Peoples Bank.
Only out-of-triwn invitations will
be sent. I friends and relatives
are invite to attend the wedding
and the r ption.
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val this week because it won only
one small award, focuses on the
relationship of a successful black .
architect and a working-class Italian woman.
Lee also told Playboy that black
people are incapable of racism.
"Racism is an institution. Black
people don't have the power to
keep hundreds of people from getting jobs or the vote," Lee said.
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CALENDAR
Monday, May 26
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753-0082.
Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer Fire
Department/6:30 p.m. at Water
Valley Community Center.
Weight Control Group/6
p.m./Glendale Road Church of
Christ.

late yourself to workout a knotty
problem. Short business trips can be
Tuesday, May 28
veryiwoductive this week. New ideas
citizens' activities/9:30
Senior
are more promising than old ones. - a.m./Dexter Center.
Keep an open mind about a sensitive
subject.
Senior citizens' activities/10
_LIBRA (Sept, 23-Oct. 22): Your
p.m./Hazel Center. .
.a.m.-2
creative imagination will carry you
ãpnot
may
friends
far today. Close
Senior citizens' activities/9 a.m.-4
prove ofa-romantic_alliance. Realize
p.m./Weaks Center.
ed.
misinform
been
have
may
that they
Make room in your schedule forjest. Singles Organizational Society/7
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
p.m./Murray-Calloway Chamber of
Changes could come very quickly
today. Although you will probably
Commerce office. Info/Pamela,
feel dazed at first, you will soon real-, 753-7638, or Jeanne, 753-0224.
lie the personal advantages involved.
Yourinfluence on-a younger-person
Summer Reading -P-rogra-m1-s. great!
registration will begin today at Cal:
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
loway County Public Library.
21 ):.Seize an excellent business opponunity that appears from out ofthe
Four-H Babysitting Clinic will be
blue. A romantic interest could conat 9:30 a.m. at Calloway County
flict with your career: exercise more
Public _Library.
•
ick
ich-qu
self-control. Avoid get-r
schemes.
Retirees and former employees of
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19):
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Make the most of your involvement
hasty
Since
activities
y
will meet at 6 p.m. at Sirloin
in communit
decisions,can backfire, think things
Stockade.
out before committing yourself.' A
commonsense approach will make a
Health Express/Murray-Calloway
good impression.
Hospital/at Coldwater
Count)
AQUARIUS•(Jan.- 20-Feb. I lift
Church of Christ/9-11 a.m.; FarAim to impress those in authority.
mington First National
Higher-ups will sit up and take notice
Bank/12:30-2:30 p.m.
when you make your move;Perform
routine tasks with the same care you
Alzheimer's Support Group/4:30
give your creative work. New allip.m./board room/Murray-Calloway
ances are favored:
County Hospital.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20):
Give careful consideration to a financial idea that strikes you today: it
Murray-Calloway Ministerial
could be right on the money! An , Association/12 noon/Immanuel
element of secrecy w ill benefit your
Lutheran Church.
cause. Do not be afraid to take direct
action.
,

TODAY'S CHILDREN, have inquiring minds and a steong desire to
please their parents. While these Geminis are easily disciplIned.when %cry
young.they often turn rebellious in adolescence. Wise parents should encourage participation in action sports or music and ara classes. Weekend outings
and a few weeks ofsummer camp will give these easily bored Gemini% a fresh
lease on life. They thrive on praise and enjoy mastering- new skills.
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Rules • T-Squares • Acrylics • Pastels
Oils • Water Colors • Canvas and much more!
Custom Framing. Vacuum Mounting - Shrink Wrapping

Hof Paint
.00 Off
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Dorothy Group of First Baptist
Church Women/11, a.m./Allene
Knight.
Murray Lions Club/6:30
p.m./Murray Woman's Club House.
LBL events include ron
Industry/10:30 a.m. and I:30p.m./Homeplace-1850.
Eva Wall Circle of Memorial Baptist Church/2 p.m. •
VBS Teache-is/Workers'
meeting/9 a.m./Grace Baptist
Church.
Executive Board/ Murray Christian Women's Club/9:35 a.m./Public
Library Annex. National Scouting Museum/9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.
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Leah Anne-Elizabeth Hall ,df Murray recently celebrated her first
Hall of
birthday. She is the daughter of Susi Hall of Murray and Jeff
was
cake
shaped
bear
teddy
a
with
Wingo. The theme 91 teddy bears
grandmaternaltrer
me-ofartheiro
heft
parTy
birthday
the
used for
nding
parents, Don and Mary Robinson, on Sunday, May 12. Alsoiatte
childand
n
McCuisto
Steve
Mrs.
and
Mr.
were her uncle and aunt,
ren, Amanda and Blake, and several other relatives and friends.

AA and Alon/8 p.m./American
Legion Hall,. South Sixth and
Maple Stmets.
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Consumers should read
labels as to food content
NEW YORK (AP) — When you
reach for a product that is
"reduced calorie," "cholesterolfree," "low-fat" or "lower in
oil," do you really know what,
you're buying?
Irene Yeh, a registered dietitian
and senior consumer food specialist
at the Quaker Oats Co-.,-says claims
on product packages may not
always be representative of the pro•
duct's total, nutritional value.
Consumers should read the product's entire label before buying,
-she says. Among- her &defines:
— Don't assume that a "lite"
product is necessarily low in calories. According to the Food and
Drug Administration, a product can
claim it is "lite" for a number of
reasons — so long as these reasons
are specified on the packaging. So,
a "lite" product containing less oil
does not necessarily have fewer

calories.
— Not all serving sizes are the
same. Be especially aware of serving sizes on snack foods. What you
may think is a single-serving. bag
could be two or more servings.
— Watch out for products that
are low in fat but have a high percentage of saturated fats. Manufac.-.
turcrs are not currently required to
Iiit_on the- label the amount of
saturated fats, which include animal fats, tropical oils,'butter or
lark on e label.
Be Witious of cholesterol
claims. A product can be labeled
"cholesterol-free" and still contain
a high amount of saturated fats.
— Survey the sodium content.
Many "lite' products make up for
lack of flavor with extra salt. Look
for products with a per-serving
sodium content of 140 milligrams
- or less.
'
- -

Social Security representative/at
Calloway County Public Library/
10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.

CreTTYS)
RENT-TO-OWN
.T.V.'s•VCR's•Appliances•Furniture•Stereos

"Now you have a choice!"
Hwy. 641 S

Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center

753.2600

Manager's Lunch
•

Only

2.99

Monday - Luncheon 5 1/2 oz. Sirloin
Tuesday - Chicken Fillets
Wednesday - Chicken Fried Steak

Thursday - Regular Chopped Sirloin
Friday - Catfish
potato
Includes bread, and your choice of rice pilaf,. fries or baked

Saturday - Free Hamburger w/Salad Bar Meal

GOLDEN
CORRAL

Paid for by Calloway Co. Committee for Dr. Floyd Poore, Leonard
Brown Treasurer
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First Baptist Church events
include Mother's Day Out/9:30
a.m.; Exercise Classes/11:30 aril.
and 6:30 p.m.

He's the only
candidate' who
wants to
cut your taxes

FOR THE ART
IN ALL OF US

1409 Main Street

. Tuesday, May 28

VOTE for
Dr. Floyd Poore
May 28
in the
Democratic
primary
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You can make this light and
refreshing low-calorie dessert just
the right color for St. Patrick's
Day. Simply prepare the lime version and add a few drops of green
food coloring.
Luscious Citrus Frost
1 egg white
1 -3rd cup non-fat dry milk
powder
1-3rd cup water
1 slightly beaten egg yolk
1-3rd cup sugar
Y4 teaspoon finely shredded
lime, lemon, or orange peel
2 to 3 tablespoons lime, lemon,
or orange juice
Dash salt
Food coloring (optional)
In a small mixer bowl combine
egg white, milk powder and water.
Beat with an electric mixer on high
speed until stiff peaks form (tips
stand straight).
In a small mixing bowl . stir
together egg yolk, sugar, citrus
peel, citrus juice, salt and desired
food coloring. Fold into.,egg white
mixture until combined. Spoon into
a 9- by 5- by 3-inch loaf pan. Cover and freeze for several hours or
until firm. Scoop or cut into
squares to serve. Makes 6 servings.

Adult Great Books Discussion
Group/7 p.m./home of Emily
Wolfson.

TUESDAY. MAY 2&199l
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: A
long-sought goal moves v. it hin reach.
thanks to your recent hard work - Employme.pt 'affairs will he rewarding
• this summer'. despite a disappointment in July. You are making steady
progress.CaPitalize on an unexpected
business opportunity in September.
Romance will.keep your socia1 ca17.
endar full.especially during the winter
holidays. Avoid taking any big financial risks early in 1992.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE:singer Gladys Knight,
Olympian JimThorpe. actress Carroll Baker. slugger Kirk Gibson..
-ARIESAMarch 21-April- 191:
Remember an older person".e-xperiences if faced with a difficult choice.
Weigh this expert's words carefully
befrire making a final decision. Be
steadfast in a romantic relationship.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
:Make a new comer feel welcome.
Look for new ways to show case your
special talents. Influential people are
open to suggestions. Good timing is
the key to success.
GEMINI ( May 21 -June 20):
Some plans you made for today could
be affected by people or events beyond your control. Look for practical
ways to trim your budget. A platonic
relationship makes you happy.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22):
Double-check your facts and figures
before making an important presentation. Think about what y ou can do
to improve a difficult situation. Your
enthusiasm will help you advance a
special cause.
LEO(July 23-Aug. 22): Although
_profits are up. savings may he difficult to accumulate. A family dispute
ill tax your patience. Diplomacy is
essential! Trust your intuition in
romance. Be mtwe dicreet.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 221: Iso-

r

By NANCY BYAL

Spike Lee talks about movie

e off pounds
uttrside-Marr ----

Celebrates irst birthday

'odor Homo. Magazine Food Editor

t Church on
erested per-

CHICAGO (AP) — Spike Lee
says his new movie, "Jungle Fever," is laden with racial animosity
because that's a fact of life. And he
has no apologies if the film bothers
some people.
"I just like to make people
think, stir 'em up," the filmmaker.
said in an interview in the July
issue of Playboy.
The film, which Lee said "got
screwed" at the Cannes Film Festi-
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MONDAY, MAY 27, 1991

"Not Fast Food
But Great Food
Served Fast"
Kenny and Martha
Johnson, Mgrs.
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TVA plans weekend for military
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ilies will be admitted free of charge
to LBL visitor facilities and all fee
camping will be half-price beginning on Friday. May 31, 1991.
Members of the armed services
who present their military credentials at LBL facilities can take
advantage of this offer.
-We want to join all the communities and organiLations in the

TVA's Land Between The Lakes
lIBL) announced that the weekend
of June 1-2 will be a military
appreciation -weekend for all military personnel and their families.
The LBL event will be held in con'unction with "Operation Welcome
Waters- sponsored by the Marshall
County il(y) Lodging Association.
mtary personnel and their fam-

region in saluting those who have
served our country so well." said
LBL Managerr Buzz Buffington.
Half-price camping offer cannot
be combined with any other discounts or promotions.
For more information about Military Appreciation Weekend, please
contact LBL at (502) 924-5602.
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Greer awarded Lowry scholarship
State in the fall, majoring in
accounting. She plans to be an
accountant.
Four Lowry scholarships are
awarded by the Murray State
Alumni Association to high school
graduates based on scholastic
standing. honors and recognition
received and school and communi-

Rachel Lynn Greer, of Murray
has been awarded a' S500 C.S.
Lowry Honorary Scholarship for
the 1991-92 acadenlic year at Murray State University.
Miss Greer is the daughter of
Marlin and Karen Greer.. A 1991
graduate of Murray High School,
she w!ll he a freshman at Murray

stiRI(

ty activities.
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The scholarship honors Dr. C.S.
Lowry who taught at Murray State
for 43 years. Lowry joined the
faculty two years after the founding
of the school. During his teaching
career at MSU he served as head of
the department of social sciences.
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Bush knocks program for Kentucky

11

. .AP) — The
LOUISVILLE, K.
Bush1 administration is attacking a
se,i7-i‘IJ program that has netted
hospitals nearly 5100

Students will
return to MSU
next Monday
.!
).'..,‘

-SatcUrn vem tv -studenis:o the campus on --.81 1On;. forAthe first. summer
open at
June 2. Classes
,r.ort sesSion will begin
.
1 - end
-and'••
Jul. 3. Tric. stecond
July 8 through
- .• • hik

• •

Atk ill

:or :ne first summer
:ram 8 a.m. to
Mor.d.i. June 3 and 8 a.m.
noon on Tuesday. June 4 n the
• 'Center ballroom.

Retor:

1 PAROLE REVIEW
ing 'inmate is now
for consideration of parote
Kentucky Parole board:.
• Dennis -Bonke.

million in federal money and made poverty line.
Elevern states use voluntary
'health care more accessible to
from hospitals, instead of
donations
thousands of uninsured
additional federal
generate
to
taxes.
Kentuckians.
money.
Medicaid
offifederal
as
Comes
The attack
Inspector General Richard Kuscials look for ways to reduce costs
of the U.S. Department for
serow
of the Medicaid program.
and Human Services issued
Health
Estimates of the federal governthis month warning that
report
a
ment's share of the Medicaid progdonation programs are
and
tax
sUch
beginning
year
fiscal
the
ram in
an uncontrollable virlike
"almost
Oct. 1 have jumped from $49.5 bil
from state to state."
vreading
us_
billion
S65
j•1-i-on-4n-la-n-aary--1W0-10.
He said these programs are costtuday. And 'federal health officials
blame programs .like Kentucky's ing the federal government $2.5
billion this year, and that costs will
part of the increase.
increase in future years because 18
Kentucky and six other states tax
hospitals and use the revenue to other states and-Washington. D.C.,
obtain matching federal money are considering adopting similar
.through .the Medicaid program. plans.
In an interview this week,' Dr.
hut provides health care to the
poor. Kentucky gets $2.57 in feder— Louis Sullivan, secretary of Health
al money for every SI it collects and Human Services, described the
tax and donation programs as a
i-rign the hospitals. /
-The original tax money — 5 per- "shell game," which allows states
,..ent of hospitals' operating costs in to obtain federal money without
Kentucky -- plus the federal actually putting up any of their
matching funds are then distributed on 'Money.
Stilliva'n said he did not know
:o the hospitals. The hospitals are
assured of getting back at least as the details of Kentucky's plan. But
"it would appear that the only new
much as they paid.
In exchange for the added feder- dollars in the system are the federal
al money. which totaled $98 mil- dollars that this scheme would
lion in the program's first year. result in," he said. "And that's not
-Kentucky hospitals are :required. to in the spirit of the Medicaid progtreat all uninsured patients w•ho ram as it has been ... a combined
belay? .Tht..federal federal and state program."
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Fifteen teachers receised grants from the Murray Independent School Foundation for Excellence in Publis
Education. First row from left: Mary Jane Littleton, Lynette Hunt, Bill Wells, Donna Keller. ,lean Bennett. Second row from left: Nancy Thurman, Carla Rexroat, Lynda Purcell, Lashlee Foster, Brenda Maddox, Beryl Whaley, Debbie Bell and Tina Dunn. Not pictured: Margaret Boone and Cyndi Cohoon.

Murray teachers receive grants
alumni contributions," she said.
To be eligible for a grant, a
teactter must write -a two-page
des(iiption of what they wish to do
and how much they will need to
spend, Easley said.
Anyone that wants to write a
grant is eligible. After writing the
grant, the teacher turns in their
requests to a selection committee
who chooses the recipients from
Murray Independent teachers in
grades K-12.
"The grants can be used for
materials, transportation, field
trips, speakers or supplies to implea teacher
_ment the grant- It gives
the chance to spend money the
state does not allow," she said.

By CYRUS AFZALI
Murray Lodger .1 Times Staff Writor

Fifteen teachers received grants
from the Murray Independent
School Foundation for Excellence
in Public Education at the .annual
end-of-the-year breakfast Saturday
honoring faculty and staff throughout the district.
Melissa Easley, chairman of the
mini-grant committee, said the
program began five years ago with
the help of area donations from the
Kroger foundation, Peoples Bank
and The Bank. of Murray.
"Each grant is limited to more
than 5300. We get our money from

Grant winners were Jean Bennett, sixth grade Murray Middle
Sc-houl.--S150; Ttna.. Dunn, _first
grade, S300; Carla Rexroat and
Lynda Purcell, first and second
grade, $300; Lashlee Foster. second grade, -5-300; Beryl Whaley.
fourth grade. S237; Nancy Thurmond. fourth grade. 5250; L.1,,nette
Hunt. filth grade. $300: Margaret
Boone and Donna Keller, Murray
Middle School, 5300; Debbie Bell,
ESP Coordinator,.S300; Mary Jane
Littleton, guidance counselor,
5300; Cyndi Cohoon, third grade,
S300; Brenda Maddeox, Murray
High math, 5300: Bill Wells,- Murray High School, 5300.
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Register to win Lawn Furniture (Table. 4 Chairs & Umbrella) at the
SuperAmerica store listed below. Registration for the SuperAmerica .•
store is may 20 through 4 PM. May 31. 1991 A drawing will be held at
4.00 PM. on May 31, 1991. No purchase necessary. You need not be present to win. Approximate retail value of the Lawn Furniture is $679.00.
See drawing barrel inside store for complete details.
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UK study shows joblessness heavier in Appalachia
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LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Stale
jobless figures grossly undercount
actual unemployment in Kentucky's Appalachia region, where
unemployed adults outnumber the
working in some counties, a study
contends.
Unemployment averages 31 percent in the 49 mountain counties,
and runs as high as 64.9 percent in
Morgan County and 63.3 percent in
Elliott County, according to the
study by the University of Kentucky's Appalachian Center.
The report, released by UK last
week in a booklet being distributed
throughout the region, said 173,295
people were unemployed in the
area in 1989, more than five times
the state's official count of 33,944.
The Appalachian Center's figures were sharply higher mainly
because it counted unemployed
workers who had given up searching for jobs, according to a story
that appeared Sunday in The Daily
Independent of Ashland.
Only those people who received
unemployment benefits during the
year were counted by the Kentucky
Department for Employinent Services' statistics.
Leaders in eastern Kentucky
have long expressed concern that
the official jobless rate wasn't a
true reflection of unemployment in
many counties.
"My God, they've missed it by
way far, showing us sometimes at 6
and 8 percent, me knowing good
and well that people are in my
office all the time looking for

One person dead,
four people hurt
in residential
explosion Sunday
LOS ANGELES (AP) — A
home exploded Sunday afternoon,
spewing fiery debris throughout a
modest neighborhood, killing one
person and injuring four neighbors.
"It's a gruesome scene back
there," said city fire Battalion
Chief Dennis Willahan, who
described the carnage caused by
the powerful blast.
He said authorities had not determined how many people lived in
the demolished home. One person
was killed and four neighbors were
treated for minor injuries, Willahan
said.

111

The cause of the 4:30 p.m. blast
was not immediately determined
but Willahan said highly explosive
oxygen tanks were found at the
scene.
Willahan said the tanks belonged
to a 48-year-old resident in the
wrecked home. The woman died
last week after battling cancer, the
chief said.
About 50 firefighters doused
burning wreckage that leapt onto
parked cars and adjacent yards,
said city fire spokesman Greg
Acevedo.
Firefighter Leonard Baker
rescued a dog trapped under smoldering wreckage in the south Los
Angeles neighborhood lined with
towering palm trees.
A woman who lives in the home
in front of the destroyed house said
she was talking to her son on the
telephone when the blast occurred.

VE
00

"I heard a real loud explosion,
jumped up and saw my back windows blown out," Sharlotte Smith
said.
The explosion shattered windows
along the block of single family
homes and burned yards and roofs.
Only the cement foundation and
the steps leading to the front door
remained at what once was a woodframed house.

Witnesses report
plane going down
near Jackson
JACKSON, Ky.(AP) — Witnesses reported seeing a plane go
down near Jackson and authorities
began looking for signs of
wreckage.
A dispatcher at the Kentucky
State Police post in Hazard said
witnesses reported seeing an aircraft go down Sunday night in the
area between Curt and Old Buck
and between Kentucky routes 397
and 30 in the western portion of
Breathitt County.
State police said some telephone
and power lines were down in the
area where the crash was reported.
Sgt. Gary Plummer said the first
reports came in about 9:50 p.m.
EDT.
There was no indication what
type the plane was. Officials from
the state police, the Civil Air Patrol
and the Breathitt County Sheriff's
office were participating in the
search.

jobs," Martin County JudgeExecutive John Callaham said.
The Appalachian Center used
information from the Department
for Employment Services to develop what it believes are more realistic estimates for 1989. The key
information was in a "labor surplus report" the departmEnt generates to give to prospective industries eyeing the state. That shows
the pool of people from which new
businesses can hire.
In Pike Coqnty, for example, the
state reported 2,357 people without
jobs in 1989. However, using the
labor surplus report, the Appalachian Center identified 18.003 people without jobs that year.
Pike County had an unemployment rate of 44.3 percent, accord-

ing to the methodology the Appalachian Center used.
Several counties had jobless
rates in the 50 percent range,
including 57.5 percent in Martin
County, 56.3 percent in McCreary
County, 54.3 percent in Clay County, 53.2 percent in Magoffin County, 52.5 percent in Leslie County
and 50.1 percent in Wolfe County.
The center listed several other
counties in the 40 percent jobless
range.
Though the center's calculations
may appear shocking, Elliott County School Superintendent Gene
Binion said he believes they may
be correct.
.
The school district is the largest
employer in ElLiott County, and
people come through his office dai-

ly seeking work, Binion said.
Other local officials also said
they believed the Appalachian Center's figures were more accurate
than those reported by the state.
Callaham said the official unemployment rate shown in state
reports insults the intelligence of
local residents. That rate for Martin
County in 1989 was 10.1 percent,
much lower than the 57.5 percent
in the Appalachian Center survey.
"That's just about the way I had
it figured,". Callaham said.
"They've been counting only those
who are drawing unemployment.
While the state's method of calculating the jobless rate may suffice in urban areas where there are
many factories, "it's not a workable way to count unemployment in

rural areas and in inner city ghettos," Binion said.
In eastern Kentucky. he said.
workers who lose their jobs aren't
likely to find other ones soon.
The U.S. Department of Labor
developed the method of calculating the official jobless rate. Ed
Blackwell, chief labor market analyst for the Department for Employment Services, said Kentucky has
tried to get the method changed.
However, Blackwell stopped
short of endorsing the Appalachian
Center's method erf inCluding
workers who have dropped out of
the job hunt. He said the most
effective way to determine the jobless rate would be to survey
businesses.
Jerry Skees, an agricultural eco-

nomics professor at UK, said there
is no manageable way to determine
unemployment accurately.
"That's why we have defaulted
to the system we now use," he
said. "It is manageable. It does
provide consistent estimates across
areas of the country. The flaw is
that it greatly .underestimates
unemployment in rural areas."
Studies by the state have shown
the rate is higher than is being
reported, but not quite as high as
the Appalachian Center suggests.
Blackwell said.
"The point is, someone needs to
find an accurate way of determining what the real unemployment
is." said Bill Keesler, a researcher
for the Appalachian Center who
headed the study.
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SPORTS
Guru of high tech uses speed,
strategy to post Indy 500 win

I
•..

4

• I

Sports Writer
Jim LITKE
Associated Press

of his car's
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) - A.J.
INDIANAPOLIS (AP)- All the days Rick Mears travels the country analyzing every' nuance s. When
adjustment
minute
making
and
he
nights
ce
the
performan
Foyt is history.
spent shaping his car to the wind, all
enough fuel to finish
Rick Mears made sure of that
crammed on a computer paid off at the Indianapolis the compaer told him he had
with confidence.
ahead
forged
this race, Mears
much Sunday.
500 in one final sonic blast of speed.
Andretti, benefiting from the yellow flag despite
He defeued to the legend on
The guru of high-tech in auto racing and the master
Mears,
than
pits
the
in
more
Indy
fourth
seconds
11
-tying
spending
record
ceremonial first lap of the
his
the
won
Mears
of strategy,
of Turn 1 on
Indianapolis 500, but went on
500 Sunday as much with guts as he did with patience drove furiously to pass him on the inside
the 187th lap.
to make certain that it will
and savvy.
But Mears stayed with him and waited for the right
never happen again - on a
After the crackups and blowouts were cleared off
flew in Turn
racetrack or in the record
the track, after A.J. Foyt limped away from his final moment, just as he had all race. As they
books.
ride and Willy T. Ribbs made his historic first start, I again, Mears searched for a lane inside, then darted
of
"We figured that it was best
the 75th Indy came down to a classic 220 mph duel daringly past Andretti on the outside as the crowd
move.
Andretti.
the
at
roared
400.000
let A.J. have the pace lap,"
to
Michael
and
between Mears
"I stayed down low when he passed me," Mears
Mears said, "and we'd try to
This was as close as Indy gets to hide-from -thehim
take the next ones."
cops weekend drag rates on the edge of town. But said. "I knew he was going the long way and I let
time
next
the
him
get
to
thrillers.
Day
try
to
Memorial
going
was
I
knew
On a day when almost a
to
I
go.
used
getting
is
Mears
half-million people gathered in
He won this one by 3.1 seconds, his narrowest mar- around. I just didn't know when. I got a run on him at
one place to celebrate flat-out
gin of victory and the fifth closest in Indy history. He the end of the straightaway and he stayed low, so I
speed. Mears reeled in the field
lost two others by less -.16 seconds to Gordon John- went high.
like a patient fisherman, letting
cock in 1982 and 1.88 seconds when he finished third
"I expected him to come up the track and force me
I
by,
got
I
Once
the line out when he had to
doWn.
1986.
in
stayed
Rahal
but-he
to Bobby
outside a fittle,
and setting the hook when the
"In '82 with Johncock, I caught him on the next to was gone."
time was right to strike.
last lap and tried to get it done," Mears said. !In
Mears pulled away steadily for the next few laps,
In the bargain, he caught a
hindsight, I should have waited one more lap. You turning in speeds of 217 mph, but was forced to give
pair of aging heroes named
never know this place until the last lap."
up much of the advantage when Andrelti's father,
Foyt and Al Unser, the only
This time Mears raced only slightly less cautiously Mario, stalled out nine laps from the end.
previous four-time winners, and
until the end to join Foyt and Al Unser as four-time
The crowd booed the slow removal of Mario
positioned himself to become
Indy winNtrs with the second fastest average speed Andretti as the cars circled the track for four more
the greatest oval racer of all
ever - 176.460 mph. Arie Luyendyk won last year at laps under the yellow caution flag.
time.
185.981 mph.
Asked whether he was upset by the late yellow flag,
only
still
Mears,
said
time,"
"I feel for A.J. and Big
each
sweeter
"It gets
Mears said:
Al," former winner Danny Sulve never been against yellow.. If you're not
39 with years of racing ahead of him. "The second
it-WelferitiArTilTe -first and-the third-better-than- the- sng eno-0/11, yefitrAirhetps you: But we've--ai-ways - tivarr said, "because Rick- is
going to be the first five-time
second. And this one - 1 can't believe this one." been strong enough."
Indy 500 winner."
Andretti had led 98 laps until he pulled into the pits
When the pace car took the 10 staggered survivors
For most of his four decades
for a splash of fuel while the field slowed under a yel- of the 33-car field to the green flag on the 196th lap
at the Speedway, the hardlow caution flag on the 183rd lap, 17. laps from the - one more was in the pits - Mears gunned his
charging Foyt epitomized this
finish. He paid dearly for that delay as Mears rumbled Chevy for all it was worth and left Andretti as if he
stoplight.
race. A bull of a man, he first
a
at
into the lead.
waiting
were
Mears had the high-tech-advantage here, just as he - Mears, hitting 221 mph, stretched the- lead around . came here when running a
owner Roger 'Turn'..and info .the . lOng ''taightaway; putting away
corner took more brass than
tiacISVhen he helped design his
brains, when bending a fender
Penske and a team of aerodynamics experts in a wind now as his wife bounced joyfully on the pit platform.
was the way you signaled your
"I was hoping to get a jump on Rick but couldn't
tunnel. in England. A computer at the pit station took
I
car
strong.
Mears'
very
from
was
telemetry
"Rick
to pass and strategy
said.
radto
via
intention
beamed
Andretti
in signals
get a run,"
Rid. %tears iIl be looking for his fifth Indianapolis 500 next year,
enough fuel to avoid guess he was paying me back for earlier when I
by how much
just
determined
was
had
he
calculated
and
after joining Al Unser Sr. and A.J. Foyt as the only four-time winner
carefully.
in your foot.
just blew by me like `1
He
had
it
you
nursed
outside.
lead
he
the
if
on
stop
him
another
passed
• of the 500 on Sunday, defeating Michael Andretti. Mears, a native of
And to his credit, the autoNo Indy driver relies on computers more than (Cont'd on page 11)
Bakersfield. California, averaged 176.460 in a Chevrolet powered
cratic Foyt kept coming back Armed with a laptop and some disks, he
Mears.
ma(hine built by team owner Roger Penske.
34 times in all, Counting his
self-proclaimed last appearance
Sunday = long after technology
had made his unyielding style
nearly obsolete.
in the Class AA meet, Michael
Combined with a couple of solid
"Usually, when we make a
Staff Report
From AP reports
Stogrier. Boyd was third in-the shot put with
Performances from
decision, I stick with it.- said
Murray L•dger & Times Sports
. a _throw of 47-5. He also finished
finished
Tigers
High-the
-Murray
Foyt, sidelined Sunday after- just
os Cheanev couldn't _quite
A meet with 26 fifth in the discus with a throw of
through a soggy
Class
the
in
slopped
us
sixth
Quertermo
taps - when a piece--OF-debris
Johnny
25
and
Gibbs
Joanna
basketTiger
Inc Murray High
besting
Bellevue.
champion
Club,
behind
Country
points
Oaks
the
at
a crash damaged his car's
from
weekend
this
Belles and Beaus
-a.. team to a staCe title the last
48.
scored
who
. "But I just hate to
suspension
in
the
162.
a
seventh
took
with
Barrett
field
James
the
iime he was in Lexington, but he
Stogner finished second in the 300 meters', while Scott Dower
go out here like this."
The pair_shot a 62 on Saturday and followed that up with a 63 on
:h.e most of-rns:scrond opporpole-vault in 11-6 and third in the competed in the pole vault for
In truth, it matters not
Sunday, fora 125, besting Roy Cothran and Sherri Lamb and Jeny
:.:::‘ !or a state title Saturday at
in 41.29. Mur- Calloway.
hurdles
meter
300
he goes back on his
whether
Jones.
Velvet
and
the
on
Sports Center
in
fifth
the
finished
but
rain,
Bailey
the
Chris
of
ra.y.'s
because
not. Mears' victory
delayed
never
or
was
word
The tournament
th-e Universrty of
The Lakers scored eight points at
the 100 meters in 11.72. effected play throughout the tournament.
Sunday left no doubt that now
condition
damp
the meet, one of their better perforOn the girls side, Tammy
he is the driver who epitomizes
Cothran and Lamb shot a 63 on Saturday, but faltered on Sunday'
up
that
followed
and
Hansen finished fourth in the 300 mances in recent years.
won the Class A long
Saturday,
n
65
a
shot
this race, that the age of the
Joneses
with a 68. The
For the Lady Lakers, Vanessa
meters hurdles. in 52.83 for the
ti:le with a leap of
technocrat has arrived at Indy.
Sunday.
on
66
a
with
Bucy finished sixth in the 3200
Julie
and
Flip
were
flight
r,esting Eric Hart of Beth - Lady Tigers.
hip
champions
In recent years, aerodynamiAlso in the money in the
For the Calloway County Lakers, meters with a time of 13:06.
'amp of 21-()
cists have perfected the ground
Martin with a 133 (67-66), Bob and Wanda Brown with a 134
effects to the point where the
(69-65), and Jasper Vowell and Vicki McCleary with a 135 (68-67).
lead
to
(73-67)
140
a
shot
Parker
and
Laura
J.P.
cars hold their lines through the
In the first flight,
corners like a train on a rail.
the way by three strokes. Tom and Sherri Tuggle and Jerry and
And advances in the engines
both had 143's, while Jimmy Wilson and Janice Cole
Parker
Bronda
.definitely was a lot of fun Divac all over the court in the first
for
145
a.,:.
a
had
Steele
Ginny
and
Steve
have made pedal-to-the-metal
and
fourth
for
shot a 144
:here :odiy We were really two games of the series in Port:he nen„:.
compulsory. But the
sixth with a 146. Virgil and Susie Dick,
for
driving
tied
couples
Four
fifth.
swar-•-g Rer rebounds. .1 land. But Divac answered in
garnes of the Western
trick that Mears has long since
Robertson, Vernon and Betty Childers, and PreDonna
and
Chuck
linais When he go: ttidrill have my mouthpiece in. so I Games 3 and 4 at the Forum.
mastered - and everybody else
ntice and Lou Darnell.
Divac had 20 points, four
aas probably smiling a lot."
4. it
is still learning - is how to
Jackie Hendley won the second flight by three strokes
and
Mike
Green was tart and raised in rebounds and three blocked shots
!n:5-1.trs Anttelef: L-kerskeep the car running.
with a 146 (77-69). Bill and Polly Seale shot a 149,- white four-couand attended Oregon State despite sitting out the fourth quarPortland
benefits.
Sid Lcmond, Tommy and Judy French,
and
And in yet another display of
Bill
third.
for
tied
ples
before being picked by the Lakers ter in Game 4, while Duckworth,
A.C. was the differBobby Morris and Phylis Joiner. and Donhow brilliantly he can do that,
Durden,
Donna
and
Jack
in the first round of the 1985 NBA hampered by foul problems, had
1.N IWO games."
',
Mears relinquished the pole posnie and Gina Winchester all shot 151s.
only seven points and four
draft.
\Ilke Dunleavy said
.. ition after only a dozen laps,
Jim and Janice Johnson and Christy and Ronnie Faith shared the
rebounds:
:earn overpowered the
then led just four more laps
third flight honors with a 150. Both shot a 78-72. A trio of teams
The Lakers lead the Blazers 3-1
"I have no comment," Duckmove
Martha
and
6-95 Sunday to
Tom
Miner,
Donna
and
Scott
with
before taking the front for good
third,
for
tied
in the best-of-7 Western Conferworth said shortly after expressing
or.L' \.:L:or), of reaching the ence finals and can win the series
with one opportunistic burst of
and Waldon and Kathy Morris all shooting 151s. Randy
Burgess
his anger and frustrationty knocktor' the ntnth--ume lr
152.
Nf3A
a
with
sixth
at the end. Like the torspeed
finished
and Mary Scott
Tuesday night in Portland.
ing over a trash can in the hallway
shared
Martin
12 ynri
Tracy
and
against the hare, he
David
and
pitted
Morefield
toise
Donna
and
Danny
11 a sixthi game Is needed. it will
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Actions and Reactions
PONY LEAGUE

er
SS

Berkeley s Matt Lucena and Brent
Pedersen Stark 6 2 7 6 (8 6) in the final

In Pony League play Friday, Ken Car
mode pitched Dennison-Hunt to a 10-2
victory over Mayfield No 2 Carmode had"
three singles and drove in three runs and
GRANADA. Spain (AP) - Ben John
catcher Adam Furgerson chipped in with
son, running the 100-meter dash out
three singles and two RBI s as Clay Cowdoors for the first time since the 1988
an, Darrenn Gantt and Jeremy Latimer
Olympics, finished fifth at an international
sparkled in the held
meet Sunday Johnson got off to a good
start, but American Dennis Mitchell blew
past him at the halfway point and won by
four meters in 10 18 seconds Johnson
FORT WORTH, Texas (AP) - Tom
was clocked in 10 54, well shy of Carl
Purtzer gave a whole new meaning to the
Lewis' world record of 992 Bulgarian
golf term "Texas wedge.'' sinking a
Nikolai Antonov finished second in 10 49
"putt from a greenside bunker on the
followed by Luis Rodriguez of Spain and
par-3 13th hole, and went on to a three
Patrick Stevens of Belgium
shot victory Sunday in the Colonial PurlSAN JOSE, Calif (AP) - Mary Decker
zer, who earneu $216,000 for the lourth
Slaney won a race for the first time in two
victory of his 17-season career, admitted
years, holding off PattiSue Plumer in the
luck was on his side on the improbable
1,500 meter run Saturday at Bruce Jen
bunker shot "I couldn't do that again if I
ner's Symantec Classic In the men's 200
threw 1.000 balls in there I was lust tryreefers. Leroy Burrell finished first in
ing to get it out and it was the only shot I
20 02 seconds, which equaled the fastest
had, the 39-year -old veteran said Third
time this year but was ruled to be wind
round leader Bob Lohr, Dave Edwards
aided at 2 9 meters per second Steve
and Scott Hoch tied for second at 270
Lewis, a 1988 Olympic gold medalist in
Hoch had a 66, Edwards 68 and Lohr 69
the 400 meter and the 4x400 meter relay,
on the par 70 Colonial Country Club
finished well in front of seven rivals in
course
400, clocking 45 28 seconds In other
CORNING, N Y (AP) - Betsy King
women's events, Shelly Steely won the
shot a 6-under-par 66 Sunday to defeat
3,000 meter run in 8 50 39, Julie Jenkins
bogey-plagued Deb Richard by six shots
finished first in the 800 with a time of
in the LPGA Corning Classic King had
2 00 80, Kim Batten won the 400 meter
six birdies and no bogeys in the final
high hurdles in 56 38 seconds, Pauline
round to finish at 15-under 273 on the
Davis of the Bahamas took the
par-72, 6,070-yard Corning Country Club
100-meter run in 11 18 seconds. and
course She won $60.000. Richard. who
Astrid Kumbernuss of Germany won her
led by theee shots going in to the final
second straight shot put with a toss of 62
round, had four birdies, three bogeys and
inches Renaldo Nehemiah
feet,
two double bogeys for a 3-over-par 75
edged Tony Li in 13 47 seconds in the
that left her at 279 Colleen Walker, Lynn
men's 110-meter high hurdles Steve
Adams and Val Skinner tied for third at 8
Cram of Great Britain was a late scratch
under
in the men's 3,000, won by Aaron
VIRGINIA WATER England (AP) Ramirez in 7 45 82, Dean Starkey of the
Seve Ballesteros put on a spectacular
United States won the pole vault with a
putting display in moving into a two
lump of 18-10% and the Soviet Union's
stroke lead alter three rounds of the Brittouring eight-man sprint relay confingere
ish PGA golf championship Sunday The
swept the 4x400 relays
Spaniard, who started the day two
strokes behind co-leaders Wayne Riley
of Australia and Bernhard Langer of Ger,.
many. shot a 65 for a 54-hole total of
LAS VEGAS (AP) - More problems
15-under-par 201 Langer. who took a
surfaced for the troubled UNLV basketbogey-six on the 571 yard 17th for the
ball program Sunday when a newspaper
second straight day, had a 69 and
published photos of three members of
dropped into second place at 203 Nick
the 1990 championship team with a conFaldo of England, seeking a fifth consevicted sports event fixer UNLV president
cutive British PGA title, carded seven birRobert Maxson responded Sunday by
dies in his round of 65 that lifted him into
saying the continuing problems with the
a third-place tie at 204 with Cohn MontRunnel' Rebels are tarnishing the entire
gomerie of Scotland
university "Not only am I extremely con
MALVERN, Pa, (AP) - Jim Ferree
cerned about this whole situation, but it
shot a.consistent and steady 72 to win
also makes me angry," Maxson said
the Bell Atlantic Classic on Sunday, only
"News articles like this not only tarnish
his third victory in 35 years of professionthe basketball program and those assoal golf Ferree earned $82,500 Ferree,
ciated with it, but it tarnishes the universi59, finished at 8-under-par 208 for the
ty as well " Maxson said he will meet with
54-hole tournament and joined Jack
UNLV coach Jerry Tarkanian shortly to
Nicklaus as the only wire-to-wire winners
discuss the latest problems He said
on the senior circuit this season. Less
Tarkanian had warned players to stay
than two weeks shy of his 60th birthday,
away from Richard "The Fixer" Perry,
Ferree also become the third-oldest playwho is part of a current NCAA investigaer to win an event Jim Colbert and Lee
tion of the Rebel program Sunday's Las
Trevino finished in a tie for second at
Vegas Review-Journal published photos
0
ELIZABETHTOWN..ky (AP) - PRIV---of Perry with David Butler, Anderson
Hunt and Moses Scurry at Perry's Las
Smallndge of Oplika, Ala , shot a 9-under
Vegas home The newspaper said the
62 Sunday to overcome a five-stroke
photos were taken near the start of the
deficit and win the $100,000 Ben Hogan
1989-90 season, which the Rebels conElizabethtown Open Smalledge finished
cluded by defeating Duke 103-73 to win
12 under par with a 54-hole total of 201
the national title One photo shows the
five shots ahead of Jerry Foltz
players in a hot tub with Perry, Hunt and
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GENERAL

TENNIS
DUESSELDORF, GerminTIAPT-=
Stefan Edberg shook off a thigh injury
and helped Sweden to a 2-1 victory over
defending champion Yugoslavia in Sunday's final of the World Team Cup tournament Edberg, the world's No 1 player, followed Magnus Gustafsson's 6-2,
3-6, 6-4 victory over Goran Prpic with a
6-4, 7-5 triumph over Goran Ivanisevic to
clinch Sweden's first World Team Cup
title since 1988
GENEVA (AP) — Second-seeded
Manuela Maleeva-Fragniere of Switzerland defeated Helen Kelesi of Canada
6-3, 3-6, 6-3 to win the European Open
women's tournament Sunday, her second
victory this year
STRASBOURG, France (AP) — Radka
Zrubakova of Czechoslovakia won two
tiebreakers over Rachel McQuillan of
Australia and captured the Strasbourg
Open women's tournament Sunday In a
match between unseeded players, Zrubakova defeated McQuillan 7-6 (7-3), 7-6
(7-3) to earn her second career title
BOLOGNA, Italy (AP) — Italy's Paolo
Cane rallied to beat Sweden's Jan Gunnarsson 5-7, 6.3, 7-5 in the final of the
Bologna ATP tournament Sunday In the
doubles final, the top-seeded team of
Luke Jensen of the United States and
Laurie Warder of Australia defeated the
Brazilian team of Luiz Mattar and Jaime
°mins 6-4, 7-6 (7-5)
ATHENS, Ga (AP)- Stanford's Jared
Palmer kept Georgia's Patrice:, Arnold oft
balance with his serve and volley tactics
and won the NCAA men's singles title
6-2, 6-0 Sunday Palmer had a chance to
become the test dual champion since
1974, but he and doubles parner
Jonathon Stark were beaten by Cal-

CYCLING
OLBIA, Sardinia (AP) - Philippe
Casado of France edged countryman
Didier Thueux in a final sprint to win the
first stage of the 2,287-mile Tour of Italy
cycling race Sunday Casado finished the
120-mile course in 4 hours. 37 minutes,
54 seconds
OSAKA, Japan (AP) - Soren Christiansen of Denmark won the 80-mile final
leg of the 1991 International Cycle Road
Race by 0 15 seconds Sunday and

earned the men's overall title

MOTORCYCLING
HOCKENHEIM, Germany (AP) Kevin Schwantz of the United States
raced to victory in the 500cc class at the
Hockenheim international motorcycle
race Sunday Schwantz covered 18 laps
in 36 minutes, 20 491 seconds to edge
countryman Wayne -Rainey by 016 of a
second

NEW YORIC(AP) — For Tom
Pagnozzi it was a dream. Dwight
Gooden and the rest of his New
York Mets teammates are just glad
its over.
had four of St. Louis'
23 hits and six RBIs in leading the
Cardinals to a 14-4 rout over the
sloppy Mets on Sunday.
New York and Gooden collapsed
after taking a 4-1 lead, and everyone contributed to the comedy of
errors.
Gooden (5-4) was lucky to
escape serious injury when he
stopped Ozzie Smith's line drive
single with his left wrist in the
seventh inning.
"The main thing was I didn't
know what to expect, whether it
was a break or what," said
Gooden, 4,ho fractured the same
wrist while playing high school
football.
"It's hard to believe that you're
going- to score 14 run, in any game
Doc Godden starts," said Cardinals
manager Joe Torre.
New -York had a 4-1 lead in the
sixth when some shoddy fielding
helped the Cardinals score three
times to tic the score.
Gooden - hurt his own cause by
failing to cover first base when
Dave Magadan stabbed Felix Jose's
hot smash hut had no place to
throw, and Todd Zeile followed
with an infield hit off shortstop
KeviQ kister's „glove to load the
gises.
Pagnozzi followed with his second hit, a two-run single, and
pincn-hitter Gerald Perry beat out
another infield single to second
base. Keith Miller threw the ball
away sending runners to second
and third, but Gooden escaped by
getting the next two outs..
Smith, 3A ho went 4-for-5, opened
the seventh with his liner that
knocked Gooden out of the game
and the Cardinals racked reliever
Alejandro Pena for five more hits
and a walk in the five-run inning
that put the Cardinals ahead 9-4.
Included in the rally was Pagnozzi's two-run triple and an RBI

single by winner Cris Carpenter.
Carpenter (6-1), the second of four
Cardinals pitchers, worked two
innings of one-hit relief.
Pete Schourek finally got the
Cardinals out in the seventh but
allowed another run in eighth and
four more in the ninth with Pagnozzi doubling in the last two.
St. Louis outscored New York
21-6 while taking the final two'
games of the three-game series but
Mets manager Buddy Harrelson
tried to shrug off the carnage.
"It was a bad day at Black
Rock. You're going to have bad
days," Harrelson said.
But the weekend culminated a
strange week for the !Acts in which
both pitcher Ron Darling and
infielder Gregg Jefferies issued
open letters trying to explain one
thing or another.
Harrelson also used two second
basemen in center field on Sunday,
shifting Miller there in the seventh
and replacing him with Tommy
Herr when Miller slightly sprained
his right ankle trying to catch Pedro Guerrero's lead-off triple in the
eighth.
Vince Coleman, the*Mets regular
center fielder, was given a day off
by Harrelson, who started Daryl
Boston in Coleman's spot.
New York took a 3-1 lead
against Omar Oliveras in the first
inning when Hubie Brooks tripled
in two runs and scored on Howard
JohnSori's' sacrifice fly.
Kevin Eisler made it 4-1 with his
third homer of the season, a solo
shot in the fourth. But then the
Cardinals, tied it off Gooden in the
sixth and broke it open with the
five-run seventh.
St. Louis had 'scored on Guerrero's RBI grounder in the,first and
he was one of seven Cardinals to
drive in at least one run in the St.
Louis offense.
The 23 hits were the secondhighest hit total ever against the
Mets — they allowed 27 in a 26-7
loss to Philadelphia in 1985. The
Cardinals last got 23 hits on Aug.
21, 1978, against Cincinnati.

Guru of high tech...
(Cont'd from page 10)
hcre, pulled into the pits and out of
-was standing still."
Arie Luyendyk, last year's win- the race with engine trouble after
ner, was third, a lap down, fol- six laps.
"Racing is a sport of ups and
lowetf—tty--A1----Ifuser Jr., John
he said. "We came here
downs,"
Andretti — Mario's nephew — and
two-time Indy winner Gordon with a new team, faced a lot of
Johneock„ who started last and . adversity, but we qualified strongly
almost didn't race because of the for the world's biggest race. Obviously, dropping out is a downer.
flu. Mario Andretti finished
but I like to concentrate on the
seventh.
positive."
Morning showers delayed the
The most serious accident came
start of the race by nearly an hour,
on lap 24 when Kevin Cogan and
and no sooner was it under way
Roberto Guerrero tangled in the
than trouble began.
first turn after Cogan apparently
Buddy Lazier, trailing a spinout
slid into him as they raced side-byby Gary Bettenhausen, crashed into
Both cars slammed into the
a_wall coming out of Turn -I on the
wall. Debris sprayed Over
outside
first lap, smashing the nose of his
the track and Foyt slammed hard
car and blowing out his tires.
into a tire and part of Guerrero's
Ribbs, the first black to start
suspension.
Foyt, his left front so damaged
the tire didn't roll, rode slowly
that
(Cont'd from page 10)
around
the track in an emotional
had calculated that the race car
farewell tour. He waved to the fans
would .go 30 laps under a green
as he drove to pit road for perhaps
flag before a pit stop for fuel
the last time at Indy.
was required. And so he made
"I don't really know what I'm
his last pit stop on lap 170.
going to do," said the tough Tex"The car stayed together,"
an, still in pain from foot and leg
Penske said, "and I told him
injuries suffered last fall in a crash
on the radio, 'We've been here
before, you know what to do." at Road America. "There's a lot of
things going through my mind. I
He certainly did. Slow and
love these fans. "steady, Mears won the race.

Sports Writer...

Allison overpowers field in `other' race
CONCORD, N.C. (AP) —
Davey Allison turned the longest
race of the Winston Cup season
into an extremely long afternoon
for the 40 other drivers in the
Coca-Cola 600.
"Davey was just superior," Ken
Schrader said after Allison overpowered the field on the way to
victory in Sunday's race. ,
Allison wasn't so sure he'd get
the chance to try to demonstrate his
strength.
Ninety minutes before the race,
Allison's crew changed the engine
in his Ford Thunderbird after discovering that the exhaust valve
stem seals had come apart.
"The car would have been
smoking like a mosquito sprayer,
so we had to take it out," Allison

said. "I thought I was just going to
throw up on the spot. But I talked
to some of the boys in the engine
shop' ... and they said this new
engine was a twin to the one we
had in it."
It made little difference in the
long run as Allison led six times
for 264 of the 400 laps on Charlotte Motor Speedway's 1.5-mile
layout.
''These times don't come very
often," Allison said of his dominance. "so we savor them while
they're here."
"It's no fun chasing anybody,"
said Hut Stricklin, the last of just
five drivers who managed to stay
on the same lap with Allison
throughout the 600-mile event.
Career victory No. 9, worth

S137,100, completed a lucrative
stay at Charlotte for Allison, who
had won S325,000 a week earlier
for his wire-to-wire victory in The
Winston, the circuit's, annual allstar race.
Allison was pulling away fron?
Dale Earnhardt when Richard Petty's crash into the fourth-turn wall
brought out the ninth and final caution and bunched the field for a
10-lap shootout. Petty sustained
some bruises.
But Allison got a good jump on
the restart, built his edge to 10 carlengths after just one lap and kept
stretching it the rest of the way.
Allison, who claimed the first official victory for Ford in 10 races
this season. wound up 1.2 seconds
ahead of Schrader.

AGENCY
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since 1981
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"See me for all your family insurance needs."
305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)*
Stats Farm insurer's* companies
Home Office

Bloomington, Illinois

Like a good neighbor, State Farm Is There.

Jane Rogers 753-9627
Saturdays sawn..
it ;OS 8 Ctncinnal 1
1.1.04 7, New York 2
Prspe,,;11 4 Phladelpha 2 ll'inrungs
Se, E•ancisco 7, Atlanta 6
ca' Diego 4 HOuSIOn 2 10 innings
ag E Monroe, I
Sunday's Games
, PhiadeipLa 2
'4 New York 4
3ar I tar,: sco 13 Atlanta 6
•
3 LOS Angeles 0
,o;
Muntrea/ 6

Indy 500 results
D1ANAPOLIS 1AP)
Looffie.al moults of Sunday'.
jeun.napolui 560, with order of N.M. *Luting poostoo
driver, hometown, car membes. chasms-engine, lago.om
Mood, reason out ,1 not rummies (official moults soli he
peeled at 9 a en EDT Monday)
I. (I) Rick Mears, Raloosfield, CaLf , No 3. Peonies
cuonict. 2(10. 176 460
2. (5) Michael Andreas. Nazareth Pa. No 10, LolaOlovrolet, 200 •
1114) A. Luycndyk, Netherlands. No 1. Lota•
Chevrolet, 199.
4 (6) Al Loser Jr , Alknolicood, N.M., No.2, Lola,
Chevrokk 199
5. (7) John Andrew. Indianapolis. No 4, Lola.
CINVfolei. 197,
6.(33) Gordon Johneock,
%eta. 9.1192. 1990
Lola-Comonli, 188
7 (9) Mani, Andretn, Nets/ch. Pa , Nob. LolaCbsvrolet,
.
187, corne
IL (17) Sian Fos, Januville Win, No.91, Lols,Busck,
195.
9 (20) Tony Reitenhaumn, Indianapolis, No 16. 1990
Pomba -Chevy , 100
10. (9) Danny S.1:ivan, Vail. Colo., No 20,
Reeke. ill. eligag
11. (I5) F.Inersits Faupaldi, Drawl, No.5. NukeClovrokt, 171, gurboa
12.. (27) kw* Pruett. Diehl,n, Otno, No 9, Trucapana.
Judd, 166, milts.
13. (90) Dominsc Dolman, Farina. Calor No 66, 1990
Lolnludd, -164.
14. (32) Randy Lewd. Itillaborough. CaLf No 39
1990 Loin Cowworth. 139
45. (II) R-Jeff Andrew, Nnureth. Ps , No 96, LolaComonh, 150. eng,ne.
16. (24) R.Iltro Mataush6a, Japan, Nol. 1,01,114aCk.
149.
17. (19) Scott Rr•y:rin. Coldwater, Mich., No 22., LolaCloc•rolet, 145. .11 nt
It. (21) Barnard lourdain, Mute°. No 46 1990 Lola•
Hauck, 141, Farb.
19, (4) Ronhy RAW, Dublin.Ohio, No Lb. LolaChevrolci, 130, ci, nt
N. 011 Geoff Itr.hharn, AllittiA., No 21, Truespons•
Judd, 109, elecin.al
21.(32) Panel,. Carer. attoombag. Int, No 12. 1989
Lols.Ruack. 94. engine
22. (13) Gary Be,..enhaumn. Monrovia, Ind. No St.
Lols-Rumk, 89, Aadano
23. (26) -lepo Pa7ropoih, hellsod, No 25. 1990 LoisCosworth, 77, elecoe.
34. 08) R•Noldic C,roff, Northndae, Cald, No.50, LolaGasworth. 68, wafer leak.
2.5. (2,1 John Piu) Jr , Wut Palos Beach, Ho. No 93,
1990 Lois-Rook, 57 oil lea
26. iii),,, Crawford, Seorland, No.26, Lol•-13uuk, 40.
enip0G.
17. (L1) Scott Goodyea,. Canada, No 15. Lolnl odd. 40,
engine.
(2) A.J. Froyt, litootoo, No 14, Lols-Chevrolci, 25,
stopens.nn.
29. (16) KC•113 Cogan, Palm Verdes fatairos. Cabf..
No.9, Lola-Rock, 24, crash.
30. (29)Rbheno Guenrro, Can Juan Camsermo,(7•61.,
No 40, Lols•Alfa Rorreo, 23, crash
31. (10) Edde Chuve,. Vai). Colo, No.8, LakeCbevrolet, 17, electre•I
32. (291
r. POWs, Son Jose, Calif, No 17,
1990 Lola Rmi.k, 6 ergot
33 (23) R. Fliedr1;- +emu, Lail, Co)o, No.711. 1990
Lola-Consonn, 1, Li. nsA

onday's Games
v
:Vole 5-21 at Chicago (Maddux 5-21
oP,7;stx...gh ,,Dratiek 2.7; at St Louis (Tewksbury •
3 1 305 pm
kitc,
treai 11la000la 1-31 at Philadelphia (Combs
6 35 p
.
Alarta 'Arley 5-2) at San Dvego tl-surst 5-11 805
'

at ;Rip 3,2i at San Francisco (Robinson
965 pm
--ocstcr Deshaies 2 4, at Los Argeles IMorgan
9 :5 p_rn
Tuesday's Games
at Philadelphia 635 pm
i(Oo York at Chicago 7 05 0 01
t''106_r;' at St Louis, 7 35 p m
Atia-,a a` San Dego. 9 05 p m
al at San Francisco 905 pm
rt....V.r. at Los Angeles. 935 pm

Stanley Cup
Pittsiurgh vs II)nnesota
Wednesday, May 15
Minnesota 5 Pittsburgh 4
Friday, May 17
PlitsOurgr 4 Ntinnescita '
Sunday, May 19
MrreSota 3 Pittsburgh 1
Tuesday, Ma,
, 21
Pdtsourgh 5 Minnesota 3
Thursday, May 23
Ptrsbutgh 6 MinneSOla 4
Saturday, May 25
Pittsburgh EL,Minnesota 0 Pittsburgh vans mums
42

Basketball.
CONFERENCE SEMIFINALS
(Beetiol-7)
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Chicago 4, Philadelphia I
Chicago 105 PNiadelphia 92

n.

Riot 5i•tance
Winner's Average speed 176 460 (record 163 981.
Ann Luyendyk
Margin of locroey Si wconds.
Lap kaders-Rni, Mears. 1.12, Mena Andrew, 13-32,
Michael Andrew:33-54, At Unser Jr 55, Michael Andrei0, 56-78; Al Lnw.s Jr , 79-91, Michael Andrea,. 82 11)7,
Emerson 1-ittipa!d1, 108 111. Robby Raha). Ill, Fimpaldi.
113- 1 It Rick Mean. 119; Folipale, 140-151; M•ehael
Andrew, 152-165, Fiaqindi, 166-169; Moor.. ITO;
Moctual Andre-It. -171-184, Mearr 1/15-196; Nbchact
Andreto, 1117) MCCI. 198-2(10
Yellow Flags - laps 1-9. Rudd
wr's car spun and
hit the wall: lam 2,123, Eddie °reeve stopped in turn
(our, 25-33, Kevin Cogan crash in feral n, 94-89, Tem
Palmroth fire; 148-153, Danny Sullivan gine problem.
114-116, Sullivan, blown =gad. -19Q.
Andrew
engine problem.

Baseball
AMER/CAN LEAGUE
East D,v/ston
W
Pct. CB
Boston
24
17
585
Toronto
25 19
568
Detroit
524 2
22 20
Mlwaukee
476
20 22
17 23
New YOrk
425 6,
Cleveland
15 25
375 8,,
13 27
Bar more
325 13 ,
West Division
W
L Pct
GB
24 14
Texas
632 Oakland
605
26 17
Caifornia
24 19
558 2
Searle
535 3:,
23 20
Chicago
475 6
19 21
Minnesota
465 6',4
25) 23
,Kansas City
18 23
439
Saturday'. Games
Cleveland 5. Mlwaukee 4
Oakiand 5, Chicago 3, 10 innings
Nevi York 6, Bellmore 5
Detroit 3. Boston 2
Kansas City 11 Mnnesota 2
CallOrnia 5, TOMMO 0
Texas 8 Seattie 6. 11 innings
Sunday's Games
Ni,. Yon( 2, Bellmore 1 .11 innings
Nitta! 9. Boston 4
Kansas City 5. Minnesota 1
California 6. Toronto 2
Oakland 6 Chicago 2
lAhvaulree 7, Cleveland 6 10 Inn,ngs
Texas 6, Seanis 4 ,
Monday's GamesDotrod ;GUIXCkson 5.2; 'at Miloaokee iK 0 Brown
2-2) 12 05 p
Boston ;Darwin 2.11 at hie* York (Eland I-3).
12 05 P,n1
Cleveland iCandioni 5-2; at Ba....,more ;Mack, 1-11
505 p11,
Minnesota (Anderson 1 3; at Texas iK Brno') 3-3;
6 35 p m
Johnson
Kansas City tapper 2.51 at Seattle
34i 705 p
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Boston' at hew York 6 33 p m
Coveland al Etaitimore 6 35 p rn
Oakland al Toronto 6 35 p m
Calitornia al Chicago 705 p 'n
Detroit at Milwaukee 7 05 p rn
Minnesota at Texas 7Th P rh
Kansos C,ty at Seatne 9 35 p
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Eatt Divisoon
W L
Pct.
GB
F5r)sty...T
634
26 15
Si Louts
571
24 18
New York
537 4
22 19
Cfecago
535 4
23 20
Plbladelph.a
465 7
20 23
19 24
!knifed!
442 8
West Division
W L
Pct.
GS
571 24- 18
Los Arge.es
Attama
513 27.
20. 19
Cmcinnat,
20
512 7i,
21
San D1040
500 3
22 22
HOt,SIOn
17 25
405 7
14 29
San Franos:o
326 1133.

P
C;'
r'
,1 icabe
ag°iphT99P. b'Ca6eato
*()
Nc 497
CLC.390 101 Pheadelphia 85
Cri,cago 100 Philadelphia 95
Detroit 4, Boston 2
Calrod 8E. Boston 75
Eicsto- '39 Devoir •1;71.3
41.51.:, 115 Cut-art 83 _
Oetrot .34 3ceo,97
0673.1 '15
B
3,;'.5t
as1o . 1':1
111
WESTERN CONFERENCE
LA Laker. 4, Golden State 1
LA .akers 126, Golden State 116
Goclen Stale 125, LA Leiters 124
LA Lakers 115 Golden Slate 112
LA '_akers 123. Golden State 107
LA Lakers 124. Golden State 119 OT
Portland 4, Utah 1
Porland ('ILi7 Utah 97
Portand 119, Utah 116
Ulan 107 Portland /01
Portland 104. Utah 131
Portand 703 Utah 96
CONFERENCE FINALS
(Best -oli7)
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Chicago v., Detroit
Sunday, May 19
Cr.,,a; 94 Detroit 83
Tuesday, May 21
135 Detroit 97
Saturday, May 25
oago 113 Detroit 107, Chicago leads sires 3-0
Monday, May 27
;Chicago at Detroit 233 pro
Wednesday. May 29
_
_
Cie.roit a: Chicago. 8 p m if necessar
Friday, May 39
-2,,,,ago at Dport. 8 p m it necessary
Sunday, June 2
.Zieroit at Chicago. 230 p m it necessary
.• • •
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Portland re LA Laker,
Saturday, May 18
La6ors 111 POrnand 106
Tuesday, May 21
Portland 109 LA Lakers 98
Friday. May 24
.aaefs 106, Portland 92
Sunday, May 26
Lakers 116 Portlar,C 95 Los Angeles leads
series 3 1
Tuesday, May 211
LA Leiters at Portland 8 p
Thursday, May 30
Pcrrnand at LA Lakers 8 p m
necessary
Saturday, June 1
Lakers 'at romans.- 730 p m -it necessary
STARS
Sunday
Magc Johnson Lakers scored 22 Points and
adaed nine rebounds and rune ass/sts as Log
A•goies moved to a decisive 3-1 lead over Pornand
•
Western Cor,terence Final
SCORING
Ire Bulls startng frontcourl of Scottie Fhppen. Hot078 GTent'anditift-Cortwiivrt tstrirmagmigi46 4 persolt
per game in the Eastern Conference Finals, while the
Pistons starting trontline of Bill Laimbeer. Dennis
11x1r.a^ and JarneS Edwards is averaging lust 13
its a gar*
rix
,
SIGNAL-CALLERS
First year coach Mke Donleavy ol Meilakers ¶006
won 10 of 12 playoff games this year There are eight
other act ye NBA coaches who have coached in the
olaor's tk.t not yet won more than inghl playoff
games
;
DIIkl hastotaled 36 points
Divan
Lake's center yfecleSW
211soin
wItzoand
gam
z
i
d jo
rsIstea
ewIOCAS
ffena9
an,fig
ridusm, Sc
eb
v ciro,
'
; at1;
rebounds in the first two games at Portland Keen
Duckworth OAS Portland counterpart, had 31 pants in
Ire tirst too games but lust t 2 in INS 14S1 TAO
SUPER SUB
Lakers forward AC Greer,. replaced in the starting
s'03‘..d by tree agent acquisoon Sam Pork‘ns. played
t...st 13 rmnutes and totaled lour points and three
ieboc Ids in, Games 1 and 231 Portland Since returnng to Me Forum Green has been a force, sconng 25
poimi and grabbing 16 rebounds in 54 minutsS
ierry
'alg
STARTS
Porter scored his
i Bazars point guard
',phi points 20 Wends into Game 4 of the Western
lorterence Finai on Sunday then 6060not score
agartyin toe re half He brushed sloth 10 points 85
taco his playoff average
SUPPORTERS
Mirnaoi _lordan has scored lust 17 of his 68 points
.r the 1 rst ,a3 of the Bulls' last two victones over
Detroit Jo;clan s absent* Nom the sconng column
nasnt, hurt Chicago though - they Nal outscored the
Pistoh. 146121 in the list hart of rho first three
games

,
SP,t5 -"te II,
'* IA,..-.1, 'XVI
A • v `ie ' 4/4 '
•s,''/'4,
‘r
b•gt,

'

sde

i/
1
41•1+.=.\

Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21)

it...1 ir
414..

753-9627

to

so

''t4i
t
% •lisr ti
st.•
1,S't
'Tt•-•
wet

friday flight Buffet
Ribs, Pond Raised Catfish
Fillets, Fried Chicken, Country Ham

Bar-B-0

Premiere

jssv
Auto
Life
Home
Health
Business
Annuities

Jim Fain

Eamhardt was third, followed by
Harry Gant, Dale Jarrett and
Stricklin.
Allison, whose advantage reached 7 seconds at times, surrendered
the lead only briefly to have his car
serviced.
After each stop, the scene was
always the same. It took him a few
laps to clear himself of whatever
traffic he was in and begin distancing himself from the field again.
Midway through the race, there
were only five other cars left on
the lead lap with Allison. That
group did not include five-time 600
winner Darrell Waltrip, defending
champion Rusty Wallace or Mark
Martin, who had started on the pole
after a record-setting qualifying
run.

•m•••—•••••••••••••••••,.....S.

•••••••-•

SCOREBOARD

Opening in May!

MN INSURANCE

pressive is
still-tender
— has done
and year out.
is VA -mile
1978, he has
times, second
and fifth two
's race, Mears
oger Penske
11)

Scurry holding beers In another, they
are plating basketball, with Perry on his
backyard basketball court. P rry pleadedguilty in 1984 to conspiring to commit
sports bribery in the Boston College
point-shaving scandal He was sentenced to a year in prison In 1974 he
was convicted of federal charges related
to fixing harness races at the Roosevelt
and Yonkers racetracks in New York He
was sentenced to prison and fined in that
case and is now under consideration by
state gaming investigators for inclusion in
Nevada's so-called Black Book, the list of
people banned by law from Nevada
casinos

Pagnozzi's dream game
is nightmare for Mets

•••

w • •• • _

Food Bar, Salad Bar
Dessert Bar, Includes Drink

'

$695

Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food

TJ's Bar B-0 & Burgers
Chestnut St

Mtirr ty

751 0015

if
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FARM/AGRICULTURE
Casual attitude in seed
purchasing helps weeds

Wild animals are
taTng costly bites

FASTFACTS

A casual attitude toward the purchase ot planting seed may be responsible for a new weed problem for area farmers, according to Dr. Durwood
WASHINGTON (AP) --- Wild animals are taking
and prat-its —
agronomist.
State
Murray
Beatty,
million-dollar bites out of the
"Over the last several years ryegrass has been appearing in whea( of U.S. sheep and goat ranchers, the Agriculture
(in billions Of dollars)
fields. It probably was introduced in 'bin nn' seed. It first appeared as Department says.
ryethe
strips in the field, likely these fields were broadcast seeded and
Coyotes, dogs, mountain lions, foxes, eagles and
$13.2
grass, being lighter than the wheat, sorted into narrower strips behind the bobcats are killing thousands of sheep. lambs and
seeder,- Beatty said.
goats in Texas.
10 I
In addition to reducing the yield of wheat,-ryegrass reseeds and has
Bears are blamed for killing hundreds more sheep
diffiis
ryegrass
The
Hawaii
corn.
in
no-till
ranchers
growing
become a problem for farmers
and lambs across the West, while
cult to kill because it germinates in the fall in wheat stubble and has a must wrestle with wild pigs, USDA said in its first
head start by corn planting time.
nationwide survey of predator losses among sheep
new
the
of
many
with
control
good
for
large
too
simply
are
plants
"The
and goat raisers.
grass herbicides," Beatty.said. "Also, the shiny slick -leaved ryegrass is
Wild animals killed 489.5(X) sheep and Iambs last
solution."
herbicide
difficult to :wet with a
year. destroying 1.25 percent of the nation's sheep
Proper applicationof glyphosate (Roundup) can control this weed, but 'inventory and 4.5 percent of the lamb inventory.
it is an added expense if other weed problems do not warrant use of the
The cost_ to ranchers was $21.7 million.
said.
,Beatty
herbicide,
Predators killed another 129,400 goats — 5.9 perand caused losses of
The bat solution to the problem is to purcOase clean certified seed
total inventory
potential
this
avoid
farmer
a
help
"can
buying
wheat. Beatty said. Careful
ileari S5.7 million to ranchers in the five major pronew weed problem," he said.
ducer states: Texas. Arizona. New Mexico, Oklahoma and Michigan.
The .sheep and larrb losses were greatest in Texas.
totaling S4.4 million. Similar state-by-state losses
0
the
Cra t provided for goats as part of the study by
Service.
Statistics
Agricultural
- National
The survey said predators were responsible for
Cattle .z ,ales 1 compared to last week. Slaughter steers and heifers
untested.
vealers
and
calves
more than a third of losses to sheep and lamb herds
untested Cows and bulk steady-1.00 higher.
.iiS
iiIi-1ltr4C411t,
not
tua
-stead-y-wtth
-ail- causes.unevertly
!ram
heifers
and
Feeder steers
"The present ... estimate of S27.4 million in prelast week:
dation losses provides realistic documentation of the
Slaughter Lows:. breaking utility' 3 52.50, cutter and boning utility '1-3
Source TMA -Tobacco Trade Barometer. December 1990 .
need for control of wildlife damage," said Bobby R.
49:50-56.50. high dressing individual 58.00. Acord, deputy administrator for USDA's Animal,
Slatighlerialls• yield gt.ac e 1-2 1325-1590 lb. indicating 77-79 carcass
..
Damage Control program.
62:00-65.25
percent
boning.
Feeders: steers: medium and large No. 1-2 275 lb. 113.00, 300-400 lb.
,
9700-107 00. 400-500 lb. 90.00-104_00. 500-645 lb. 82.00-86.00
medium No. 2 690 lb. 76.00. large No. 2 270 lb. 112100. small No. 1
300-450 lb. 85.00-94.(X), 500-600 lb. 82.0(.1-85.00.
Heifers: medium and few large No. 1-2 30 lb. 89.00, 400-500 lb.
In Iowa, researchers found that "dedicated to protecting public
By DON KENDALL •
86.00-100.75. 500-6(10 lb., 78 00-93.00, 670 lb. 8000. 755-975 lb.
health and the environment."
farmers could reduce insecticorn
AP Farm Writer
62,00-71.00, mcd:um No. 2 300-500 lb. 83.00-85:00. small No: 1 3(X)470
herbicides
and
There have been several studies
cides'by 80 percent
lb 0 0)1-83.50. Stock cows and calves. medium and large No. 1
alternative agriculture in
involving
percent.
50
by
WASHINGTON — Fa :ers
L,
0U.)H). small and medvarn No. 1 660-680.00 with 200-2.50 lb.
research
Environmental interyears.
NRDC
recent
Curtis,
Jennifer
the
farm
e
so
of
could reduce
Caives s,de 01 6-Near-Oki ows. Stock cows: medium and large No. 1
said
while some sciidea,
author,
the
like
principal
ests
and
80 per- specialist
chemicals by as mu
400.00-490.00.
sma:i and meditrm No
575
say the
groups
conlong
farm
and
have
entists
lists
environmenta
,
productivity
cent without affecting
in\i;: .-40 to observe Memorial
will have no
Pad_
tended that significant reductions problem is a lot more complex.
study said Tuesday.
private
a
Day
In 1989, the National Research
The Natural Resources Defense of pesticide use are possible.
pesthese
massive report on alterquantifies
Council's
study
"Our
research
two-year
its
Council said
they
cited case studies
and
verifies
agriculture
native
reductions
project showed pesticide use can be ticide
able to sustain
were
who
atenfarmers
of
achieved
without_thre
be
can
reduced in several ways, including
indiscrimithe
,"
without
yields
profitability
or
crop
productivity
ing
year
each
planted
crops
the
rotating
milchemicals.
of
23.6
Kenuse
since
nate
in
production
production
wheat
Winter wheat
and using selected "integrated she said.
But the 1989 study and similar
Although the report did not
tucky for 1991 is forecast at 23.0 lion buShels in 1982.
pest-management" techniques.
Based on May 1 conditions.
million bushels, according to the
Researchers concentrated on nine include comparative yield figures reports have drawn .criticism from
for the specific crops -examined. within the scientific community as
Kentucky Agricultural -Statistics Kentucky farmers expect a yield of
crops grown in. California an
47 bushels per Acre. u.p .from .40
.
.Service.
Iowa. two of. the nation's largest another .of the report's authors, well as from some agricultural
groups and the chemical industry
Tom Kuhnle, said a review of the
This is up 15 percent from last bushels for 1990 and the fourth
agricultural producers. - • itself.
alternative
the
showed
percent
research
25
year and would be the largest highest yield on record.
said
it
For example,
The latest study drew immediate
of the insecticide and 50 percent of methods generally had "negligible
from Jay J. Vroom, presiresponse
output.
crop
on
effect"
the herbicide used to produce
National Agricultural
the
of
a
dent
as
itself
describes
NRDC
The
elibe
could
California
in
tomatoes
who said
Association,
n
Chemicals
organizatio
minated if farmers used alternative private. non-profit
overstates
ly
For our comenience Now Oilers
"significant
the
report
members
170,000
than
with
more
methods.

Leading Contributors to the United States'
Agricultural Trade Balance

1

0

PADUCAH LIVESTOCK MARKET
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Ecktor,ai Serv.ces

Farmers could slash chemical use, group says

Winter wheat production for 1991
expected to increase 15 percent
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NOW *EVERY DAY*
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scouted at emergence and during
the growing season to identify conditions that could affect crop performance and quality. Farmers will
receive written reports during the
season and an annual summary on
the crop history. fertility, pesticide
use and specific pest problems.
Field scouting is available in
about 25 counties, Phillips said.
"We need enough farmer interest to
justify hiring a scout to provide
field scouting in a county," he
explained. "The fee is based on the
cost per acre of the service a farmer requests."
"This is not a consulting service," he added. "Scouts will find
out if a problem exists, but they
will not make specific recommendations regarding treatments. If a
recommendation is required, the
farmer would need to contact the
county agent."
Phillips said the goal is "to provide top-quality, unbiased service
to help farmers monitor their crops
at the right times." Any farmer -large or small — will benefit from
it, especially those who have
another job off the farm.
"Improving efficiency and reducing production risks is necessary
for farmers to maintain a competi-

Finding the time to scout fields
often takes a back seat as farmers
must spend more hours on planting,
harvesting and other field- work.
Through a cooperative program.
Kentucky farmers now have a helping hand.
The Kentucky Seed Improvement Association (KSIA) is offering a tailer-made - Field Scouting
Service as an outreach of the Integrated Pest Management (IPM)
program at the University of Kentucky College of Agriculture.
IPM-trained scouts will collect
information on insects, weeds and
diseases, as well as agronomic
measurements such as stand counts,
plant height and crop growth stage.
Scouts also will take soil samples
for fertility and soybean cyst nematode analyses.
"Farmers .decide how much
scouting they Want done," said
Alan Phillips, manager of KSIA, a
non-profit corporation that is the
official seed certifying agency in
Kentucky. "Farmers can sign up to
have as little or as much scouting
done as they want. It is strictly a
voluntary service."
Scouting is available for corn,
soybeans. small grains, sorghum,
alfalfa and other crops. Fields are

tive position in domestic and world
markets," he said. "Field scouting
will help farmers reduce unnecessary chemical use, as well as document the use of chemicals that are
needed. This will become increas-

ingly important as pesticide regulations change:"
For more information on the
Field Scouting Service, contact the
KSIA at (606) 257-2971, or your
county Extension office.

Heat stress could reduce
summer milk production
Heat stress can reduce summer
milk production by-5 to 20 percent,'
as well as lower reproductive performance, according to Bill Crist,
an extension dairy production specialist with the University of Kentucky College of Agriculture.
However, dairymen can take
some cost-effective measures to
help cows cope with summer heat.
These measures include providing
natural and fan ventilation, clean,
cool drinking water and shade,
according to Crist and Larry Turner, Extension agricultural
engineer.
"Many heat stress problems in
Kentucky dairies are caused by
poorly designed or oriented barns,"
Turner said. "Thus, it is important
to consider natural air movement
• both in the location and design of a

free-stall barn."
"-A free-stall barn should be
located to take advantage of summer breezes by being oriented so
prevailing summer winds blow
across the ridge, rather than along
it," he said. "Obstructions to air
movement should be minimized. A
good rule of thumb is to allow 50
feet between naturally ventilated
buildings and other buildings or
obstructions."
Proper ridge and sidewell openings are critical. The ridge, which
allows hot air to be exhausted,
should have a two-inch wide, continuous opening for every 10 feet
of building width.
Ridge caps are not recommended
for a free-stall barn, because they
tend to restrict air movement
reducing heat removal.

Big year for beans expected

What did 1,993,777
Kentuckians do last month
with a newspaper coupon?
sr•

It added:
"Common practices included
integrated pest management (IPM),
biological control, crop rotations,
cover crops, soil and waterconserving tillage practices, and
genetic improvement of crops
resistant to insect pekts and
disease.''

Scouting fields often takes back seat to other farmers'jobs

HEAR YE! HEAR YE!
,even se

the potential adverse impacts of
pesticide use on water quality and
human health."
Further, he said, the study
"proposes a return to oldfashioned, unscientific agricultural
techniques."
The NRDC report disputed that
assertion.
"Alternative agriculture is not a
step backwards to older farming
methods, but instead encompasses
traditional conservation-minded
farming techniques with modern
innovations," the report said.

TOBACCO
INSURANCE

• That s right. nearly 2 million Kentuckians cupped coupons and newspapers ads
last month (to be exact, 1,993,777)
So before you send your advertising dollars packing, invest your money wisely,
invest in newspaper advertising I 4 million Kentucky shoppers cant be
wrong and you won't either by putting your message nght in the hands of your
customers

WASHINGTON (AP) — It's
going to be another big export year
for beans, say Agriculture Department analysts. These are dry beans,
the kind you cook with ham hocks,
or serve with chili.
They are called "dry edible
beans" by the USDA bean counters and include pintos, navy, lima

and several Other kinds that rattle
on the floor when spilled.
In calendar 1990, exports of
these beans jumped 36 percent to
1.25 billion pounds, or 12.5 million
hundredweight. That was the equivalent of about 38 percent of the
near-record harvest last year of
32.4 million hundredweight.

Rates Reduced
Call Us For A Quote—
Tony Boyd

Newspaper advertising
it doesn't stop
with the flick of a buffon.

Don't Diet

Western Ky.
Insurance

Call 753-1916

Milerray Ledger & Times

302 N. 12th St.

Weightloss Center
Call 759-9999

753-58-12
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Child care leaders
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Appalachian killer sentenced

Western Baptist Hospital Child Care Center, in cooperation with the Murray State University School-Age
Child Care Resource Center, recently sponsored a staff training on school-age child care at the Paducah
hospital. Among the speakers at the session were (from left) Dr. Sue Gifford, visiting assistant professor of
early childhood education at Murray State; Tracey Baldwin-Ballas, president of the national School-Age
Child Care Alliance and consultant to the Kentucky Department of Education; Bettie Gehring, president
of the Kentucky Coalition for School-Age Care; and Gail Buchuss, director of the Western Baptist Hospital Child Care Center. Topics covered at the training session included arrangement of room and use of
space, activity ideas, alternatives to time-out and positive methods of discipline.

Trauma victims share common fate
By MIKE EMBRY
Associated Press Writer
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LEXINGTON, Ky. — In their
different worlds, John Jarvis and
Jason Jones thought they were
invincible. Now they share a common existence.
Jarvis and Jones are quadriplegics. They suffered injuries that dramatically changed their lives.
— On Aug. 7, 1988, Jarvis and a
relative were driving around Laurel
I- County backroads with their girlfriends in his jazzed-up 1974 pickup truck.
"We were trying to find something to do," Jarvis said in a interview at the Carl Perkins Rehabilitation Center near Paintsville. "We
had us a big sack of grass and a
bunch of beer. We were riding
around trying to have a good
time." After spending some time with
Iriends at a cabin, they got back in
the truck and headed down a onelane road along a river bank in the
foggy darkness.
"We got a little bit too wild
coining out of there," said Jarvis.
"I passed out. I don't remember
nothing. We went into a curve and
it flipped me out and him, too."
The truck flipped over eight
nines before coming to rest at the
bottom of the 30-foot embankment.
Jarvis was rushed by ambulance
to the University of Kentucky Hospital because it was too foggy to
bring in a helicopter. Along the
way, emergency medical personnel
had to perform a tracheotomy to
keep him alive.
"I passed away twice in Eh(

ambulance_ when my heart stopped
LEXINGTON, Ky (AP) -- Here are
some facts and fiikures on trauma:
beating," Jarvis said from his
Trauma is a medical term for injury.
wheelchair. "The doctors at UK
About three-fourths of all injuries
told me I was fortunate to have a
are caused by mechanical forces
generated during such instances as
good ambulance crew. I didn't, I
vehicle crashes, sports contact and
wouldn't be here."
shootings, according to the American
Jarvis spent nearly two months
College of Surgeons
in the UK Hospital before being
•More than 140.000 Americans die of
injuries
each year, automobile accitransferred to Cardinal Hill Hospidents being the No 1 kilter with
tal in Lexington for rehabilitation.
approximately 50,000 deaths
•One in five people was involved in
He has been at the Paintsville facilautomobile accidents in Kentucky in
months.
the
past 15
ity for
1989, according to the Kentucky
Jones, 16, was having a good
State Police. Of the 782 traffic deaths, 25 percent were alcohol-related
time on April 21, 1990, but not
and 68 percent of the victims were
with alcohol and drugs. He was
not using safety restraints
competing in the high jump at a
•About one in tour Americans is
injured each year Two people die
church-related track meet in
and approximately 170 sutler a disabSomerset.
ling injury every 10 minutes
"I had never high jumped in my
.Injury accounts for 7 percent of
American deaths each year It is the
life," Jones said while hooked to
leading killer of children under 14,
an electro neuro-muscular stimulacausing more than 10.000 deaths
tion machine in the Somerset
annually
•Trauma victims over the age of 65
Health and Wellness Center.
have a mortality rate that is 89 perFor five or six jumps, Jones used
cent higher than for victims under 65.
-the backside "Fosbury Flop" to
The death rate is highest for those 75
clear the bar. On the final attempt,
and older
•Accidental injuries in most rural
he used the standard chest roll.
areas occur at more than twice the
"When I did, I just • didn't get
rate of those in the largest cities
tucked good enough," said Jones,-a - Nearly two of every three motorjunior at Pulaski County High-- vehicle deaths occurs in a rural area.
•While farm workers constitute only 4
School. "I came down the wrong
percent of U.S workforce, 38 percent
way.
of at' machinery-related deaths occur
on farms.
"It was like a dart sticking out
of the ground. I felt like my head
was in the ground and my legs ical therapy in Somerset each day
were straightened up and I was for 11
/
2 hours after school.
straight up and down. But I could
Jarvis told his story at two high
see my legs (on the padding), but it schools in Fayette County in April
felt like they were still up in the as part of the "Think First" progair. I guess that's probably the last ram. He hoped it would prevent
thing before I went numb."
accidents like his.
Jones was in the UK Hospital for
"They see you come up there in
40 days, then went to Cardinal Hill a wheelchair — you can't use your
for three months for rehabilitation. hands and stuff like that — and
Since then, he has undergone phys- you're telling them about your
experiences," be said. "I think
they're more apt to listen to people
like that than if some guy came up
there and showed them a film and
read a big speech of to them.
"I could tell when I was talking
to the kids, they looked at me right
the financial troubles of Pan Am, in the eye and you could tell it was
Skinner said: "I am not overly
sinking in. I told them, 'I was like
optimistic from what I saw in the
you all. I never thought it would
papers over the weekend. I think
happen to me."'
Pan Am doesn't have the domestic
"Think First" programs, sponsored jointly by the American
route structure to feed its internaAssociation of Neurological. Surtional routes.
geons and the Congress of Neuro-Other airlines now have those
logical Surgeons since 1986, are
international route structures, so
conducted in 45 states, the District
Pan Am is not the exclusive carriof Columbia and Canada.
er, or one of two, and they are having a tough time making the
transformation.
"Hopefully," he said. "that
organization will he picked up, in
part or in whole, by another airline
and made part of their network."
Skinner said he was more optimistic about TWA because it has a
greater domestic network than Pan
Am and "a good international
•Zoom Reduction and
network."
Enlargement!
"All in all, TWA has a very
•Space-Saving Front-Load
good chance of surviving. I am not
Cassette!
saying Pan Am doesn't. I'm just
•Complete Edge-to-Edge Copying!
•Statement, Letter, Ledger, and
saying it's not quite as good as
Computer Size Copying!
TWA," he said.
• Stationary Platen!
On another issue, Skinner said
• And More plus optional Sorter
the Bush administration had not
and Color Copying'
trucking
industry
taken a stand on a
Get more copying capability .
in 33% less space!
proposal to increase the weight
limit for trucks on interstate highways, but "will be involved at the
appropriate time."

The state Supreme Court autoNEW BLOOMFIELD, Pa. (AP)
— A 38-year-old farmhand was matically , reviews death-penalty
•se.ntenced to die after a jury found cases.
Crews showed no emotion when
him guilty of killing two hikers on
hearing the sentence. Thc victim's
the Appalachian 'hail.
Paul David Crews of Loris, S.C., relatives wept. One courtroom
spectator exclaimed. "Yes, thank
was ordered executed by injection
God."
in the deaths of Molly LaRue and
"Nu one will cver have to fear
Geoffrey Logan Hood last Sept. 13.
Hood, 26, of Signal Mountain, him again," said Hood's mother,
Glenda flooa.
Tenn.. was shot ill the head, back
Juror Gaythol Hefner said the
and abdomen with a .22-caliber
pistol. LaRue, 25. of Shaker evidence against Crews was overwhelming. But it was emotional
heights. Ohio, was tied up and
raped, police_ said. She was stabbed 'at. times,'' she said. -I'm glad it's
ill the neck', throat and back.
A--1
Dr. Gene L. Cary, who interA Perry County jury convicted
viewed Crews, testilied that Crews
Crew-s of murder on Friday. After a
drank nearly a quart of whiskey
psychiatrist testified Saturday at a
sentencing hearing that Crews'
committed the crimes after a drinking and drug-taking hinge, the jury
recommended execution.
Judge Keith B. Quigle immediately issued a death sentence, making Crews the 119th person on
Pennsylvania's death row.

and took a -Ilea% y amount" (it
cocaine before the killings.
Crews' former wife, Karen
Brock, said she doubted the drink
ing and drugs. would have affecta
her husband..
He could drink two quarts of
Georgia moonshine and still shoot
pool straight," she Brock, who
attended the trial and expressed
satisfaction with the outcome.
Defense attorney Steven Man beck pleaded with the jury to
impose a life sentence. Trying to
counter the prosecutor's argunien:
he said LaRue' -may have bccli
raped after she died.
"Ii's depraved, but it's not to, turous," he said.

Aunt drowns, brothers
missing after car crashes

Queen Elizabeth
leaves Kentucky
By MIKE EMBRY
Associated Press Writer

LEXINGTON, Ky. — Queen
Elizabeth II bid goodbye to her
Kentucky hosts, thanked her police
motorcycle detail and waved to 100
spectators Sunday before boarding
a plane home to - England.
The queen's plane landed back
in London at 1:30 a.m., officials
said.
The British monarch wrapped up
her U.S. visit with some private
time touring horse farms in Kentucky after highly visible stops
with Prince Philip in Washington,
Florida and Texas. They arrived
May 14.
Philip returned to England after
visiting Texas. The 65-year-old
queen arrived Thursday in Kentucky and visited 10 horse farms to
line up possible breeding seasons
for five mares she has stabled in
the state.
The queen got a low-profile send
off at Blue Grass Airport. She
spent only three minutes in public
view before boarding a British Aerospace 146. •
She bid goodbye to her Kentucky hosts, Will and Sarah Farish of
Versailles, and thanked the police
motorcycle detail that escorted her
in Kentucky.

YOSEMITE NATIONAL PARK,
Calif. (AP) — Two brothers missing and believed drowned probably
would have survived the raging
Merced River if they had stayed
perched atop their wrecked car, a
ranger said.
The boys_ ages. 3 :and 5, were
swept downriver Saturday when
they jumped from the car's roof
al-ter they saw their ster pulled to
safety by a passerby who threw her
a rope. Their great-aunt, who dived
in after them, drowned.
Authorities planned to resume
their search today for Mario Thomas, 3, and his brother, Lance Thomas Jr. The body of their greataunt, Elaine Watson, 44, was
recovered Saturday, and searchers
found Mario's sweatshirt on a rock
Sunday.
• Moments before the boys- were
swept away Saturday (hi:1(7-yearold sister, Sequoia Thomas, was
pulled to safety by a passerby.
The children's grandmother,
Pearl Watson Jordan, 62, was
rescued from the car's roof by
rangers.
''The little boys, seeing the sister jump.out, thought that was how
they were going to be rescued and
they did jump in after her," Yose- Mite 'Nation:II Park - spokeswoman
Kris Eisler said. .
Ranger -Mike My -said the car
was stuck securely on a log and all
the victims likely would have survived had thcy waited for rangers.

The five had crawled onto the car's
roof.
Mayer didn't fault the passerby.
for throwing a rope' to the •girt
how ever.
- - "It was well-intentioned," IL.
said. ''In that situation, if you haxs:
a. rope, _you. . arc going to do
sonietah lig.' •
The five, Irom the Los Angeles
suburb of Compton. were headed to
a family reunion when the car
missed 'a curve and went into the
river in the rugged Sierra Nevada
park about 300 miles north of Los
Angeles, Fister said.
About 20 searchers, including
divers, combed three miles of the
river and its banks on Sunday.
Divers searched shallow pools
while a dog that detects 'human
scents through water was led along
the river bank. Searchers also
scanned the rough 'terrain from a
helicopter.
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WASHINGTON (AP) — The
loss of either Pan American World
Airways or Trans World Airlines
probably would have little significant impact on the industry, according to Secretary of Transportation
Samuel Skinner.
"Of course, I would be bothered
any time we lose an airline," Skinner said Sunday on NBC-TV's
'Meet the Press'' program.
"But on the other hand, I recogMA: that neither one of those airImes is so dominant in the industry
that it would have a significant
impact, that the other airlines
would pick it up," he said.
Skinner said he's "not overly
-optimistic" about the survival of
Pan Am, but is more hopeful about
TWA.
Offices of Pan Am and TWA
were closed for the weekend, and
representatives of the airlines could
not immediately be reached at their
Nimes.
Skinner said the United States
could have a competitive airline
industry with as few as three carriers with domestic and international routes. However, he predicted
the country will end up with about
seven airlines.
In response to a question about
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U.S. hand in Mexico may weaken
WASHINGTON (AP) — Any
eiiilments Congress might try to
to a free-trade agreement
!ii Mexico would weaken the
,idministration's bargaining

s.

i,osture, says U.S. Trade RepresentallSe Carla Hills.Hills said Sunday She couldn't
"get the bottom line in any negotiation 11 ms counterpart says to
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OBITUARIES
A

•hinisell, 'She's going to have to
renegotiate.'''
But Sen. Donald Riegle. who
appeared with Hills on "This
Week with David Brinkley" to diss•uss the
.
. . proce_
_ "fast track".trade
.turc approved by Congress last
week, said the threat of amendments would increase Hills' bargaining power.
Last week,ithe House and Senate
renewed President Bush's authority
to negotiate trade .agreements and
submit them to Congress for
approval or disapproval, but., not
amendment,.
The procedUre would apply to
trade talks with Mexico and to
stalled talks on a multinational
agreement under the General,
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade:
Riegle. D-Mich.. has introduced
.2 resolution that would allow the
Senate to amend any U.S.-Mexico
agreement, but not to the broader
GATT accord if one.11is reached.
Amendments could involve areas
where lawmakers had the greatest
,i,ncerns about a free-trade pact
a ;in Mexico. such as the ens ironnt. labor standard's and assis1.i.t,e to displaced workers.
If she has that at the nego- .
..:1;;:g table. she'll set the understairdtrigs on labor rights and on the
ironment and these other areas
tt•at we must have to protect this
..0)orny,'' Riegle said.
Man) in Congress opposed a
..,t :rack trade agreement with
'saying' it would be-loo
..•..ss for U.S.. companies to move
south of the Rio Grande to take
adsantage lax environmental ;laws
and cheap tabor, and thus ditlace
. .
American workers.
Democrats Edward M. Kennedy
of Massachusetts, Howard M. Metzenbaum of Ohio and Harris Wofford ot Pennsylvania are cosponsoring Riegle's resolution.
Majority Leader George Mitcheil. D-Maine, has promised Riegle
a floor vote on his resolution, and
said Friday he was "seriously con,:dering giving it my support.Finance Committee Chairman
Sen. Lloyd Bentsen, D-Texas. in
comments after Friday's Senate
sote for fast-track authority, diss.ounted prospects for the Riegle
retiojIlli011.

Government agencies
jarred into high alert
Keith York, Kelvin York and James Coleman
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South Fourth St.

WASHING I ON 1AP) -- Operaaa! governmeni
,;CS Acre jarred into high alert
recently when word came that
Japanese and South Korean sensors
had detected a temperature leap at
Nom Korea's nuclear complex.
While analysts here pored over
data front U.S. satellites orbiting
over the Korean peninsula. South
Korea placed its monitoring staiiiins On alert for radioactive particles in case the teirperature
in,rease meant there had been a
• .,:ear accident or test.
-It was a 'bogus report,- said a
L.S. government official familiar
with the incident • who .spoke on
cOndition of .anoriymity. ''There
S no jump in temperature. there
was nothing there."

Mrs. Lizzie Watkins
Mrs. Lizzie Watkins, 85, Rt, 3.
Murray, died Saturday at 11:55
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
She was preceded in death by
her first husband, Loy Elkins, and
her second husband, Marvin
Watkins.
Born Sept. 17, 1905, in Calloway County, she was the daughter
of the late Stayer Bailey and Elnora
Elkins Bailey. One brother, Gaylon
Jacki Bailey, also preceded her in
death.
Mrs. Watkins is survived by four

Couple takes part
in murder-swindle
stOORESVILLE. \to. (AP) —
Prosecutors say Ray and Faye •
Copeland took part equally in an
elaborate murder-swindle scheme
m which they hired down-on-their
men as larmhands and killed
ti.em.
But the guilty verdicts in two
separate trials involving five murders have left neighbors and family
members in rural Missouri divided
over whether '69-year-old Faye
Copeland took an active role in the
slayings or was bullied into participating by her 76-year-old husband.
'I he couple. sentenced to die for
arc ,the_old.e.st man and.
woman on death row in the United
1
i
States_
'II she had anything to do with
it. he made her do it,- Copeland's
'79-year-old brother John said' in a
.reeent interview.
•'She was seared to death of
;um,- he added. "Ik didn't'want'
her to talk to anyone. He'd look at
iier and she'd just drop her head
a sheep ducking from a dos... But neighbor Bonnie Thompson,
who said she watched Mrs. Copeand take target practice on the
soaple's 40-acre farm 90 miles
i.ortheast ot Kansas City, didn't see
it that way.
"Ray would brag about Faye
being a good shot, a bull's eye,'
she recalled. "She was just as
mean as he was.••
Kenny. 14ulb.o1. . the assistant_
attorney general who prosecuted
..He. case,. s•ald.. it- may never be
known who actually' killed .the five
men the Copelands were convicted
It luring and slaying.
But investigators found a list in
\Ir. Copeland's handwriting bearing the names of about a dozen
transients, and the names of three
who had been killed were marked
with an X.
Copeland received five death
sentences last week in Livingston
County Circuit Court for killing
five transient farm workers. Mrs.
Copeland was convicted in April
and sentenced to death in four of
-the slayings and to life without parole in the fifth.
The Copelands, who say they are
innocent, are the only married couple in the country condemned to
die for the same crimes.
Mrs. Copeland's public defender,
David Miller, said there's no proof
she killed anyone.

daughters, Mrs. Odie Phillips and
husband, RI, Rt. S. Benton, Mrs.
Betty Jo Scott and husband, J.W.,
_Warren,. Mich., Mrs. Nora Jane
Hutchens, Ypsilanti, Mich., and
Mrs. Norma Bowman, Rt, 3, Murray; 12 grandchildren; 12 greatgrandchildren; one great-greatgrandchild.
She was a member of New Concord Church of Christ.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Miller 'Funeral
Home of Murray. Tilman Taylor
will officiate.
Burial will follow in, New Concord Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today (Monday).

A

6 a.m.-9 a.m.

Perry Andrus,. 80, of 931 W.
Water St., Mayfield, died Saturday
at 2:40 a.m. at Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
:A member of Calvary United
Methodist Church, he was a retired
employee of Merit Clothing Company and an employee of Byrn
Funeral Home, Mayfield.
Born Dec. 19,1910, in Graves
Count). he was the son of the late
Joe Andrus and Naomi Dulaney
Andrus. One son, David Andrus,
two sisters and one brother also
preceded him in death.
Survivors arc -his wife, Mrs. Ena
Andrus; one daughter, Mrs. Janis
Fuqua, Springfield, Mo.; two sons,
Donnie Mack Andrus, Ft. Wayne,
Ind., and Charles Andrus, Hicksville, Ohio; one sister, Mrs. Mary
Ruth Guier, Owensboro; one
brother, Ardell Andrus, Clinton:

Jerre S. Thomas
Jerre S. Thomas, 56, Hardin died
Friday at 6:53 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County, Hospital.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Gerone daughter, Mrs.
ii
Traci Mittman, Brunswick, Ga.:
we son. Jerre S. Thomas II, U.S.
Marine Corps, Aurora, Colo.; two
brothers, Clair Thomas Jr., Palm
Beach, Fla., and Donald Thomas,
York, Penn.-;- three- grandchildren.
Graveside rites will be Thursday
A.10 a.m.. at Prospect Hill Cemetery, York, Pa.
Filbeck and Cann Funeral Home
of Benton was in charge of local
arrangements, but-no visitation was
scheduled.
The family' requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to Neurofibrosis Foundation or the Shriners.
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Mrs. Clover
Boyd
Mrs. Clover Boyd, 86. Murray,
-died this morning at Henderson
Community Methodist Hospital,
Henderson.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
of Murray will be in charge of funeral and burial arrangements.
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Graveside rites for Mrs., Mary L.
Gadberry were Sunday at 7:30 p.m.
at Murray Memorial Gardens. Fr.
Larry McBride officiated.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
was in cHarge of arrangements.
Mrs. Gadberry, 63, of 1301 Poplar St., Murray, died Thursday at
10:45 a.m. at her home. Her death
followed an extended illness.
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eight frandchildrem six greatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be today at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield. The. Rev. Ralph
Gunter and the Rev. Steve Cavitt
will officiate.
Pallbearers will be LKouis Hand.
J.D. Pierce, Charles Patterson, Bill
Evans, Howarad Kelly and Paul
Kelly.
Burial will follow' in Bumett's
Chapel Church Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home.

Prices as of 9 a.m.

n Support Of

Biscuits O Gravy or Toast

Final rites for Ms. Doris (Dot.)
Stalions- were Sunday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home. The Rev, David
Brasher and the Rev. Danny Belcher officiated. Music was by W.A.
and Grace Erwin, singers, with
Mrs. Olivene Erwin as organist.
Pallbearers were Johnny Bohannon, Terry' Bohannon, Greg
Schroader, Bobby Thweatt, Marlin
Pierce and the Rev. Wayne Carter.
Burial was in Kirksey Cemetery,
MS. Stations, 34, of Lebanon
Church Road, Lone Oak. died
Thursday at 8 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital. Paducah.

Perry Andrus
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18 Fruit cakes
20 Ocean
22 Gives food
to
23 Resume
24 Spanish
article
26 Bearing no
name
28 Babylonian
deity
29 Debate
30 Hindu
peasants
32 Equality
33 N Y time
35 Choir voice
39 Tantalum
Symbol
40 Guido s high
note
41 Nickel
Symbol
44 Greek letter
46 Epic tale
48 Morsels
49 Cover
50 Female sheep
51 Decimal base
52 Obstruct
54 Female
colloq
55 Frozen water
56 Openwork
fabric
59 Note of scale

1-900-454-3535
'Extension 41702

DEAR DR. GOTT: I've recently
read about an Australian study that
described a way to eradicate bacteria
linked to ulcer formation. Bismuth
subsalicylate was used, which is the
ingredient found in Pepto-Btsmol
Could this be a cure for peptic ulcers'
DEAR READER Several studies
have confirmed that some, if not all,
peptic ulcers may be associated with
a bacterial infection In fact, a few
experts have recommended antibiotic
therapy for patients whose ulcers do
not heal with conventional therapy,
such as antacids and drugs to block
the formation of stomach acid. However, this treatment is not standard,
as yet.
You are correct that bismuth fights
bacteria, this may be one reason that
bismuth-containing compounds, such
as Pepto-Bismol, have been found to
be effective treatment for traveler's
diarrhea, a bacterial infection of the
intestine. For years, ads have touted
these remedies as appropriate therapy for upset stomach and, based on
studies such asqhe one you mention,
it's entirely possible that the anti-microbial action of bismuth may be the
reason.
I am not aware that bismuth is recommended for peptic ulcers. But,stay
tuned; future research may yet find a
new role for this old workhorse.
DEAR DR. GOTT, Almost one year
ago I began experiencing extreme
pain on the bottom left portion of my
heel. This has since been diagnosed as
plantar fasciitis. There is no bone
spur and I've been treated with cortisone injections, as well as different
anti-inflammatory medications.
I've also experienced a stiff neck,
so severe that I am wearing a neck
brace. Could this be stress, or is it related to the foot pain? How can I treat
this difficult problem?
DEAR READER: I believe your
heel and neck pains have different
origins.
Plantar fasciitis is a chronic inflammation of the fibrous sheet covering the tissues of the heel. It is common in runners and is thought to be
related to injury. Treatment consists
of rest, cortisone injections and drugs
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301 Popursday at
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rge of funems.

I OH, HA, HA! WHAT THE
HECK? LET'S TRY SOME
DifFERENT TOOF14!'

Of THE 250,000 WORDS IN THE EN6(.15H LAN&LIA&E, AND THE
25 ZILLION POSSIBLE COMBINATIONS, ALMOST NONE WILL HAVE THE
IMPACT ON A WOMAN'S LIFE AS THIS ONE LITTLE Off-HAND REMARK ...

to combat inflammation. After the
acute phase has passed, patients
should wear orthopedic appliances in
the shoes (or use soft soles) to avoid
re-injury
On the other hand, the type of neck
pain you describe is probably due to
muscle cramping and contraction Although stress may play a central role
in such a symptom, arthritis of the
neck bones (cervical spine) can alsO
cause pain Therefore, you should
have X-rays of your neck to diagnose
the problem Thereafter, you might
be helped by heat, massage, gentle exercises, myotherapy (deep massage).
ultrasound treatment or chiropractic
manipulation.
To give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Managing Chronic Pain."
Other readers who would like a copy
should send 51.25 plus a long, self-addressed, stamped' envelope to P.O.
Box 91369, Cleveland. OH 44101-3369.
Be sure to mention the title.
m)

SpAl'Elt ENTEFtPRISE ASSN

TVA's newest
board member
supports nuclear
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) TVA's newest board member says
he thinks nuclear power ha a role
to play in meeting the needs of the
federal utility, but said he is not
familiar with the program yet.
And William Kennoy, the agency's first director from Kentucky,
says ,he hasn't,formed an opinion
on the agency's nuclear power
program.
"I'm cognizant of the health and
safety part of the program, but I'm
pretty open-minded. As a businessman, I weigh all of these things. I
think nuclear power has a role to
play in meeting TVA's needs, but I
need to talk and leam,about this as
much as 1 can," said Kennoy,
whose. appointment was confirmed
by the Senate on April 16.
While nuclear power has the
advantage of being a clean and
cost-efficient power, he said alternative power sources should also
be in the Tennessee Valley Authority's future.
Kennoy has sold his home in
Kentucky and is moving to Knoxville, but he said he wants to travel
throughout the_ TVA service area
and talk to as many TVA employees and customers as possible. Sen. Mitch McConnell, R-Ky.,
recommended to President Bush
last fall that Kennoy be nominated
to fill the vacancy created last May
when Charles 'Chili' Dean retired.
The other board members are TVA
chairman Marvin Rtinyon and
director John Waters.
A civil engineer, Kennoy is the
principal and chief executive officer of Kennoy Engineers Inc., an
environmental engineering firm in
Lexington, Ky.

Bush to return
to alma mater
as president

ALL RIGNI; CLASS WHO
WOULD LIKE TO
Book( REPoRT F1R1-

KENNEBUNKPORT, Maine
(AP)- Forty-three years ago, he
left Yale as the Big Man on Campus - Phi Beta Kappa, captain of
the baseball team, the last tapped
for the secret society Skull and
Bones.
Today, George Herbert Walker
Bush, Class of '48, returns to his
alma mater in his first visit as
president..
Bush, who will receive an honorary degree and address the Yale
graduates, was expected to argue
his case for extending • mostfavored-nation status to China
despite Beijing's hard-line policie,s
on dissidents and trade.
Bush, true Blue, abided by
Yale's penchant for shrouding its
honorary degree recipients in secrecy and refused to admit to reporters
Sunday that he was spending
Memorial Day in New Haven.
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Big drug dealers
are branching out
into the suburbs

THEY WANT YOU AND ME
TO TEACH AT BIBLE SCHOOL
LOWATER
DIRT
:MOVAL
moved
z,timates
3 Ties
(ernp

YOU MEAN THERE ARE
PEOPLE AROUND WHO KNOW
LESS THAN I DO 7

BOSTON (AP)- Think of drug
rafficking and you think of big
cities - Miami, New York, Los
Angeles. Not places like Hanover,
Mass., South Brunswick, N.J., or
Conyers, Ga.
But like legitimate businesses,
drug dealers are moving to the
suburbs. '
"We see dealers leap-frogging,said Stephen Morrcale. a Drug
Enforcement Administration
spokesman in Boston. "They will
leap over the major urban areas and
try to find smaller areas where they
can blend in."
In recent years, gangs from Los
Angeles have been caught pushing
drugs in that city's suburbs. Police
in suburban New Jersey report
being sandwiched between dealers
from New York and Philadelphia.

CLASSIFIEDS
ORDINANCE NO. 91-946
AN ORDINANCE AMENDING ORDINANCE NO. 375. CODIFIED
AS SECTION 93- OF THr CITY OF MURRAY CODE OF
ORDINANCES.
WHEREAS, the Murray Public Works Committee has recommended that
certain changes be made in the rate schedule for refuse collection and other
matters pertaining to refuse collection, and
WHEREAS, the City Council for the City of Murray, Kentucky, concurs
with said recommendation,
NOW THEREFORE • BE IT ,HEREBY ORDAINED BY THE CITY
COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY, AS FOLLOWS:
Section I. §93.02 is hereby amended to read as follows:
The city shall make available and/or collect-refuS'e from all entities.
Minimum rates shall be Charged and collectedfroin'eaCh entity whether or
not it, utilizes the city's collection routes. Collection routes shall hereafter
be designated by and the days and times of collections determined and
publicly announced by the Superintendent of Sanitation.
Section 2, §93.05 SPECIAL COLLECTIONS; CHARGES; SERVICES
DEFIED Paragraph (A) is hereby amended to read as follows:
(A)The city shall not collect,remove,or dispose of the following types of
refuse: offal, sewage, animal excreta,.the carcasses of animals, tree or
shrub trimmings, or material resulting from the demolition, repair.
alteration, or erection of buildings or structures, but for such types of
refuse a flat charge of $6.00 shall be collected for each special service call
_ _ _made. and to this charge-shall be added such charges as will compensate .
the city for extra refuse volume or weight involved in the types of refuse as
- determined by the officer or employee of the city in charge of the landfill
-site', under the 'stipervision - of the superintendent Of. aanitation.
Section 3 The penultimate sentence of §93.06 is hereby amended to read as
follows:
If the fee,rate, or charge for any monthly service charge is not paid within
fifteen (15) days after the siErie is due, the amount thereof shall then be
delinquent, a five percent(5%.)penalty added thereto, and recovered by
the city in any. appropriate action. Section 4 §93.08 SCHEDULE OF FEES is hereby amended'tb read as
follows:
In order to make the service proposed in this subchapter self, supporting, there shall be, and there is established, a schedule of rates,
fees, and charges for refuse collection, removal, and disposal. Said rates
shall be effective with bills received on-or after August 1.1991. and are as
follows, to-wit:
(A) RESIDENCES
Residences
Rate I'er Month
(1) Single-family residence
8.00
(2) Duplex residences and
apartment houses, each family
8.00
(3) Residences with only
one occupant 65 years of age
(4) Customers living outside
the City limits shall
pay the following rates
(a) Single family residence
14.00
(b) Duplex residences and
apartment houses, each family
14.00
(c) Residences with only
one occupant 65 years of age or older
10.50
(8) Commercial and Industrial rstablishments.
(1) No change
(2) Notice of suc
ange in commercial refuse collection fees and
number of collections per week shall be served on the commercial and
industrial establishment by attaching such notice to the establishment's
refuse container, or by placing such notice in some other conspicuous
place on the premises, which constitute- receipt.
(3) No change
(4) No change
(5) No change
Section 4 §93.22 SANITARY LANDFILL DISPOSAL FEE SCHEDULE
is hereby amended to read as follows:
(A)The following rates are established for disposal in the city's sanitary
landfill by any customer displaying a permanently affixed, valid City of
Murray resident auto sticker:
(1) Pickup truck, level load. $4.00 per load.
(2) Automobiles, 52.00 per load.
(3) Larger trucks/commercial haulers, $4.00 per cubic yard.
(4) All brush $4.00 per load.
(5) All materials requiring special cover, $8.00 per cubic yard.
(6) All materials requiring special handling and cover $16.00 per cubic
yard.
B. The following rates are established for disposal in the city's sanitary
landfill by any customer NOT displaying a permanently affixed, valid
City of Murray resident auto sticker:
(1) Pickup truck, level load, $7.00 per load.
(2) Automobiles, S3.50 per load.
(3) Larger trucks/commercial haulers, 57.00 per cubic yard.
(4) All brush $7.00 per load.
(5) All materials requiring special cover, S8.00 per cubic yard.
(6)All materials requiring special handling and cover 516.00 per cubic
yard.
(C)The display of a permanently affixed, valid City of Murray resident
auto sticker will determine whether the rate schedule set forth in section A
or section B applies. Specifically excluded are private haulers who are not
eligible to use city stickers to obtain city rates.
(D) This section shall become effective with the bills received on or
after July 1, 1991, and shall not be changed except by ordinance
amendment.
Section 5. All ordinances or portions of ordinances of the City of Murra.
Kentucky. in conflict herewith are hereby repealed to the extent of such conflict
and ,to such extent only.
ADOPTED ON THE FIRST READING ON THE 9 DAY OF MAY,1991.
ADOPTED ON THE SECOND READING ON THE 23 DAY OF MAY,
1991.
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Notka
LEAD guitar needed for
country rock band
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PUBLIC NOTICE
BUDGET HEARING
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Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753 943.3
after 5pm

GLEANER K combine
corn & grain head 100 crop
sprayer 4 bottom plow
Culti mulcher Hydraulic
log splitter, like new Rot
hoe 759-4947 after 5pm
200
SPorls
Equipment

JUNK cars and trucks
437 4087
SMALL farm with 3br house
in Calloway or Graves
county 435-4147
USED and antique furniture glass tools quilts
901 642 6290
USED and Junked a r conditioners Will pick up
436-2904

4.1.11;. r.k't
/
.1t;:11.r1.1

% 01: or r'S an
ens,: or answer is made
')chalt, a Judgment vy detaL.:i May IAA:
SAILA for the relief saug hi in the
Copies of the complaint an he Olt:tine.:
Order Attorney or Front the Clerk
CaL•int Court Ar..A ers to me
ne sent to the Jerk CI the Calloy.
laihen 0 Miller Ar.nex. Courthouse.

Sullit an,
Psar

(.00 8
twit

(
Port%

Par 3 Golf Course
Golf Carts
Lighted
Driving Range
Miniature Golf
Softball &
Baseball
Batting Cages
Lessons By
Appointment
Jimmy Sullivan PGA Pro
Lynn Sullivan PGA Pro
Velvet Jones
753-1152
MURRAY KY

NEW doublewides. 3 bed
PINE Bark Mulch or Nug
00,
gets 2cu ft bag only $2 59 rooms $14,999
month. $1 296
ea Top soil 40Ib bag lust $17221 per
12 25% APR Free
$1 79ea Potting soil 40Ib down,
and set up BEST
delivery
Also
ea
99
$1
only
bag
Hwy. 45.
CENTER,
HOME
or
Shrubs
tgal size
TN
Azaleas are lust $2 99 ea South. Jackson,
Coast to Coast Hardware 901 422 2825
753-8604
USED homes ready to five
CHRISTOPHER S COINS in 2 or 3 bedrooms sin
otter
is expanding' We now
glewides and doublewides
stamps and stamp supplies free delivery and set up
along with silver dollars. Starting at $4 143 00
proof sets, U S and foreign
BEST HOME CENTER,
coins and coin supplies
Hwy 45 South, Jackson. TN
great
ire
stamps
Coins and
422 2825
901
make
hobbies they also
wonderful gifts and invest- YOUR Choice NEW 2 or 3
ments Visit us today at the bedroom $10 999 00'
Ox Yoke Antique Store $127 22 per month
(Hazel), Treasure House $88500 down 1225%
and Book Rack (Murray), APR, 180 mos Free deliv
the Mercantile (Aurora)and ery and set up BEST
the Book Shelf (Paris) We HOME CENTER Hwy 45
Jackson, TN
buy coins and stamps and South
appraise estates 90/ 422 2825
502-7534161
pickup or we
TOPSOIL
deliver 753-0277 or
759-1090 Welch Sand and
Gravel Hwy 641N Almo
Ky

2BR apt appliances and
lawn maintenance Near
University $275/mo Avail
able 6/1/91 Coleman RE
753-9898
NEWLY redecorated 2br
duplex Central WA, W/D
hookup, yard mowing pro
aided Westwood Dr $350
759-4979 or 753-8859
NICE 1,2,3br apartment
Furnished, near campus
Also 1-3br house, 1 4br
house W/D hook-up Day
9-5 753-6111, night
753-0606
NICE 2br duplex, carport,
appl , gas heat, deck,
lease No pets $425/mo
710 Sycamore 753 7457
NICE 3br stove and refrigerator furnished Cen
tral heat/air Half of the
utilities $450/mo, deposit
No pets 105 N 16th
753-1953 days, 753-0870
nights

2811

TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1, 2 & 3 bed•
28R 753-9866
rooms Apply Hilldale Apts
or call
Ky
DOUBLEWIDE 2br gas Hardin,
TOP Soil good rich dirt heat Days 527-1987, 502-437-4113 EHO
Ideal for yards and plant nights 354-633-5
VACANT furnished 2br
beds 759-1828 753 2446
t No pets
apartmen
prion
14x60
Bogard Trucking & Exca- NEWER 2br
Mur- 753-5292
from
miles
19
lot
vate
vating Inc
ray Walk to Johnathan
3ari
WOODEN storage build
$ 265/mo
Creek
Housas
ings 8x16' starts at $1095 354-6248
For Rent
1016 $142450. 12x24
V
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br,
$2395 Other sizes avert
dis- 2BR, stove & refrigerator
able Acree Portable Build- electric or gas Walking
furnished 5225/mo plus
753-5209
college
to
tance
ings 502 247 7831
deposit 2bedrm duplex, 3
miles east Stove, refrigerator, water furnished
$225/mo plus deposit
2511
753-1513
Business
AIR conditioner repair, free
213R, appliances, W/D hooServices
estimates 436-2904
kup, central H/A, curtains,
PRIVATE Investigato
carpeted 1004 Main
D B A Confidential Investi$400/mo $300 deposit
gations Southside Shop
759-1265
ping Center, Suite #102
heat appliances
Murray. 753-2641
4 CAR shop with office Cal 2BR, gas
1607 Ryan Available
753-4509
SHARP copiers Author
6/1/91 Coleman RE
'zed dealer for sales, ser753 9898
vice, supplies, parts and
Prime
NICE furnished house in
rental units Local corn•
residential area for shared
Office Space
parry Gall 1-800-248 4319
rental to two responsible
For Rent
students $250
graduate
2000 sq ft newly
each plus a utilities each
270
Plus
decorated.
Deposit and references reMobil*
sq ft deco800
quired All appliances,
Sale
For
Homes
microwave. W/D furnished.
rate to suit. Close
or 606 254-6583
753-8143
12x60, 3br, la bath
Murn
to downtow
753-3229
ray. First month
370
12x65, 2br. 2 full bath
tree rent with 1 yr.
thfutoek
$4200 436-2639
1470 Mobile Home, 21x.
baths central air
by
759-1067 after 7pm

Homes For Rent

lease.
753-8302 or
753-5870

& Supplies

BULLS AND HEIFERS
PERFORMANCE TESTED
Simmental Gelbvieh and
Maine-Anjou crossbred
service age Bulls and Heil
ers Only the very top performers offered for sale Al)
animals health tested and
guaranteed to breed Smith
Broadbent Farms, Cadiz,
DAY
42211
KY
(502)235-5182 NIGHT
(502)235-5170

14x80 3BR 2 bath must be
310
moved 436-5272
Want
LAGE army
CAMOUF
Experienced
To Rent
pants, rip stop cotton
14x80 BUCCANEER Set
Meat Cutter
$1995 Speed lace army
up 3bdrm 2tull bath Take PHYSICIAN moving to
Needed
boots $39 95 Motorcycle
payments 753-2856 Murray June 15th needs
over
••
Se'ld resume to
helmets and shields
unfurnished home
CLAYTON 1470 3br,
1986
42071
P 0 Box 1040T,
Walker work boots and
fenced yard In or between
electric
All
bath
2
3br,
western boots Jerry s
t.1,aray, KY 42071
Murray & Paris Prefer
Stella Mobile Home Court
l< Al I) L BELL
Sporting goods 6th and
210
close in rural or county
759 4934
ERSDX.K a BELL
BABYSITTER wanted, Walnut. Mayfield KY
setting 2 adults no child
Arwood
45-55 years of age, for 2 42066
1990. 14x50 FLEET- ren Will consider lease/
•sot_ III :2111 STREEI
380
month old girl 759-1334
WOOD, W/D hookup. turn lease option Deposit and
1'0 BOA 186
COMMODORE 64 per- A FIREWOOD for sale
Pets
Utility
s
furnished
HA,
reference
central
'shed,
_Supplies
\Lai-. KY 420- I
&
BABYSITTER to sit in your sonal computer with hard- 437-4667
mi
616
502-245-1
pole and underpinning
home evenings and ware. games, desk arid
WOOD for sale 753 9745 eluded Set on country lot
AKC Brittany pups
weekends Lynn Grove chair $500 753-7521 after
WANTED to rent 2-3br
498-8528 after 5pm
502-362-4018
area preferred 435-4000 6 30pm Anytime Wedneshouse or apt for professor
day or weekends
1991 14850 2br 1 bath
August or earlier. AKC standard poodle pup'EARN EXTRA INCOME'
WD hookup 753-6378
electric,
Total
pies , black, 9wks
F'ackage
Equipment
weekly
DIVE
Earn $200 $500
Notice
underpinned Located Rivi
492-8529
mailing 1991 Travel boar Dacor regulator w
System Yamaha era Cts Lot 7 389;0141
chores For more informa- Octopus Dacor Tr View SOUND
BEAUTIFUL Siamese cat,
PM -1000 16-channel
Lights
r
2
Mask
Underwate
a
stamped
send
tion
declawed, sprayed, all
24tt PERRY travel trailer
AS SEEN ON T V
750W
BGW
(2)
mixer
CANCER
addressed envelope to A I Buoyancy "Compensator,
self-contained, skirted, in
shots, house trained
LEARN TO DRIVE Travel P 0 Box Winoka Dive Knife Weight Amps, (1) BGW 250W sulated. underpinned Ex
INSURANCE
trailer only a cou- $20 00 Must sell do to
1BR
and
2
(1)
EQ.
band
31
(1)
Amp
S
R
TRAILER
ConTRACTO
Compass
430780-B1 South Miami, Belt 184bs
No age limit to apply If
cellent condition, brick pa
iirj E XPERIENCE
ple blocks from campus lease 753-0607
sole wDepth & pressure way x over (4) Bass caFL 33143
privacy fence See at Furnished Cheap rates
your present policy is
trf E 0E0
each
JBL
2-15"
with
binets
HAVE arf obedient, safe
guage, 316" Wet suit
Grogans Trailer Court 94E
over 10 years old it
759-1534
EXCITMENT in the travel (Large) 345-2279 after (4) community horns with
for show or home
dog
of
may not cover some
°a raiitaa lassiaio cram
industry' Get paid to see 5 30pm
JBL drivers (2441) (3) Har
BANK Repos down pay- 1BR upstairs apt near uni- Classes or professionally
1.04111111Ket. TN
the newer treatments
the world Special recorded
banger monitors with 15" ments starting as low as versity . appliances
trained Serving Murray for
such as chernother
message reveals details ORDER the spa designed JBL Road cases for all $29900, 2 & 3 bedrooms
over 12yrs 436-2858
6/1/91
Available
$185imo
apy For tree irtorrna
Call 314-243 8823 ext for you Murray Hot Tubs equipment 753-2981
doublewide repos also Coleman RE 753-9898
nee ral•
PEGS Dog Grooming
bon call
115 S 13th St
,11.0
104
available BEST HOME
••••
753-2915
Jerry McConnell
Northin
2BR apartment
240
CENTER Hwy 45 South
HOUSEKEEPER with re ROUND 36" coffee table
753-3964
$265/mo
Insurance
TN
wood
Jackson
PET Pen, 1101 Story, tropiwasom.
*fences wanted 4 day Toro lawn mower 21- cut
Miscellaneous
re
901-422 2825
753-4199
twice weekly $5 00-hour like new 759-4947 after
or 2BDRM apartment cal and goldfish, birds
1
lille•=01r
pfiles, small animals, dog
1-800-334-1203 753-8734 after 5pm
5pm
753-4109
12%21
AGREE Carports
LUXURY model 16x80,
grooming 759-1322
Reg $1295 on sale for vinyl siding, shingled roof,
JOBS IN ALASKA Hiring SEARS rear-tine tiller PUr
2BR, appliances, water
on
$1795
reg
20x21
$995
•
ap
was $25,900, now $22,350 furnished, central H/A, new ROTTWEILER pupplies,
Entry Level $600 - weekly chased 5/9/91 Used
Sale for $1295 Call May- with PRPP rralTRAL
Constuc-tion, Canneries, ;:iroxitrately 10 boors
carpet $275/mo Avattable AKC male and female,
field 247-7831
shots and worms
fierga n Home Center, Hwy now
Call
2650
fields
753
$600
Coleman RE
Oil
All Brand or
8-5024
901-64
TN
South.
Paris,
641
1 206-736-7000 Ext.
753-9898
D P airgometer stepping
SUNTAN booth 753 3488
901-644-1099
1248B
machine with 8 function 901-644-1176
2BR apt furnished, close to
WOOD lathe Delta att
moderator Student mov- STARTER home with ex
13 IMMEDIATE OPEN model Includes motor and ing Must sell $130
campus WIG hookup
110
Vas' 1652 2br, 1 bath
) A
INGS NEED a lob'
5300/mo $300 deposit
Public
tools First $195 753-5154 753-8133
re
free
frost
stove,
electric
CEO" Hope for the future? after 5pm
753-0919
Sale
and
room
Irving
frigerator,
You may qualify if •You do
LANDSCAPE Lava Rock
dining room furnished with 2BR Duplex in Northwood
high
or
GED
ea
$150
only
your
bag
ft
have
lcu
not
28
Call:
May
Vote
& $300/mo 759-4406
school diploma •You are
Black rock 501b bag $1 50 FREE WASHER
Dr. Floyd Poore
492-8566
between the ages 01 16 &
ea We also have sanitized DRYER' Was $14,900
2BR Executive apartment
Appliances
for Governor
We are an E 0 E This
play sand 50th bag only now $13,650 Bargain Central H/A, stove, refriger641
Hwy
Center,
5 p.m. 21
Home
after
protect is funded by the 14 CUBIC tt white Westing- $2 19 and Lawn Lime 40Ib
ator, dishwasher, lawn
For ride to poll
TN
Paris
Western Kentucky Private house, frost free bag only $2 39 ea Coast to South
maintenance, outside stor6
759-978
call
901-644 1176
ELECTION DAY
Coast Hardware 753 8604
Industry Council JTP A refrigerator/freezer Excel
age deck Available now'
Dy Poo,e
Call J TPA Out Of School lent condition $250 Day
Elegant
Coleman RE 753-9898
&
STYLISH
Comm:tee c' Od
9 3 7 8
LASER Computer. Apple Southland double wide
7 5 3
time call 762 3375
way County. Leonard
28R energy efficient du
lie and Apple Ilc compat
28x64. 3br. 2 bath, comMRS THERESA Psychic ea m -1 1 30a rn
13,own. Treasurer
mci moni- pletely furni.shed, must see plex New paint, extra
kitricionhro
reaaer and adviser
PAINTERS must have 2
Crossroads at
tor Some Software Pro- to appreciate' Unbelievably clean Central H/A, aphelp through all problems
years experience or more
pliances Available now
NskTICE All stored items in
booklet and manual
DOS
KIrksey
including
ent
$38,900
at
priced
appointm
for
Call
Steady work Apply at
stACe unit 5115 at Key
Bought new Christmas FREE 4 TON CENTRAL Coleman RE 753-9898
502 554-7904
Something for
Blacks Decorating Center
Mini Warehouses, Route 8,
1989 Used only a few AIR & CONCRETE FOOT- 2 FURNISHED apartments
everybody
S 4th Street or call MOVING Sale 2 Danish times $400 435-4632
Box 1260 Murray KY
INGS' Bargain Home Cen- for rent $150 and $175/mo
(walDanish
$25
at
chairs
aban
been
0839
753
42071 have
Paris,
ter, Hwy 641 South,
Gas and water paid
nut) recliner arid ottoman ONE Pepsi bottle machine
doned and will be disposed
PART TIME retail sales $50 Pecan bed $35. cer- $85 One set of office TN 901 644-1176
110
753 7276
of on June 7 1991 unless
clerk Send resume to P 0 amic top coffee table $25. 2 phones 3 lines 9 phones
Real
size bedrooms in
SUPER
picked up by the owner and LOST German Shepard
A BRAND new brick duBox 1040G
Estate
brass headboards at $50. 2 $125 753-7275
2bath
2bdrm
16x80
all charges paid for said unit near N 16th St Answers to
this
plex 2br. a/c gas heat, all
$50, kneeply
POSITIONS available at stuffed chairs at
before June 7 1991
appliances No pets BOB HALEY Real Estate
Lamonte She s very
PATIO stones 2-x8-$16- home' Storm windows
office
large
$30
hole
desk
in
Also wood floors 11 11 21 insu
753 7688 or 759-4703 Sales and Appraisals
friendly Reward 759 4605 Shoney s Inn Must apply
(antique white) $35. gray or red 69e ea
gar
person Shoney s Inn desk
nights
Roberts Realty 753-1651
square or hexagonal latton dishwasher,
2"x12"
Dresher
new
2
chest
$25.
Lease For Less at
6-41N Murray Ky
lust bage disposal stereo and
red
or
gray
489 2266
or
stones
patio
with
twin brass headboards
NEW duplex 2br 2 baths
DWAIN TAYLOR
We have red much more' Was $22 900
IAL building
CHEVROLET
opener
COMMERC
SERVICE Technician for twin Simmons maxipedic $1 69ea
auto
with
Garage
FREE
with
square paving now $20 255
Lumina Euro loaded
Heating/Air Conditioning mattresses, springs and octagon
Bargain appliances plus microwave 2800sq ft . next to golf
AIR'
CENTRAL
18"
and
ea
55c
Apply at Buford's Heating frames $500. Regulation stones for
I ADULT arid 2 students
#139704 $301 89 mo•
course on N 16th and Ut
641 furnished $450/mo lyr
square bricktaced patio Home Center Hwy
Dr No terback Rd 753-0521 or
Northwood
Call Gene at 753-2617
lease
Tn
needed for gift shop The and Air. 1928 N 8th Street Ping pong table $50 32'
Paris
South
stones 53 69 Coast to
Tito II LlCenSe
Paducah KY or send re bronze storm door $40
Ti,.PaS
pets 753 2905
136 2165 after 5pm
Hitching Post Aurora
Coast Hardware 753-8604 901-644 1176
753 6869
ed NO Closed Ed lease
sume to P0 Box 1396
474 2266
•

'‘•

HAS your mothers morn OAK corner china cabinet
ing out program closed for $300 2 wicker chairs
the summer 7 We offer 5 $50ea New panasonic
hours of creative care for microwave $100 Whirlpool
your youngster on Tuesday microwave $50 All excel
& Thursday Supervised lent condition 753-4701
play crafts music water fun Limited enrollment
753 9369 or 753 7383
165
IRONING done in my
Non smoker
home
Antiques
753 7383
ANTIQUE mall at The
WILL care for your children Hitching Post in Aurora wit
in my Cfnterbury home be opening Memorial Day
753 5450'
weekend Dealers wanted
WILL do house cleaning 474-2266
Call after 7pm 753 1016
190
WILL sit with sick or elderly
Farm
Call 753-4590 or 435•2497
Equipment
for information
ARTSWAY grinder/mixer
Hog & pig feeders 4 ton
bulk bin wauger and motor
Business
753 6088, 753 8539
Opportunity

AVON Earn $6 to $10 per
hour No door to door
necessary. Interviewing
USED lawn mowers & tillToes May 28 only 2pm
ers for parts Running or
Corn
4 30pm Chamber of
not 753-4314 evenings
meree Hwy 641. Nu plume
USED mobile homes and
calls
campers 492 8714
AVON reprekaantatives
needed Up to 50% com150
mission 58 & $15 kits De
Articles
layed billing Door to door
Foe S.).
unnecessary insurance
11 HP Snapper mower
available Assist Mgr
1 800-866-2243
759 4142 after 5pm

Br..ract. • real proper:.

•

COUCH with matching love
seat and queen size
waterbed for sale Call
753 6042

MEN S Arnold Palmer gol
BLADE & planter for tarmall clubs Sand Wedge 3Irons
cub tractor 753 7580
$195 Women s Powerbilt
CASH for mobile home golf clubs Pitching
tires $7-$12 each We will wedge-3Irons $75
remove Will also buy ax- 753-5904
es 527-2932

NOTICE
KEN 11.(AY
I R 1,NsPORT.‘ I ION
if

.

COUCH chair & recliner
Excellent condition Call
anytime 489 2982

140

ate

Homes For Si,

ALLIANCE

VCR Service

Ward-Elkins
753-1713

WANTED
TO BUY
Burley
Tobacco
Base

BIG
YARD
SALE

Tuesday
May 28
6:00 a.m.

udr

Your Ad
Could Be
Here
Call 753-1916
* SPECIAL *
Fluid & Filter
Change '24.95

MATHIS
TRANSMISSION
624 N. 4th
Murray, Ky.
753-6374

0.•••••••••••■•••••.•
•.

-•11.
.

•
•
•
: .4

•

/Neel

orated 2br
H/A, W/D
owing pro • Dr $350
53-8859
apartment
campus
use 1 4br
oh up Day
11, night

ve and reshed GenHalf of the
o, deposit
5 N 16th
s, 753-0870
lications for
t subsidized
, 2 & 3 bed
illdale Apts
or call
EHO
nished 2br
No pets

refrigerato
25/mo plus
rm duplex, 3
ve. refrigerafurnished
lus deposit.
es W/D hoo
H/A, curtains,
1004 Main
00 deposit

house in
ea for shared
o responsible
dents $250
utilities each
references reappliances,
/D furnished
606 254 6583

D HEIFERS
NCE TESTED
Gelbvieh and
u crossbred
Bulls and Heif
e very top pored for sale All
Ith tested and
to breed Smith
Farms, Cadiz.
11
DAY
5182 NIGHT
70

ttany
18

KOPPERUD REALTY of
fors a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes
all prices
753-1222, toll free
1 -800251 -HOME Ext
711L

COUNTRY Living Brick
3br, 2 bath 1 acre 5 minutes to city Low !kris
Bob Perrin Real Estate
759 1881 or evenings
753-3509

HILLTOP Home Must Sell
On Hale Rd Reduced
MUST sell 2br trailer and $23,000 negotiable
small cottage on lh acres 436 2010
Well, electric and septic
Good rental property in KY Lake property in low
Croppie Hollow 436 5005 $20's Furnished Irvin
Cobb area 314 472 1848
SMALL acreage for sale in 8to4 ask for Miller, after
Kirksey area Financing 6 30pm 314-276-4130
available 489 2161 after
7pm
MARTIN Heights, Brick
3br, 2 bath, 2 car garage,
patio landscaped used
little 753-4065, 762 1123NEAR downtown area 4br,
14 bath, vinyl siding
home Central gas heat.
living-room, dining room,
LOT on KY lake 1 mile kitchen basement Excelsouth of Kenlake State lent rental property
Park in Anderson Shores 753-0569 •
Easy
terms
1- 800 6 2 1 38 9 4 or NEWLY listed 4bdrm
2bath lake front home on
474-8826
wooded lot Owner anxious
to sell! A good buy $60s
MLS 3292 Contact Kopperud Realty 753-1222
OWNER Moving and
wishes to sell custom-built
home on 21 acres 271
miles north of Murray city
limits 3 or 4 bedrooms, 3
full baths, dining room, 2
kitchens, 2 walk-in pan2 HOUSES for sale 1 mile tries, sun room, den, great
out on 94 west 753-4448 or room, 2 fireplaces, closets
and storage galore Energy
753-4843
efficient. Attached, over38R, 2'a BT home 3 mi sized garage with workwest of Murray in Oaks shop Too many other speEstates Large kit & family cial features to list
room with fireplace Dining 753-6869
Worn. playroom, utility, and
garage Central H/AC SALE or lease At lake, 2
paved drive, city water, ca miles from Aurora New ceblevision All appliances in dar 2br, R-12/16 large
cluded Perfect for young screened in porch, view,
family or retired couple' private See at Bent Tree
Call 753 8151 for Estates, last home at lake
drive Buddy Valentine, ofappointment
fice Mayfield 247-5621,
38R brick 5 miles south home Murray 753-4981
east 1360sq ft , 1 bath 1
PRICE reduced! Three
acre wooded lot, new well bedroom,
1-i4 bath, brick,
and septic Mid $40's
excellent condition on quiet
436-2742
street in cibi. Central gas
heat, living room dining
38R brick. 1% bath. fire- room, kitchervublity
room,
place West of Gatesboro large sunroom
, paved
$65.000 Also 3 city lots, driveway, carport,
de$9 500
$10.500 tached garage or work753-0800
shop, fenced backyard
Lots of extras Call
38R on 1
acre com
pletely remodeled siding 753-1893, Chuck Foster.
roof carport 121 North 6
miles just past Stella 1.
mile 753 7523
BEAUTIFUL 272 -5acre
tracts with paved roads
Located near Hwy 94E,
close to Ky Lake Contact
Kopperud Realty,
753-1222 for prices, plats
and restrictions MLS 2644
CONDOMINIUM ground
floor unit with garage Low
utilities wheel chair ac
cessable For sale or lease
753-3293

1978 750 SPECIAL
Yamaha, full tarring, trunk
and bags 23,800 actual
miles 492-8425
1984 HONDA -650 Night
Hawk, Garage Kept, 11xxx
miles, good condition. Call
753-9292 after 5pm.
IT 175 Yamaha, good condition $600080.759-1039

pups

rd poodle pup
ack, 9,
.vks
L Siamese cat.
sprayed, all
use trained
ust sell do to
-0607
obedient, safe
how or home
professionally
rving Murray for
436-2858

1986 CAMARO black low
ers $150 753-2068
231 BUICK engine newly
rebuilt $450 753-3102
82-91 CAMARO or 228
Daytona style hood $300
437-4076

LOT 1 mile south of Ken
lake State Park Water and
sewer on lot 753-5541

2BR House, vinyl siding,
carport, stove, refrigerator,
sattelite, newly decorated
On 9 acres of land 4 miles
south of Murray on blacktop
road Owner financing to
qualified party 436-2041

Kopperud Realty
711 Main

1988 CHEVY Beretta Gray
w/burgandy interior Power
windows and locks tilt,
cruise 47XXX miles, Daytime 753-5532 -After 5pm
753-8353
1988 MAZDA 929 Loaded
moonroof, leather seats,
Michelin tires 53axx miles
Extended warranty
$10,950 753-3304 If no
answer, leave message
1989 FORD Escort 4 door
AM/FM stereo Air/heat,
cruise Extra clean 45,000
miles Owner must sell
$4900 753-6633

CARS
'90 toyota
2,987
'89 Pontiac grand Ai 18481
'89 Pont. Grand Prix LE 18,987
'89 Toyota Cary
'8,387
19 Toyota Celia 7_10,987
'89 Cressida...... ......„„ 15,987
le Toyota Corolla
le Mazda 626
'88 Toyota Cressida 13467
'BB Toyota Cary
1487
87 Dodge
'3,987
'87 Mustang Conv...„...............
'87 Hood Actord1I U '8487
'86 Toy. Crary LE '627
'86 Toy Cada ....
'85 Ford
'2487
'85 Mem Colony PrIt
'85 Buici Park Ave...,....0.25487
'84 Toy. Tercel
'84 Toyota
'83 Lncoin
'81 Chevy

'2,987
TRUCKS
'89 Toyota Landcruiser.„.16.987
'89 Toyota Exch 414...„ 10,487
89 Chevy
'6,787
'88 Ford F•3501 Van .....,„ '8,717
'88 Toyota Runner 11487
'38 Prouth Voyager 10,487
V Toyota 1
'6,987
14 Toyota
y

B

Greg 13,adshaw
t...,ornan
1,
oel. Bus. Mg,
C^a0 Coc.i'ari Gen Mgr.
T

TOYOTA
LAKEFRONT o
Newly listed 4 BR, 2 bath home on wooded lot.
Owner anxious to sell! A good buy in the 860's.
MLS 03292.

1987 GRAND AM Maroon/
Gray Low miles Air, Cassette Very good condition
$6700 1987 Mazda B2000
LX, short bed 5 speed All
options $5700 753-0639
1987 MONTE Carlo SS
Loaded, T-Tops 759 1274
after 5pm

1979 PINTO wagon 1
owner, no rust, air, stereo,
good motor, new tires
435-4579

CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
Music Murray's Alpine Car
Audio Specialist. Dixieland
Center, 1 block from MSI..;
dorms.
PUNCH 45 $225 15th Anniversary Special! Sunset
Blvd. Music Murray's
Rockford-Foagate authorized
dealer. Dixieland Center
Chestnut St. 753-0113.

1986 F150 Shortbed, 302
engine, automatic trans
$3800 759-1039.

1101 Story. tropi
ldfish, birds re
II animals, dog
759-1322
ILER pupplies,
le and female,
and worms
or
8 - 50 2 4
099

Service on all brand,: window air condition
ers refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
microwaves- dishwashers -gas & electric
ranges.

Factory Authorized Repairs likil
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emersort-Brown
'All Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

Stimbilillinitten, Inc. I
BIG
ARD
SALE
TION DAY

uesday
ay 28
00 a.m.
.sroads at
Irksey
ething tor
verybody

LEY, Real Estate
nd Appraisals
Realty 753-1651
266
RCIAL building
ft next to golf
N 16th and Ut
Rd 753 0521 or
5 after 5pm

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
Medicare due to disability we offer an excellent Medicare Supplement Policy. it pays the
$628 Part-A deductible as well as 100% of
Medicare's Part B copayment amount. This
benefit is based on 20% of the Medicare
Allowable Charge. We also pay 20% of the
$100 Part-B deductible. Part-B benefits are
paid in or out 8f the hospital. The 1991 rate is
$58.75 Kis month
Por more information calf:

Hopkinsville Federal Savings Building
"Free local claim service"

GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree work
436-2642
GENERAL repair, tree
work, roofing general
clean-up, hauling, yards
mowed Free estimates
James Sills 753-4120
GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate

HAULING - topsoil, sand,
bank gravel, washed
gravel, whaerock of all
types, mulch and other type
hauling available Call
Kenny 759-1039 anytime
INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate

Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free KITCHEN
CABINET REestimates 753-0906 after MODELI
NG with wood
5pm, 759-9816, 753-0495.
grain formica, all colors
1983 CAMARO Z-28, AM/
ALPHA Builders Carpen- Free estimates Wulfts Re
FM cassette, T-Top, good
try, remodeling, porches, covery, Murray 436-5560
tires
t'''°'" 080
roofing, concrete, drive- LANDSCAPING
753-0732 or after 5pm
mowing
ways, painting, mainte- a
753-5932
nance, etc Free estimates trim, tree removal and haul1983 CUTLASS Calais, 489-2303
ing. major or minor clea
automatic in the floor,
bucket seats, AM/FM cas- ANTENNA repair and in- nups, dozing and grading
sette. Black with burgundy stallation Replace or install 492 8254
interior, tinted windows, channel master antennas, A LICENSED electrical
PS/PB Must sell 474-2789 rotors, and amplifiers Ran- contractor JAMES
C GAL
dell Beasley. Buchanan, LIMORE ELECTRIC Com
1984 CELICA GT Red, low Tn
901-642-4077
mercial and residential, fast
miles, air, cruise, 5-speed
$4150. 753-8788 after ANY remodelq)g, building, courteous and efficient serpainting & roofing Free es- vice 759-1835
5pm
timates References
MITCHELL Paving Seal
1984 GRAND Marquis LS,
435-4632
coating and hauling Over
great condition Hwy miles
$3600
759-9908 or APPLIANCE REPAIRS 30yrs experience Free esFactory trained by 3 major timates 753-1537 or
759-1423 after 5pm
manufacturers Most parts 753-1221
1984 IMPALA, 4-aoor
in stock, on my truck All MOODY'S mower
repair
78,000 miles Real nice
work and parts warranted Pickup and delivery All
707 Sycamore
Ask for Andy at The Ap- work guaranteed
1984 OLDSMOBILE pliance Works 753-2455
753-5668
Frenza, 1 owner, 60,000
miles, excellent condition
$1500 753-8736 after
DON'T YOU THINK IT'S TIME YOU
6pm

EARNED AS MUCH AS YOU'RE WORTH?

1985 NISSAN 300ZX. red,
T-Top, automatic Excellent Condition 498-8528
after 5pm
1985 RENAULT Alliance
Convertible A/C. AM/FM
stereo cassette, automatic
Good condition Runs well
$3300 negotiable
753-4229
1986 MONTE Carlo Excellent condition 759 9472

WWI then do al You can as a rsprswitatne Wog insurance and other
financial service products lo'Tha Prudential Voila be work ria for one oi
018100 oast companies lo mei for'
gel solid Va,reng stale o'-twan sooron a coinoterenspie compensation package and
0900rtuneY
lot unlimited sarnirgs growth
cot more information, call use 10Clay Rea mann 3553 Para Plaza Rd.
Paducah Ky 42001 1 800-264-0950
'The 100 tom Canyons; lo SO Fe MO Heavy and rho Rano LW Csoup.
rataahol try John WINN a Sons. Inc No. York ism

Bo

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking &
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

T C Dinh Repair and Main
tenance Electrical Clean
ing Sewer 1210-1212 Main
Street 753 6111 office
753-0606 after 5pm

'Drop by & see our showroom
409 SUNBURY-MURRAY (Bonno Bunny Breac i
?53-5940

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaning servicing $15 most repairs
$35, all brands 3rd Street
Almo Open 9-12. 1-5
Mon -Fri 9 2pm Sat
753-0530
WILL do painting, recoat
ing metal roofs On mobile
homes, barns or houses
5yrs experience Reasonable rates 753-9838
WILL do plumbing All guar
anteed 435-4169
WILLIAMS Concrete Finishing Service Low prices
Free estimates 354-9397

Block, brick, stone, complete foundation, concrete work, sidewalks & patios covered with
brick.

15 yrs. exp. Free Estimates.
Call 527-8275 or 489-2149
For A Job Done Right Because We
Guarantee Our Work.

Now that we are entering, our "garage sale season," we
want you to be informed on our policies.
We do work 2 days in advance to better serve you.
Deadlines are 3 p.m. Mon.-Fri. and 10 a.m. on Saturday.
Yard sales do have to be paid in advance and are $7.50
per day.
For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by

G.W CONSTRUCTION,
Gerald Walters roofing,
painting, vinyl siding, 'all
kinds of remodeling_ Phone
489-2267

MOTIVATED seller. Tiara,
1977 20ft cuddy cabin,
198hp Mercruiser, new bottom paint, low hours, well
maintained. Can be seen at
Harbor Hill Marine, $4750
OBO. 407-253-1813

111,1j 1 sif I' .,i 4 1 ,1,11:11

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS .
CUSTOM V/000WOAKI NG

FULL time yard mowing
Dependable Free estimates 436-2528

HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling, paint
ing, wallpaper, carpentry,
floor covering No lob too
small 436-2052

753-1222

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including
60tt aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower competitive cost Free estimates without obligation
Day or nae, 753 5484

FREE lyr old Siamese cats
to good home 759-9655

FENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs

GLASRIDE boat trailer, fits
19 to 20 ft boat Like new,
Purdom Motors 753-5315

og Grooming

SHEETROCK finishing
textured ceilings Larry
Chnsman ig92 8742

YARD work, mowing....frimming, odd jobs of any kind
Free estimates 753-8463

WILL mow yards Also light
435-4169

hauling

LICENSED for electric,
gas, refrigeration Installation and repair Free estimates 753-7203

1984 CHEETAH ski boat.
16'h ft., 120hp, Mercruiser
stern drive. Life jackets, _
accessories included.
$3500 negotiable.
345-2520

75HP EVINRUDE outboard motor Excellent
Condition $700 Call
James at 435-4425

SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674
"

WILL mow yards Reasonable rates Free estimates
No job to large or to small
474-2300

DAVIDSON Roofing New
roofs and repairs Tear offs
and re-roofs Written .guar
antee Local references
753-5812

1965 RUNABOUT in good
condition with 75hp Evinrode 013 in excellent condition. $1000 Call James at
435-4425

26FT sailboat, 1980
McGregor $5500. Johnson
Outboard. Refurbished
trailer, new fires. Boat like
new 759-4780

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Cali
436-5255

DAVID Palmer Steer
Loader Service 20yrs. experience. Can accommodate jobs in tight places
50 2 - 4 8 9 - 2 1 8 1
or
502-753-4181

1976 20FT Midas mobo
home One owner Ford
chasts, 351 engine $6350
OBO 753-7275

1985 CREST 40tt pontoon
houseboat, sleeps 6,
generator, gas furnace, gas
cook stove, A/C, gas/
electric, refrigerator. (2) 34
gallon gas tanks. 100hp.
Johnson Commercial,
Good Condition. Fully
equiped 753-2085 or
753-8662

APPLIANCE SERVICE
HAULING, yard work, tree
Kenmore, Westinghouse, removal, mowing Free es
Whirlpool 30. years ex- Mates 759-1683
perience Bobby Hopper,
MOODY S mower repair
436 5848
Pickup and delivery All
AZ fix-it man. Construc- work guaranteed
tion, fencing, roofing, paint- 753-5568
ing, plumbing, all around
MURRAY Fence Co Chain
handy-man Call evenings
link fence, dog kennels, re
436-2868
sidenttal, commercial Free
BACKHOE Service - ROY estimates 753 9785 or
HILL Junior Thorn, opera 753 3254
for 30 years experience
Septic system, drive-ways, MYERS Roofing Specie
hauling, foundations, etc fizing in tear offs, recovers,
and repairs 5yr written
759-4664
guarantee 20yrs experiBLOCK, brick, concrete fin- ence Free estimates
ishing Basements foot- 354 6234 or 437 3056
ings, garages, drives,
walks 30yrs experience PAINTING Interior and Ex
13yrs in Murray area. tenor Free estimates
753-5476 Charles Barnett Small repairs Reasonable
rates 753-6844
BOGARD Paving. Paving
Free estiand sealing driveways and PLUMBING
mates Affordable rate
parking lots Over 20yrs
experience Free esti- Same day service All work
mates 753-9552 or guaranteed 753 4200
437-4391
PROFESSIONAL Painters
Inc Coolray and 1.arry
CARPET and vinyl repairs Adams 20yrs experience
and installation Profes- Also remodeling and decorsional service Glen Bobber ating 753 3315
759-1247, leave message
ROCKY COLSON Home
CHM Chim Chimney Repair Roofing siding
Sweeps has 10% senior citi- painting plumbing, conzen discounts. We sell chim- crete Free estimates Call
ney caps and screens. 474-2307
435-4191.
ROGER Hudson rock haulCUNNINGHAM'S Heating ing gravel, sand, dirt driveand Cooling Service Com- way rock 753-4545,
753-6763 759 182il
plete service on all central
cooling, all makes and
models Call Gary at
759-4754

a pert of The Rock.'

00 awl cgooringy 0030orer

(Clip This Ad From The Paper

And Save For A Handy Reference)

Murray-Calloway County Hospital

762-1100

James C. Gallimore
Electric Service
urrav.

-Custom Home Plans
'New Home Construction
-Custom Remodeling

Phone
1502059 1835

KY 42071

Calloway County Fire

Rescue Squad

753-6952

(502) 759-1487

YOULAD COMB BE HERE!
,1
Travis Trucking 0

myysitoo

Gravel -Sand •Whiterock 'Topsoil Dirt
Rt. 3, Box 344-H, Murray, Ky. 42071

502-759-1039

Weak
Cairn
916

ALPHA BUILDERS

Septic Tanks & Sewers 41
k
I nil I's

Remodeling, garages, decks, porches. concrete
%ark. chain link fences. Home maintenance

759-4685
.

Mitchell Paving
-0..or 30

VOW'S

Exp.roce

Hauling an Gravel •White rock -Excavating 'Seal Coating
Rt. 4 Rs 257, Rt. 8 Bx. 515, Murray
r.-er FM.O.,I

(502) 753-1537 or 753-1221

call:

753-1916

Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Sat. 8 a.m.-I2 p.m.

To place your ad
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DEAR ABBY

WE'RE PROUD TO USE
RECYCLED NEWSPRINT

by Abigail Van Buren

.

.

tAV.

-

DEAR ABRY: I am a 642-vear-old
widow, just retired from my teaching ioh I am seeing -a 69-year-old
widower. At first I felt fortunate to
ha,e ttiund someone so kind, gentle
and honest He talks of marriage,
hut there is always somet ing to
delay it First he needed fOot ..• rgery,
thin he had a respiratory problem,
then heart problems. He claims he
wants to marry me,but there always
seems to he something standing in
the way
Mind % t.U. 1 Ain nOi pressuring
him As a matter id fact, I'm having
ecood I houghus about it mvself. Of
,
io,.., -,•_ V. c d ha‘e A prenuptial
ment . hut why should I marry
illIr :,. he his n tIrSe III his old age?
Ile s :,1,,tisy lever, and he as much as
14-rid me he doesn't care for sex. He's
financial!, securi•_ hut so ant I He
home. hut so have I
. ..n., t,,get.her for tw4ears
NA . . , 2
. .,... had some lo%ely trips I
w....i.i.,i,iirellate %tall'ilpimon.Ahht,.
\ILIVALLY COMPATIBLE
f
. DEAN UOMPATIRI.E: Why
marry? Why don't you two compatible people just shake hands
and coot inue to be close friends?

• *•

Abby's tastily recipe*. are incluaed in
hrr cookbookIrt. *end a long. •elfaddrewied envelope,plus check or inon.1
ordrr for $3.95 4114.50 in Canada , to. Drar
Abb.!, ookhookIrt, P.O. BUZ 447. Mount
Morrill.. III. 61054. 4 Pot.tiage i.. included
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As Governor, he will...

he

DEAR FURIOUS: Well said,
lady. Very well said.

* Not raise taxes.
* Build our regional special events center.

• • •

CONFIDENTIAL TOG.F.F.IN
DAYToN,l H-110:Your friend who
claims to be a direct descendant
ofeither Orville or Wilbur Wright
is wrong: Roth Wright brothers
ere bachelor...

British astronaut
has soft landing
in Soviet capsule
MOSCOW (AP) — The Soviet
space capsule carrying Britain's
first astronaut and two cosmonauts
landed softly Sunday on the steppes of the Central Asian republic of
Kazakhstan, the Toss news agency
reported.
The Soyuz TM-12 capsule
descended by parachute about 40
miles southeast of Dzhezkazgan, in
the center i of the republic at 1:05
p.m. Moscow time (6:05 a.a.r.
EDT), Tassi Said. •i
The report did not give any
details about British astronaut
Helen Sharman following her
eight-da trip to the Mir space station, but -a broadcast from London
said the tanng went well.
/'We are very relieved. I think
now," her father, John Sharman,
said in an interview with British
Sky Broadcasting television from
his home in Sheffield.
"Th.s .i.ianding). has got to us
more than either of the other' two
crucial stages, the launch or the
docking." he said. "I think we've
been feeling fairly tense this morning, mainly because in a sense we
are detached and awaiting phone
calls.
"But we are now very relieved
and very pleased and very happy
that they're all down, all safe and
completely well."
Returning to Earth $.s.ith Sharman
were Soviet cosmonauts Viktor
Afanasyev and Musa Manarov,
who were aboard the Mir space sta,tion- for ---1-75 days. Sharman
traveled into space on May 18 with
the replacement crew, Anatoly Artsebarsky and Sergei Krikalev. who
will stay in space for five months.
Sharman, a 27-year-old chemist,
won the trip on the joint SovietBritish flight in a contest sponsored
by the London-based Moscow Narodny Bank. She was chosen from
among 13,000 contestants.

1

* Support a major highway in and out of Murray.
* Open a state economic development office in Western Kentucky to create
better-paying jobs here.
* Support our family farms and work to expand markets by bringing food
processing plants to our region.
* Increas.e the promotion of our tourism industry.
* Make education reform a reality for all of our children.
* Work to provide affordable health care for all Kentuckians.
* Fight crime and drugs - endorsed by the State Fraternal Order of Police and
supported by the Ky. Sheriffs Association.

VOTE

BRERETON JONES
FOR GOVERNOR
TUESDAY, MAY 28, 1991
Paid for by Friends for Jones, Annelle Fulmer, CPA, Treasurer
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